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May 2016Dry Bulk Shipping Industry: Market Trough Yet?

The dry bulk shipping industry is currently struggling with freight rates well below 
OPEX. The market imbalance may be attributed to challenges on both sides of the 
market equilibrium. Demand for the two most important commodities, coal and iron 
ore, have both decreased . Iron ore experiences decreasing demand growth from 
China while coal is going through some more fundamental challenges. However, the 
main contributor to the market imbalance may be attributed to the oversupply of 
vessels in the market, which are at record high levels due to large ordering sprees 
from the shipowners during 2013-14. The number of vessel lay-ups and demolitions 
are also at record high levels, underlining the severity of the current market 
conditions.

The current cycle seem to have the characteristics of a “supersycle”as it scores 
significantly higher on four out of five comparison variables. With the latest plunge in 
the freight rates, the dry bulk operators are having severe trouble creating returns to 
their shareholders. Golden Ocean has experienced a drastic drop in the stock price 
during 2015 and it is estimated that it will see additional 7% downside. The stock is 
downgraded to USD 0.99. All of Golden Ocean’s closest peer-companies reported 
negative operational profits in 2015 and are under pressure in meeting with 
obligations. A net asset valuation indicates that all of the companies except Diana 
Shipping are trading at a discount compared to asset values per share. The average 
ratio between the peer companies share price over net asset value per share is 0.33 
whereas Golden Ocean has a P/NAV of 0.86. It is expected that 2016 will be a rough 
year throughout the whole dry bulk sector. Golden Ocean is expecting 14 new 
deliveries whereas none of these are expected to earn a rate beyond cash break even 
in 2016. It is not expected that the company will either sell or scrap vessels as the 
fleet is highly competitive and relatively young. 

As a glimmer of hope in the current depressed marketthere are clear indications of 
the market being at the bottom of the cycle, the market trough, and is preparing for a 
recovery in the market balance. With record low orderbooks and a 2-3 year delivery 
time, the net fleet growth is currently “capped”. Considering the record high levels of 
scrappings and demolitions we might see a negative net fleet growth in the near 
future which would result in higher freight rates.  

There are not much left of downside for Golden Ocean before the company would 
need to consider a financial restructuring plan. The share price is highly sensitive to 
factors such as terminal growth rate, discount rate and operational excellence. On 
the other side, a quicker recovery than anticipated will turn out profitable as the 
company have a competitive fleet and a strong management. Due to its record low 
share price there is a very risky but potentially large upside.  
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1. Introduction & Motivation 
Since the modern society’s early beginning, shipping has been essential for connecting the world together. 

Every day millions of tons of different commodities such as grain, coal, iron ore and sugar are shipped on 

dry bulk vessels, headed for a destination where it will add value in some way. With more than 70 % of 

the earth covered by sea, and with mines where these commodities are extracted is located far away from 

where the demand is, the global market for dry bulk shipping is a part of the backbone of global trade.  

The dry bulk shipping industry has a global presence and is often characterized as one of the closest 

examples of a market with perfect competition.  Currently, it is going through one of its worst crisis ever 

experienced. An enormous Chinese demand for dry bulk commodities have for the last fifteen years made 

demand for dry bulk shipping surge and the shipowners running to the shipyards to order new ships to 

keep up with the increasing demand. However, Chinese demand has currently started to decline at the 

same time as many of the shipowners’ newbuildings are hitting the water. The drop in demand combined 

with an increased supply has created a ”perfect storm” in the world of dry bulk shipping. 

The industry composite index, the Baltic Dry Index, tracking changes in freight rates on all major routes 

and vessel sizes, are currently in the doldrums with an all-time low listing below 300
1
.  Freight rates for 

the largest vessels, the Capesizes, have been quoted even as low as USD 600 per day, only a fraction of 

the USD 5-6000 per day needed to cover the ships daily operational costs
2
. Due to the low freight rates, 

dry bulk shipping companies all around the world is struggling to survive, and several restructurings and 

bankruptcies have already taken places, underlying the severity of the bad market conditions. A CEO of 

one of the leading global dry bulk companies described the current market situation as the worst in the 

world of shipping since the age of the vikings.
3
 

The shipping industry is highly known for being cyclical, and severe downturns are nothing new. The 

volatility in the earnings of the industry are both what attracts and fascinates so many, but also what leads 

to bankruptcy for others. So, how does the current cyclical downturn look compared to former ones? And 

does it provide any opportunities for those with a long term perspective, willing to be countercyclical? 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 http://www.shippingherald.com/bdi-continues-rise-but-capesizes-hit-new-all-time-low/ 

2
 CFO Golden Ocean Group 

3
 http://www.dn.no/nyheter/finans/2016/03/03/1000/Golden-Ocean-Group/-ikke-sett-s-drlig-marked-siden-vikingtiden 
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Figure 2.1

Source: Saunders et al. (2009)/Outer Layers - "The New Exchange"

Problem Statement 

As described in the introduction, the dry bulk shipping industry is currently going through one if it’s most 

severe crisis. This has led to the problem statement for this thesis: 

“Wide sector analysis of the dry bulk shipping industry with a main focus on the industry’s supply & 

demand. It will further look into the current crisis in the industry, but also put it in to a historical 

perspective. The analysis will make the foundation for a financial valuation of Golden Ocean Group Ltd. 

and other key industry operators. The thesis will also look into fundamental ship finance and see how it 

applies for some of these companies.” 

2. Methodology 
The methodological structure for this paper can be described through the research onion (Saunders et al, 

2009). The research onion provides a clear understanding of a research papers philosophy, approach, 

strategies, choices, time horizon and techniques & procedures.  

Philosophy: The philosophic method of this thesis is highly positivistic. There will be made observations 

from a reality in search of regularities and causal relationships. The thesis will be written from an 

objective point of view and is thus value neutral. There is a psychological aspect present in terms of social 

constructionism. The thesis’ understanding of the observed reality is based on the general perception of it. 

Approach: The thesis follows a deductive approach as it analyzes a business sector widely and uses the 

findings to conclude on a specific group of comparable companies. The selected target company for the 

valuation is assumed to be dependent of the findings from the general sector analysis and not vice versa. 

With a positivistic view on the target company the research can be seen as a hypothesis testing, where the 

goal is to conclude that our found general observations from the sector an analysis is either correct or not. 
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Research Design: The research design is almost exclusively based on quantitative methods. However, the 

supply and demand and VRIO are qualitative methods where the authors needs to make sense of the 

subjective and socially constructed meanings expressed about the phenomenon being studied (Saunders et 

al, 2009).  

The thesis is written as intended for use for a potential investor. It should provide a potential investor with 

information regarding the attractiveness of the specific companies analyzed. 

Strategic Analysis 

The strategic analysis is separated into one external part and one internal part. The external strategic 

analysis is basically a wide sector analysis which has its purpose to enlighten the dynamics of the dry 

bulk sector and hereby analyze the most important value drivers of the sector worldwide. As the shipping 

routes are spanning over the large seas and thus includes several countries and continents it is hard to 

define the sector as for one single country or continent. Thus our focus is on listed worldwide operators. 

They are picked out based on the criteria of being large dry bulk shipping with publicly available 

financial information and with similar characteristics as Golden Ocean Group. Another criterion is that 

the companies are pure dry bulk shipping companies and do not have a fleet consisting of other shipping 

segments such as container vessels or tankers.  The internal analysis will illustrate how each individual 

company in our peer group are strategically different from each other and how they may be able to create 

a competitive advantage in the value chain.  

The external analysis is based on Martin Stopford’s “Shipping Market Model”
4
 where the main focus is 

on the supply & demand dynamics. We have chosen this model due to its detailed focus on the most 

important value drivers of the dry bulk sector, namely the supply and demand for shipping. Our focus is 

centered on the supply side of the model, as we look into a group of companies which are suppliers. We 

also thoroughly analyze the demand to illustrate its causality with the supply as the two sides are strongly 

connected to each other, as illustrated in the Shipping Market Model. The demand side will look deeper 

into some of the main commodities that have to be shipped over the large seas and we will thus introduce 

the most important routes in the worldwide sector and analyze these. The supply side is described more 

detailed by the dynamics of the global fleet today. This analysis will describe the development for sale 

and purchase of vessels what drives the vessel price and show the history of the worldwide market for 

sale & purchase of dry bulk vessels.  

The internal strategic analysis will illustrate how operators potentially have an advantage due to financial 

policy around fleet expansions. The last part of the external strategic analysis focus on the competition 

                                                           
4
 Martin Stopford, ”Maritime Economics”, 2008 
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intensity of the sector. We have used “Porters Five Forces” as methodology and framework for this part 

of the sector analysis. The internal strategic analysis is based on the VRIO-model (Value, Rarity, 

Imitability and Organization). Each of the parameters is measured on the company factors; fleet, global 

presence, workforce, ownership and financial strength. This will identify whether the companies have a 

competitive advantage based on their internal resources and which of these that separates the companies. 

Ship Finance 

Looking at fundamental ship finance will be an important part of the entire thesis. It is not sectioned in to 

an own part, but rather applied throughout the entire thesis as it becomes relevant in many different 

sections of the thesis. 

Financial Internal Analysis 

The second part of the internal analysis is the financial statement analysis of the companies. The 

foundation for the financial analysis is the companies’ reformulated income statements and balance 

sheets. Our primary methodology is Petersen & Plenborg’s “Financial Statement Analysis”. The historical 

period from 2008 – 2015 is applied for all companies in the peer group. This period cover the business 

cycle well. As we will forecast future earnings and profitability of Golden Ocean Group Ltd we have 

included all available historical income statements from its listing date in 2004. Thus we have all 

available data to make assumption on future operational margins. Our chosen history provides a sound 

foundation for us to illustrate how the companies perform during both strong and weak markets.  

Our profitability analysis builds upon the DuPont pyramid, where the main focus is how Golden Ocean 

and the peer companies create return on their invested capital (hereafter ROIC). Each component of the 

ROIC has been picked apart and evaluated historically. It is illustrated how the mechanism of the DuPont 

works and where the value is created. This will further illustrate how the companies perform differently 

based on the most important value drivers.  

Valuation Methods 

Golden Ocean Group Ltd will be valued based on the external analysis of the sector and the internal 

strategic analysis of the company. The valuation works as a tool to conclude on the sector and to find out 

if the company is over- or underpriced in the market today. Both a fundamental model and a relative 

model have been applied to calculate the value of the company. The fundamental valuation is naturally 

more advanced than the relative model, and will better illustrate the development of the underlying value 

drivers of the company. This valuation model is based on the discounted cash flow model (hereafter 

DCF), where the future cash flows until 2021 and a terminal period is discounted with the Golden 

Ocean’s weighted average cost of capital (hereafter WACC). In order to control that the budgeting have 

been conducted technically correct, the economic value added model (hereafter EVA) have also been 
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applied. Beyond of its function as a control, the EVA model also enlightens how Golden Ocean manages 

to create excess value above the WACC.  

The entire peer companies including Golden Ocean will further be valued through a net asset valuation 

based on second-hand prices for similar vessels sold in the market today. The estimated value of all 

vessels will indicate the market value of the fleet. In order to net out all items from the market value of 

the vessels, we will apply the analytical balance sheet for all of the peer companies, and make numerous 

adjustments to find the most accurate NAV estimate. The model will be based on observed prices for all 

of the relevant vessel-segments and age as of December 2015. This valuation approach is widely used by 

analysts covering the shipping industry as most of the shipping companies’ invested capital comprise of 

vessels on water or under construction. The net asset valuation will be used to calculate the amount of net 

assets per share, which will be seen in relation with the share price of the relevant company. As we divide 

the 31.12.2015 share price with the net asset value per share as of the same date, we construct the 

commonly used P/NAV multiple. A value below 1 indicates that the market has priced the company 

lower than the net asset value per share based on our estimates. We will apply this multiple in the relative 

valuation using peer multiples to evaluate the fundamental valuation of Golden Ocean.  

The relative valuation model is of a simpler nature than the fundamental model. However, it is often used 

by analysts that follow this sector. This valuation is based on a variety of multiples from the peer group 

and will be used as a relativity investigation of the value from the DCF model.  

We will apply observed multiples for 2015 and estimate forward multiples for 2016 and 2017. The 

relevant comparison for Golden Ocean will be the harmonic mean or average multiples for the peer group 

in each of these years. It will be considered that the companies are comparable in terms of future growth, 

capital structure, risk and business model. There will be differences among the peers, but not of 

significant relevance. The most important difference will be the capital structure of the companies, 

something that we will try to consider as much as possible. One of the ways to adjust for this is to use 

EV-based multiples rather than market values of equity. The P/E multiple which is frequently used in 

valuation contexts will be excluded as it is affected by the capital structure of the companies and non-

recurring items. Our main focus is thus EV/EBITDA, which exclude the problem with the differences in 

capital structure, takes into account that companies have different depreciation policy and better reflect 

the revenues from the core operations. The estimated P/NAV multiple will be evaluated to conclude 

whether or not the companies trade on a premium or a discount compared to the net asset value in the 

companies. 
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Scenario Analysis 

As we believe that the future profitability of the sector is very uncertain and that several factors 

determining the market balance for supply & demand could deviate from our primary estimate, we will 

construct three different scenarios. Our main focus will be on the base case which is the scenario we 

believe is the most likely to appear. There will be illustrated a bear and a bull case to conclude on how 

better or worse assumptions for the market balance will affect the estimated daily freight rates for each 

ship segments, and how such assumptions will affect our estimated share price for Golden Ocean. All 

three scenarios will root in our conclusions on the Shipping Market Model. 

Data Collection and Validity 

This thesis is written for a potential investor and thus the data collection reflects this approach. For a 

listed company all information which may affect the value of the company should be made available to 

the public simultaneously. The thesis is based on public information which is obtained from sources like 

news, articles, literature, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg etc. We have been provided some data from 

Nordea Markets, although not classified information. The primary data are annual reports, sector analyses 

and a diversity of brokerage’s analyses. Significant parts of the data for the strategic analysis are from 

Clarksons Research, the research department of the ship brokerage firm Clarksons. London-based 

Clarksons are widely considered as the world’s leading ship brokerage firm with the most extensive data 

library of the shipping industry.
5
 

The theory applied through large extends of the strategic parts are based on Martin Stopfords “Maritime 

Economics” (2009). The book gives an extensive understanding of all the fundaments of the shipping 

industry and is widely regarded as the maritime industry’s most influential and complete academic book. 

The financial theory is obtained from financial articles, academic books and publications. In terms of 

validity we have used secondary sources which consist of obtained observations and analyses from 

different analysis companies. We consider the applied sources highly credible on behalf of these 

companies’ responsibility towards third parties. It must however be stated that this thesis is prospective 

and that we have made analyses based on our own assumptions regarding the future. 

Through the writing process there has been contact with Golden Ocean Group, specifically with their 

CFO. She has answered some questions and provided information about the company when requested, 

but has not given any information which is not available for the market. Throughout the thesis statements 

and numbers from the company are applied and considered, which may be a source of bias.  

                                                           
5
 https://www.lloydslist.com/ll/news/top100/brokers/ 
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The companies in the peer group are all of various ages. While some of them date back to the 1990s, 

others were founded as late as 2013. This makes it somewhat challenging to compare all data, so for the 

financial analysis of the peer group companies the available numbers from 2008 and forward are applied. 

For Golden Ocean Group the numbers from all the way back to 2004 is considered. This is due to the fact 

that Golden Ocean Group is the only one of the companies which is valued by the DCF valuation method 

and more historical data will strengthen the ability to predict future developments in a most accurate way. 

 

Delimitations 

- Due to temporal limitations our peer group consists of five companies including Golden Ocean 

Group Ltd. There might be other comparable companies that could have been included to make 

conclusions and estimates more accurate. 

- Only Golden Ocean Group Ltd. has been fundamentally valued. Ideally all of the peers would 

have been valued with a fundamental model and a relative model. This could have given more 

conclusions on the strategic sector analysis by adding financial numbers to it.  

- The thesis has an analytical standpoint and is thus practically rooted, whereas it only includes 

public information.   

- The valuation date is set as 31.12.2015 which means that financial information after this date has 

not been included.  

- The thesis are only about companies in the dry bulk shipping segment and is not about companies 

from any other shipping segment such as tankers or containers. However, the tanker and dry bulk 

market share some common characteristics, and thus the tanker market will sometimes be 

mentioned due to its impact on the dry bulk market. 
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3. Introduction to the Dry Bulk Sector 
Every day the world economy needs a large number of different commodities to run smoothly. 

Commodities may be part of a value-adding process where they are transformed into an end-product, or 

the commodity itself may be the end-product, like salt for instance. As most commodities are extracted 

from mines and production sites far away from the end consumer, and two thirds of the earth is covered 

by sea, there is a great demand to ship these commodities.  

Dry bulk shipping refers to the shipment of bulk commodities, which are the commodities that is traded in 

large quantities and has a physical character which makes it easy to handle and transport in bulk
6
. Liquid 

bulk is the shipping of products like crude oil, clean petroleum products (CPP) and chemicals. Dry bulk 

shipping is the non-liquid bulk shipping, and will be the only focus in this thesis. In 2014, the global 

imported dry bulk commodities amounted to 4,503 million metric tons
7
.  

 

The commodites transported are used in so many important production processes that without it, the 

world economy would stop working. The shipping of these commodities should thus be considered as the 

heartbeat of the global commodity market. With the wide range of commodities carried at dry bulk 

vessels the state of the industry is by many considered as an important measure of the state of the world 

economy.  As it can be seen in the figure above the five major dry bulk commodities, iron ore, coal, grain, 

bauxite and phosphate accounted for 31.61 % of all seaborne trade in 2014 measured in tones. The total 

dry bulk seaborne trade accounted for 55 % of the global seaborne trade in 2014, so the dry bulk shipping 

is the largest segment of international shipping.  

                                                           
6
 Maritime Economics – Martin Stopford (2009) p. 419 

7
 The Tramp Shipping Market – Clarksons Reseach (2015) p. 48 

Figure 3.1

Source: Own Compilation Data: Clarksons
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3.1 Dry Bulk Commodities 

The shipping of dry bulk varies between a wide 

range of different commodities. They can broadly 

be divided into two groups: the five major dry 

bulk trades and other dry bulk. The major five are 

iron ore, coal, grain, bauxite and phosphate and 

accounts for 58 % of the global dry bulk trade in 

2014, while the minor dry bulk trades accounts 

for 42 % of global dry bulk trade.  

 

3.1.1 Major Dry Bulk 

Iron Ore:  Iron ore is the most important raw material in the production of steel . 

Coal:  Coal have two primary usages: As a raw material at power plants in the production of 

energy and in the steelmaking process. 

Grain:   The worlds most improtant ingredient in the production of food.  

Bauxite:   A type of aluminium ore, the most important ingredient is the production of aluminium. 

Phosphate:  Is an important raw matieral in the production of fertilizer. 

 

3.1.2 Other Dry Bulk 

Cement: Important material 

in building production. 

Potash: Important ingredient 

for producing fertilizer 

Rice: One of the most widely 

consumed staple food. 

Sugar: Important ingredient 

in global food production 

 

Scrap: Leftover materials 

from manufacturing and 

production usually recovered 

for recycling 

Forest Products: Material 

derived from forestry used 

for either direct consumption 

or commercially, such as 

lumber, paper or live stock 

 

Sulphur. Used in the 

production of sulfuric acids 

Nickel Ore: Important in the 

production of coins and other 

metallic products 

Salt: A mineral used in food 

production and preservation,  

and to other purpose

Figure 3.2

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Dry Bulk Cargo Breakdown 2014

Minor 
Bulks 32%

Iron Ore
29%

Coal 27%Grains 9%
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3.2 Dry Bulk Vessel Design 

The ship design for a dry bulk carrier is one of the simpler and less sophisticated in the world of shipping. 

The vessels are single-deck and double-bottom, with several hatches on the deck where the cargo is 

loaded into the cargo hulls vertically. The hatches usually cover around 60% of the beam of the ship
8
.  

The cargo is stored in several holds of the ships. As many of the commodities carried by dry bulk carriers 

can change composure if exposed to moisture, which may be potentially fatal, the side rolling hydraulic 

hatch covers is important to prevent water getting down into the cargo holds.  

Source: Stopford, Maritime Economics 2009 

3.3 Charter Contracts 

Voyage Charter: Ships earns freight per ton of cargo transported on terms set out in the charter party 

which specifies the precise nature and volume of cargo, the port of loading discharge and the laytime and 

demurrage. All costs paid by the shipowner.  

Time Charter: Ships earns hire, monthly or semi-monthly. The shipowner retains possession and mans 

and operates ship under instructions from charterer who pays voyage costs.  

Bare Boat Charter: Is an arrangement where the charterer take all the commercially and operational 

control of the ship, usually on long contracts. The advantage for the charterer will be that they get full 

control of the vessel while they don’t have the financial exposure of it on their balance sheet.  

CoA (Contract of Affreightment): A CoA is when the shipowner undertakes to carry quantities of a 

specific cargo on a particular route or routes over a given period of time using ships of his choice within 

specified restrictions
9
 

                                                           
8
 Maritime Economics, Martin Stopford (2009) 

9
 Maritime Economics – Martin Stopford (2009) p. 176 

Figure 3.3 
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3.4 Dry Bulk Vessel Overview 

Figure 3.4 

Capesize Panamax
Length (metres) 290 215-213

Width (metres) 45 32

Cargo carrying capacity (deadweight tons) 180.000-220.000 70.000-85.000

Areas of Operations The Whole World The Whole World

Cargoes Iron Ore and Coal Iron Ore, Coal, Bauxite, Grain

Customers
Steel Works, Mining Companies 

and Power Plants

Steel Works, Mining 

Companies, Grain Traders and 

Trading Houses

Total Number of Vessels in Global Fleet 1413 2149

Average age of Global Fleet 6,3 8,1

Handymax Handysize
Length (metres) 190-200 170-190

Width (metres) 32 27-30

Cargo carrying capacity (deadweight tons) 50.000-62.000 28.000-38.000

Areas of Operations The Whole World The Whole World

Cargoes
Iron Ore, Coal, Grain, Cement, 

Sugar and Fertil izer

Iron Ore, Coal, Grain, Cement, 

Sugar, Fertil izer and other

Customers

Steel Works, Mining Companies, 

Grain Traders, Trading Houses, 

Producers of Cement, Sugar and 

Fertil izer

Steel Works, Mining 

Companies, Grain Traders, 

Trading Houses, Producers of 

Cement, Sugar and Fertil izer

Total Number of Vessels in Global Fleet 3113 3120

Average age of Global Fleet 8,1 11,2

Source: NORDEN/Clarksons/Own compilation
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Table 3.5

Vessel Size

Conctract Spot 1Y TC 3Y TC Spot 1Y TC 3Y TC Spot 1Y TC 3Y TC

Mean USD/day 26.727,00  24.413,00 21.040,00 17.832,00  13.023,00 10.982,00 16.275,00  12.800,00 11.189,00 

Mean Return % 14,10% 12,30% 8,80% 10,30% 11,30% 11,20% 8,70% 11,30% 8,70%

Std. Dev. % 62,80% 33,00% 25,00% 51,40% 40,00% 36,70% 24,60% 21,30% 14,70%

Period: Jan. 1992 to Nov. 2007

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Capesize Panamax Handymax

Comparison of Spot Rate Volatility across Vessel Sizes

3.5 Freight Rates 

The freight rates in the highly competitive dry bulk shipping market can vary broadly. In times of excess 

demand the freight rates can skyrocket, as illustrated through the highest rate achieved the last 7 years of 

188.643 USD per day, well above the cash breakeven for Capesize which usually will be around 14.000 

USD per. Day
10

. However, in times of oversupply of ships the spot rates can be brutal, as illustrated 

through the lowest rate achieved for the last seven years of 600 USD per day
11

, well below the OPEX. As 

illustrated through Table 3.5, there is a direct relation between the vessel size and freight rates. The larger 

ships will experience greater volatility due to its operational inflexibility as it can handle fewer types of 

commodities and routes. The smaller vessel sizes, especially the geared ones, can handle a wider range of 

commodities and serve several more ports. This makes them less sensitive to the global economic activity 

and state of the shipping market. Another observation made in the table is that volatility of shorter 

contracts is greater compared to longer contracts.  

Baltic Dry Index: The Baltic Dry Index is widely considered as the dry bulk industry’s main index. It 

tracks the freight rate for shipping several commodities, such as iron ore, coal and grain, on pre-defined 

routes. Every day, all the largest global ship brokers will report the last fixtures done on the index routes. 

The Baltic Dry Index is divided into four sub-indexes, the Baltic Capesize Index (BCI), Baltic Panamax 

Index (BPI), Baltic Supramax Index (BSI) and the Baltic Handysize Index (BHI). The overall index, the 

Baltic Dry Index, is based on the equal weight of each of the four
12

. 

TCE (Time Charter Equivalent): To be able to compare spot market rates with timecharters, the TCE 

are estimated.  One of the main differences is that under a time-charter the voyage costs are not paid by 

the shipowner, while at a spot voyage (voyage charter), the voyage costs are covered by the shipowner. 

So, to make the net freight earnings of the two comparable, shipowners usually estimate the time charter 

equivalent of spot rates.  

                                                           
10

 Golden Ocean Group Q4 2015 Presentation p.12 
11

 https://www.lloydslist.com/ll/sector/dry-cargo/article520039.ece 
12

BDI Formula: ((Capesize5TCavg + PanamaxTCavg+ SupramaxTCavg + HandysizeTCavg)/ 4) * 0.110345333  
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Table 3.7

Rank Owner Country M. DWT % of Total Fleet

1 COSCO Group China 22,9 3,00%

2 Nippon Yusen Kaisha Japan 21,2 2,80%

3 K-Line Japan 15,9 2,10%

4 Mitsui O.S.K Lines Japan 14,6 1,90%

5 Fredriksen Group (incl. Golden Ocean) Norway 12,5 1,60%

6 China Shipping Group China 11,8 1,50%

7 Berge Bulk Singapore 11,6 1,50%

8 Star Bulk Carriers Greece 10,8 1,40%

9 Pan Ocean South Korea 8,7 1,10%

10 Nissen Kaiun K.K. Japan 8,6 1,10%

11 Imabari Shipbuilding Japan 8,3 1,10%

12 Angelicoussis Group Greece 7,9 1,00%

13 Oldendorff Carriers Germany 7,6 1,00%

14 Scorpio Group Greece 7,1 0,90%

15 Navios Group Greece 6,7 0,90%

16 Hanjin Group South Korea 6,6 0,90%

17 Mitsubishi Group Japan 6,5 0,80%

18 NS United KK Japan 6,1 0,80%

19 Golden Union Greece 5,9 0,80%

20 Doun Kisen K.K. Japan 5,5 0,70%

Remainder 562,1 73,10%

Private/Independent Shipowners Industrial Companies/Conglomarates

Source: Clarksons Research/Compield by authors

Top 20 Largest Dry Bulk Shipping Companies 2015

 

3.6 Operators 

The dry bulk shipping market is recognized by being highly fragmented, leaving none of the players with 

a substantial market share. This is clearly illustrated in the ownership table where none of the companies 

holds more than a 3% market share.  

Figure 3.6

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Dry Bulk TCE Earnings Capesize, Panamax, Supramax and Handysize 2006-2016
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100.000

150.000
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While the Asian companies often are controlled by large industrial groups or are state affiliated 

companies, the European owners are often the founder of the company or a family. Examples of such 

companies are the Fredriksen Group, Angelicoussis Group, Star Bulk, Navios Group and the Oldendorff 

Group. Due to the different characteristics of the different top 20 owners, as more detailed described in 

Appendix 3.5, we have in thesis chose to focus more on the independent shipowners with a large 

exposure to the spot market rather than the large industrial conglomerates and state interest companies. 

The ownership of dry bulk companies can mainly be divided into five groups: private, listed, state 

interests, cargo interests and other.  

 

Private: As seen in the table the majority part of the dry bulk fleet is controlled by private companies. 

These companies vary in sizes, from the large Japanese industrial conglomerates to smaller Greek 

companies with only a couple of ships in their fleet. 

Listed: There a number of listed dry bulk companies on the stock exchanges, most of them listed in New 

York, London or Oslo. They vary in size from smaller companies with only a couple of ships to large 

companies with fleets of more than 100 ships. The companies have to report their performance publicly, 

but get the opportunity to raise capital through the equity markets. 

State Interests: Many countries with a large demand for raw materials also have a shipping company 

affiliated with the state. This due to the need for securing the country with raw materials in times of either 

very high freight rates or a political situation where the country not want to dependent on foreign owned 

ships.   

Cargo Interests: For cargo interests it will also give a lot of meaning to have an own fleet of ships to 

reduce its dependence of other shipowners. The best example of cargo interest shipowning is the Brazilian 

mining giant Vale and their fleet of Valemax-vessels.  

Table 3.8

Private Listed State Interests Cargo Interests Other

Number of Ships 6.611,00              2.328,00         951,00                   306,00                      177,00             

DWT (in millions) 463,70                 193,00             59,70                     30,80                         14,10               

Average DWT 70.140,67           82.903,78       62.776,03             100.653,59              79.661,02       

Number of Owners 1.439,00              112,00             98,00                     41,00                         33,00               

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors 4,05%

Dry Bulk Carrier Market - Ownership Profile
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3.7 Pools 

With such a fragmented ownership structure the dry bulk shipowners operates in a highly competitive 

market where they have little bargaining power. As a response to this some owners have joined forces and 

put their fleets into pools. With a pool the owners will cooperate about the operational, commercial and 

marketing management of the ships. This formation of pools is done to reduce overhead costs, increase 

market share and using the market information to run the fleet more efficiently both operationally and 

commercially. The goal for a pool is to receive economies of scale which gives a competitive advantage 

on both the cost side and on the ability to optimize revenue. The formation of pools will be further 

elaborated in Chapter 6 under the customers bargaining power. 

4. Supply and Demand for Dry Bulk Shipping 
The supply and demand for shipping services are illustrated in figure. It shows how the equilibrium 

between supply and demand in the market is determined. By explaining the shape of each of the two will 

give a good understanding before looking into the variables behind supply and demand.  

 

The Shape of the Supply Curve 

When the supply curve is at its maximum, the global fleet is operating at full speed. More than this can’t 

the global fleet produce. In such situations the freight rates would be tight and cargo owners would have 

to pay costly for the shipping services. At the other end, when supply curve are at its minimum, the fleet 

will be very low utilized, leading to lay-ups for the most inefficient vessels. Even an increase in demand 

at this point will lead to minor movements in freight rates due to extensive overcapacity in the market 

where there will be a large number of available vessels fighting for the same cargoes.  

 

Figure 4.1 

Source: Stopford, Maritime Economics (2009) p.165

Supply & Demand Curve for Seaborne Transport
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The Shape of the Demand Curve 

The shape of the demand curve is highly inelastic. There are few alternatives to seaborne transportation 

for most cargoes, so the cargo owners are left with few other possibilities. The cost of shipping will also 

often be relatively small compared to the total cost of a product, but this differs widely for the different 

commodities. High value cargoes make the cargo owners rather indifferent for minor changes in freight 

rates (however, it does not mean that cargo owner gives this money away voluntarily). 

The analysis of the supply and demand for dry bulk shipping will make the foundation for the coming 

valuation of the industry companies. Understanding the market they operate in and what the outlook is are 

crucial for the accuracy of the valuation. When predicting future development for the industry the 

industry will be analyzed both from the supply and demand side. Supply will be the primary focus as it is 

this part the shipping companies operate within. However, it is also important to understand the demand 

for the commodities shipped, since they have a severe effect on the shipping market.  

 

To get a thorough understanding of the development and composition of the market, Stopfords Shipping 

Market Model is applied. The model simplifies the variables that affect the shipping industry in a way that 

makes it easier to do a clear analysis. It is widely known in the industry as the most accurate and precise 

model for describing the tramp shipping markets. 

The following section will describe the current situation for each of the variables influencing the supply 

and demand in the market. It will look at how it both affects the industry as a whole and the effect it has 

on Golden Ocean Group more specifically. At the end, the findings will be summarized, both for the 

industry and Golden Ocean Group, and how the likely development for the different variables will be in 

the coming years. The analysis will make the foundation for the valuation of Golden Ocean Group, 

especially through forecasting future developments in freight rates, but also for the different scenario 

analysis and how these are affected by the variables from the shipping market model. 

 

Table 4.2

Demand Supply

The World Economy World Fleet 

Seaborne Commodity Trades Fleet Productivity

Average Haul Newbuilding

Random Shocks Scrapping 

Transport Costs Freight Revenue

Source: Maritime Economics, Stopford (2009)/ Compiled by authors

Variables in the Shipping Market Model
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The Shipping Market Model 

 

 
Source: Stopford, Maritime Economics (2009)/Own compilation 

 

Figure 4.3 
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4.1 Demand 

4.1.1 World Economy - Global Economic Growth 

A single factor with a broad and strong effect on the demand for dry bulk shipping services is the growth 

of the world economy. The world economy is highly linked to the demand for dry bulk commodities. 

When the world economy experiences growth, more inputs are needed to power and build a wide range of 

products and facilities. As most of these commodities needs to be shipped from its production site to 

where it’s needed this drives the demand for global dry bulk shipping.   

According to Stopford
13

, the link between the world economy are not simple or direct. The business 

cycles in the world economy lead to the cycles in the freight market. When the global economic growth 

rate fluctuates affects the demand for shipping services and makes them cyclical. The global GDP growth 

rate and the growth rate for seaborne trade have been highly correlated since 1966 according to 

Stopford.
14

 While most industries are affected by global economic growth in the same way as shipping, 

the cyclical and volatile nature of shipping makes the booms and busts larger than most other industries. 

The main causes for the business cycles in the global economy can be attributed to four main factors 

according to the same source: 

- The Multiplier and Accelerator: The idea of the multiplier and accelerator is that when the 

economy is growing more capital will be spent on consumption and investments. This in itself 

will lead to further economic growth and add to the existing growth rate for the economy. It will 

also reverse in the same way, accelerating the downturns in the economy. 

- Time-lags: Since there are is a timelag between when investment decisions are made and when it 

gets implemented into the market the timelags can have an effect on the cyclical patterns. This is 

especially true in shipping where it usually takes more than two years to get a newbuilding on the 

water, two years can often be the difference between a boom and bust market. 

- Stockbuilding: Rebuilding and running down on stocks do also influence the markets. When 

prices are high many producers will rather use their existing stock than purchasing more. During 

times of low commodity prices, many producers will buy in the inputs they need and add to their 

stocks. Steel prices does also influence the input prices for building new vessels, but the effect of 

high steel prices leading to higher freight rates will be greater than the higher vessel prices. 

- Psychology: Even though it’s not an area of accurate science, the effect of mass psychology in the 

market should not be underestimated. Beliefs and thoughts on the future can be self-fulfilling if 

                                                           
13

 Maritime Economics, Martin Stopford (2009) 
14

 Maritime Economics, Martin Stopford (2009) p. 140 
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large enough amounts of people believe in them. This is especially true in shipping where freight 

rates changes severely from day to day depending on the momentum. 

4.1.2 Seaborne Commodity Trades 

There is a close relationship between seaborne commodity trades and the demand for dry bulk shipping. 

When demand for different commodities picks up these needs to be shipped and this increases the demand 

for dry bulk shipping. Increased demand for commodities will generally lead to higher freight rates and be 

positive for the dry bulk shipping companies. Figure 4.4 shows the development for the Baltic Dry Index, 

and the price for the two largest dry bulk commodities, coal and iron ore, indexed from 1987 until today. 

As it clearly can be seen, both coal and iron ore prices went through a massive growth from 2001 an 

onwards, leading to a strong surge in the Baltic Dry Index. 

 

The demand for dry bulk commodities is essential for understanding the trade patterns and development 

of future trade for dry bulk shipping. These patterns changes continuously and the demand today will 

most likely not be how it looks in five or ten years. To understand and try to be able to foresee the future 

development of commodity demand will be essential when trying to forecast demand for dry bulk 

shipping services in the coming years. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Baltic Dry Index, Coal Price and Iron Ore Price Index 1986-2016
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Iron Ore 

The largest of the dry bulk commodities is iron ore. In 2015, more than 1,365 m tons of iron ore were 

shipped globally
15

. Iron ores are rocks and minerals from which metallic iron can be extracted. If the ore 

contains more than 60% iron it’s considered as high quality ore.  Iron ore is the primary source for 

producing steel, as more than 95% of the world’s mined iron ore is used in the production of steel.  

 Through the process at blast furnace plant, the fragmented iron ore is pressurized and heated up and 

transformed into steel. Steel is the main component for the automotive industry, machinery and building 

infrastructure such as roads, railways, buildings, bridges etc. Thus, iron ore is by many considered as a 

prime indicator of the state and growth of the world economy.  

 

The demand for iron ore grew rapidly after China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001
16

, 

as also illustrated in figure XX.  As the Chinese economy became more integrated with the world 

economy the need for iron ore grew. The Chinese focused on expanding their infrastructure, building 

roads, buildings and railways.  Chinas enormous appetite for iron ore made the iron ore price skyrocket 

by 483.3% from 2003 to 2008. The prices remained high for several years after the financial crisis of 

2008, as China initiated an enormous economic stimulation program with large investments in 

infrastructure, which required large imports of iron ore.  

 

                                                           
15

 UN – Review of Maritime Transport 2015 
16

 https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/countries_e/china_e.htm 

Figure 4.5

Source: Datastream/ Compiled by authors

Iron Ore Price Development 1978-2016
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For the dry bulk shipping companies, including Golden Ocean Group, this increased Chinese demand for 

iron ore led to an increase in demand for Capesizes and increasing freight rates. Freight rates surged well 

above cash break even, and the companies experienced periods of high returns in the years leading up to 

2008, as will be illustrated in Chapter 8: Financial Statement Analysis.  

Largest Exporters and Importers

 
The largest producers of iron ore in the world are Australia and Brazil, which both extract ore of high 

quality. Today the export market of iron ore is mainly controlled by these two countries, with 

approximately 79% of the world’s exports in 2014. There are a small number of companies from these 

two countries that control the iron ore market; these are Rio Tinto, Vale, BHP Biliton and Fortescue. 

Since the global iron ore exports are concentrated around these few companies it provides them with 

bargaining power against the dry bulk shipping companies. This applies especially for the iron ore market 

for Capesizes, while the rest of the dry bulk shipping market is much more fragmented in terms of 

customers bargaining power. This will be further explained in Chapter 5 Porters Five Forces analysis. 

The three big Australian miners and Brazilian Vale have for the last years been scaling up production and 

enjoyed economies of scale, leading to lower production break even. These producers competitive 

advantage on cost have led to many of the marginal suppliers of iron ore, such as Sweden, Canada and 

South Africa have been squeezed out of the market and lost market share to Australian and Brazil. 

The Australian and Brazilian strong market presence are likely to increase in the coming years as the 

trend of their ability to cut costs and lower production cost will continue. The current low iron ore prices 

Table 4.6

Exports 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E

Australia 717 767 810 843 868

Brazil 338 362 370 397 420

South Africa 66 66 61 62 61

Other 218 169 111 59 34

Imports 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E

China 914 940 930 932 942

Japan 136 131 130 128 129

EU-25 120 118 112 109 106

Others 168 176 181 192 205

Million Tonnes 1338 1365 1353 1361 1382

% Change 12,50% 2,02% -0,88% 0,59% 1,54%

Billion Ton Miles 7570 7578 7326 7372 7485

% Change 9,10% 0,11% -3,33% 0,63% 1,53%

Source: Nordea Markets/Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Seaborne Iron Ore Trades (mt) 2014-18
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Figure 4.7

Source: Morgan Stanley/Compiled by authors

Australia & Brazil Iron Ore Export Growth 2011-2017
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should also be considered as beneficial for the largest producers with the lowest cost base since it will 

lead to more shut downs among the smaller suppliers with a higher break even cost.  

As described earlier, the Chinese entrance to the 

WTO and the global economy led to massive 

imports of iron ore to the country and this have 

led to China today accounting for 68 % of global 

iron ore imports. Thus, Chinas impact on the 

demand of iron ore is significant and the country 

is the dominant factor in the demand for shipping 

of iron ore. The iron ore demand for the other 

regions have for long time been quite static and 

China is the big swing factor for changes in iron 

ore demand. This is highly relevant for the dry bulk shipping companies, as China is the largest variable 

affecting the demand for their services for shipping iron ore. Demand for shipping services will have a 

severe effect on Golden Ocean and the other shipping companies’ revenue and earnings.  

As seen in Table 4.8, the distribution of the supply of iron ore to China is mainly divided into two groups: 

The Brazilian and Australian mining giants and domestic Chinese iron ore miners.  

Table 4.8

Source: Fortescue/Compiled by authors

Chinese Iron Ore Supply: Break Even Production Cost USD per Ton  (incl. Ocean freight)
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The domestic Chinese mining of iron ore is significant and provides a substantial share of the Chinese 

iron ore supply. So why is China producing lossmaking iron ore at over double the cost of Australian and 

Brazilian producers? The answer lies in Chinese politics where the Chinese authorities want to reduce 

dependence of foreign supply. However, even more important is the many millions of jobs the domestic 

ore mining production provides.  

Shutting down these production sites would lead to the loss of many jobs in rural parts of China and is 

one of the reasons why the Chinese authorities hesitates with shutting down these mines which with 

today’s prices are producing with significant losses every day. This is highly relevant for the dry bulk 

shipping companies.  

 

For Golden Ocean Group and other dry bulk shipping companies with large fleets of Capesizes, the 

primary vessel for hauling iron ore, the high cost base for domestic Chinese production provides a 

glimmer of hope of increased iron ore exports into to China. If China should decide to replace domestic 

production with imports this would increase demand for shipping services. If such a scenario should play 

out, more Capesizes would be needed and help lifting freight rates to levels that are more profitable for 

the shipowners.  

 

 

Figure 4.10

Source: Bloomberg/Compiled by authors
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Figure 4.11

Source: Datastream/Compiled by authors
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Coal 

After iron ore, coal is the most significant commodity of the seaborne dry bulks. Coal is the world’s 

largest source of electricity, accounting for around 40 % of global electricity production. 
17

 The reason for 

coal being such a dominant energy resource is because it’s widely distributed across the globe and is 

affordable.  

In 2014 the global coal trade accounted to more than 1,383 m tons according to IEA
18

. The number 

represents a 28.5% increase from 2010 and a 121% increase from 2000, according to the same source.  

The coal trade is divided in two: thermal coal and coking coal. Thermal coal is burned at power plants, 

producing steam to run turbines which again generates electricity. Coking coal on the other hand is used 

in the process of making metallurgical coke, which is used in the blast furnace in the process of 

transforming iron ore into steel.  

The development of the price for coal experienced in many ways the same development as iron ore did 

during the beginning of the 2000s. With increasing demand from China the coal prices started to increase 

sharply as the demand picked up. In 2008 the coal prices peaked at around USD 180 per ton, but soon 

collapsed as a consequence of the global financial crisis playing out the same year. However, in the years 

after prices again surged and maintained at what should be considered as high price levels in a historical 

perspective.  During the last years the price for coal has experienced a steady decline. 
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 World Energy Resources 2013 
18

 IEA – World Coal Trade 2015 
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It is not a highly disputable topic that coal is a non-renewable energy resource and that the consumption 

of it have a negative environmental effect, both locally and globally. Thus, there has been an increasing 

debate around the sustainability of using coal as an energy resource. The benefit of using coal so far have 

been the availability of it and that it is one of the most price-competitive sources for energy production.  

Many countries have announced programs for reducing their usage of coal. United Kingdom announced 

in 2015 that by 2025 they will shut down all of its coal-fired power plants, unless the plants were be able 

to install systems to carbon capture and storage (CCS) by the same time
19

. Coal accounts today for more 

than 20.5% of UKs energy mix, so the result of such a policy will have a severe impact. Many countries 

have introduced similar programs and with the new global climate agreement agreed in Paris in 2015, the 

focus on reducing coal consumption is likely to increase in the future. This becomes relevant for the dry 

bulk shipping companies since if the demand for coal should permanently decrease, the average haul for 

shipping coal would go down as well, and as illustrated in the Shipping Market Model this would have a 

negative effect on demand and freight rates.  

Even though future demand for coal faces uncertainty, it remains one of the world’s most important 

energy sources due to its widespread distribution and low cost. A lot of global of the infrastructure for 

power production are built for coal, so replacing all this capacity will take several decades. However, as 

Figure 4.12 shows there are expected to be gradual decline in demand after coal in the future. 

 

 

                                                           
19

 http://www.bbc.com/news/business-34851718 

Figure 4.12

Source: BP/Compiled by authors
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Largest Exporters and Importers 

 

The largest exporter of coal in the world is Australia, which exported more than 378 million tons in 2015. 

Through terminals at their northeastern coast they export large amount of coal to countries in Northern 

Asia. On a close second is Indonesia, which in 2014 actually was the largest exporter.  

While China is actually the world’s largest miner of coal, they are also the world’s largest importer of 

coal. 
20

 Chinese consumption of coal is estimated to be the same as the rest of the world together. Most of 

the domestic Chinese coal reserves are located far away from the coastline, in the remote provinces of 

Shanxi, Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia in the northwest of the country.
21

 This makes the distance far to the 

highly populated areas by the coastline, where demand for most of the domestic consumption is. The total 

cost of producing and transporting domestic coal are usually higher than importing coal from countries 

such as Indonesia and Australia, even when the shipping costs are considered.  China has actively begun 

to reduce their dependence of coal as an energy resource, due to the environmental impact it has. This is 

seen as a limitation for future growth rates for coal demand. 

A country that has experienced a rapid growth in demand for coal is India. Just from 2013 to 2014 the 

imports rose by more than 26 %. The country has large reserves of coal and many coal miners, but with 

high ash content and low calorific value the coal is not attractive for export. Thus, the country has started 

to rely more on imports from countries such as South Africa, Australia and Indonesia. 

 

                                                           
20

 World Energy Resources 2013 
21

 http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/country-profiles/countries-a-f/china-nuclear-power.aspx 

Figure 4.13

Exports 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E

Australia 375 378 390 405 426

Indonesia 408 356 350 364 377

US 82 64 62 67 74

Other 347 337 328 315 304

Imports 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E

China 239 164 150 142 137

India 216 211 210 219 233

EU-25 181 171 163 164 167

Others 576 588 608 626 644

Million Tonnes 1212 1134 1131 1151 1181
% Change 2,80% -6,44% -0,26% 1,77% 2,61%

Billion Ton Miles 5216 4959 4945 5035 5171

% Change 3,70% -4,93% -0,28% 1,82% 2,70%

Source: Nordea Markets/Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Seaborne Coal Trades (mt) 2014-18
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Important Coal Trades 

Coal is usually shipped on Capesizes, Panamaxes or Supramaxes. Important exporting ports are from 

Indonesia and the Northeastern coast of Australia, from the Port of Hay Point and Newcastle. A lot of the 

volumes from these ports go north to the Northeast-Asian countries such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan 

and China. Other important countries for coal export are Canada, South Africa, USA and Columbia. From 

these countries a lot of the volumes go to Western Europe, through the major coal ports of Rotterdam, 

Antwerp and Hamburg. Compared to the iron ore trade, the coal trade is much more widespread globally. 

Routes go from many more countries and the importing countries are much more fragmented compared to 

the iron ore market. The coal market is also more seasonalized compared to iron ore. The usage of coal 

increases during cold weather, so the coal demand picks up during winter months.  

 

The coal trades to China have become increasingly important since the new millennium started, but as 

seen in table 4.13, Chinese coal demand fell from 239 mt in 2013 to 165 mt in 2014, a dramatic decline of 

-30.9%. An annual change like that underlines how China is the variable country for demand of coal 

compared to the more stable demand from India and the EU-25. One of the big questions going forward 

for dry bulk shipping will be if India may be able to offset some the declining coal demand from China, 

and if so, from which countries will the supply come from and affect the average haul. 

 

Figure 4.14

Source: Maritime Economics, Stopford (2009)

Major Coal Exporters and Ports
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Table 4.15

Commodity 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E

Grains 315 319 325 333 338

Soybean 117 128 135 138 144

Minor bulks 1711 1741 1768 1806 1843

Million Tonnes 2143 2188 2228 2277 2325

% Change 1,50% 2,10% 1,83% 2,20% 2,11%

Billion Ton Miles 12931 13212 13560 13859 14157

% Change 3,80% 2,17% 2,63% 2,21% 2,15%

Source: Nordea Markets/Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Seaborne Grain and Minor Trades (mt) 2014-18

Table 4.16

Country Market Share Country Market Share

United States 26,00% Asia 33,00%

EU 14,00% Africa 21,00%

Ukraine 10,00% Developing America 20,00%

Canada 9,00% Western Asia 19,00%

Argentina 8,00% Europe 5,00%

Russia 8,00% Transition Economies 2,00%

Others 25,00% Others 0,00%

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Global Grain Trade 2014
Top Exporters Top Importers

Grains and Minor Trades 

The third largest dry bulk commodity is grain. In 2015, more than 319 m tons of grains were shipped 

globally. Grain is the overall name for small, hard, dry seeds and examples of it are wheat, rye and beans. 

Grain and soybeans is important both directly and indirectly in food production and the use of it can 

mainly be divided into two groups: grain destined for human consumption and grain destined for 

industrial agriculture. Different from the coal and iron ore trade, grain is an agricultural commodity with 

strong differences in seasonality. Since the seasons differ in the Northern and Southern hemisphere, it 

leads to different harvesting seasons. So the trade patterns for grain will change through the year 

depending on the harvesting season.  

As illustrated through table 4.16, the largest exporter of grain is the US which accounts for more than a 

quarter of global supply. Other large suppliers are Ukraine, Canada and Argentina. Especially Argentina 

and Brazil are important in the grain market as they are providing grain exports to the Northern 

Hemisphere during their winter months. On the demand side, Asia has grown to become the largest buyer 

of grain.  

The changing trading patterns and seasonality leads to most of the grain trade being shipped by general 

and flexible ships such as Panamaxes, Supramaxes and Handysizes. Loading and discharging ports can 

often be without proper facilities for 

handling, so geared vessels are 

often used. With a rising global 

population the demand for grain 

may be assumed to continue to 

steady increase in the future as the 

demand for food and agricultural 

products are expected to increase.  
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Figure 4.18

Source: Clarksons Research/Nordea Markets/Compiled by authors

Tonne Mile Commodity Distribution Tonne Mile Annual Growth Rate

4.1.3 Average Haul 

 

The development of average haul is an important factor for the demand for dry bulk shipping services. 

This can be measured through a ton-mile which looks at the amount of tons that needs to be shipped and 

multiplies it with distance. Demand for shipping can grow without any change in the volumes shipped. 

For instance, if the Panama Canal would close down for some reason and force ships to sail around the 

Cape Horn, this would lead too much greater sailing distances which again would lead to increased 

average hauls. For shipping companies like Golden Ocean this would imply that their ships would use 

longer time on each voyage, and effectively reduce the supply of ships in the market, pushing freight rates 

upwards in favor of the shipowners such as Golden Ocean, increasing their earnings. 

Table  4.17

Bulk 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E

Iron Ore 5365 5854 6337 6720 6902 7570 7578 7326 7372 7485

  Change % 11,2% 9,1% 8,3% 6,0% 2,7% 9,7% 0,1% -3,3% 0,6% 1,5%

  China 3840 3731 4199 4578 4810 5320 5295 5051 5059 5114

  Change % 47,5% -2,8% 12,5% 9,0% 5,1% 10,6% -0,5% -4,6% 0,2% 1,1%

Coal 3441 4045 4318 4852 5030 5216 4959 4945 5035 5171

  Change % -2,4% 17,6% 6,7% 12,4% 3,7% 3,7% -4,9% -0,3% 1,8% 2,7%

  China 352 571 648 938 1072 958 651 601 571 548

  Change % 407,7% 62,2% 13,5% 44,8% 14,3% -10,6% -32,0% -7,7% -5,0% -4,0%

Grains 2221 2460 2404 2594 2794 3000 3176 3291 3372 3446

  Change % 2,9% 10,8% -2,3% 7,9% 7,7% 7,4% 5,9% 3,6% 2,5% 2,2%

Major Bulks 11027 12359 13059 14166 14726 15786 15713 15562 15779 16102

  Change % 4,9% 12,1% 5,7% 8,5% 4,0% 7,2% -0,5% -1,0% 1,4% 2,0%

Minor Bulks 7213 8230 8839 9085 9669 9931 10036 10266 10483 10700

  Change % -12,1% 14,1% 7,4% 2,8% 6,4% 2,7% 1,1% 2,3% 2,1% 2,1%

World Total 18240 20589 21898 23251 24395 25717 25749 25828 26262 26802

  Change % -2,5% 12,9% 6,4% 6,2% 4,9% 5,4% 0,1% 0,3% 1,7% 2,1%

Source: Clarksons Research/Nordea Markets/Compiled by authors

Dry Bulk Billion Tonne-Miles 2009-2018
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Figure 4.20

Source: Seadistances.org/Compiled by authors

Iron Ore Sailing Distance Overview

Port of Tubarao, Brazil Port Hedland, Australia

Tianjin, China

11.800 nm

3.500 nm

Ton Mile Iron Ore Analysis 

The large amounts of volume exported make iron ore a commodity with great economies of scale to ship 

due to its nature as a low-value commodity, which means that the cost of shipping will have a significant 

effect on the producers total breakeven-cost. This makes them more sensitive to changes in the shipping 

costs compared to the shipping of other high-value commodities such as refined oil products and alumina.  

Thus, the Australian producers will have a competitive advantage on their Brazilian counterparts when 

shipping to China. This is of high relevance for the dry bulk shipping companies since the sailing distance 

from Brazil and Australia to China have a significant impact on the demand for their shipping services.  

Even though Australia provides a much greater amount of iron ore to China, as illustrated in Figure 4.20, 

the demand for shipping is also depending on the average sailing distance. The distance from Tubarao 

(Brazil) to China is triple the distance of Port Hedland (Australia) to China. This leads to that even though 

Australian volumes of iron ore are almost triple the amount of Brazil, the demand for Capesizes is almost 

the same. An increase in export volumes from Brazil will have a much larger effect on Capesize demand 

compared to a similar increase in Australian exports. To put this scenario into the Shipping Market 

Model, Brazilian exports provide higher average haul distances compared to Australia, which again will 

lead to a higher demand for shipping services and push freight rates upwards. 
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Table 4.22

From Country/Port

Decrease Increase Decrease Increase

Australia - Port Hedland -30,00                    30,00                        -13 13

Brazil - Tubarao -30,00                    30,00                        -40 40

Source: Own estimates/Compiled by authors

30 mt Increase/Decrease in 

Exports
Additional Capesizes Needed

Table 4.21

Inputs Data

Vessel Speed (Knots) 11
Number of days a year 365
Fleet Utilization 90,00%

Vessel Size (DWT) 180.000          

From Country/Port
Million of 

tons (2015)

Sailing Distance -

Number of days

Maximum nr. of 

roundtrips 

possible each 

year

Average 

million 

tons per 

Capesize

Number of 

Capesizes 

needed

Australia - Port Hedland 570,00             13,00                        13 2.274.231   251

Brazil - Tubarao 180,00             39,00                        4 758.077       237
Source: Own estimates/Compiled by authors

Analysis of Capesize Demand from Brazil and Australia to China

22
As showed in table 4.8, China produces today a large amount of iron ore domestically. With today’s 

iron ore prices trading around USD 40 per ton, almost all the Chinese production is lossmaking. There 

have in the dry bulk shipping industry been believed that China will start to shut down this lossmaking 

production and replace it with imports from cost leading Australian and Brazilian miners. Such a scenario 

would be highly positive for the dry bulk shipping companies since it would increase demand for their 

shipping services leading through increased ton-miles. However, the difference in replacing production 

with either Australian or Brazilian ore is substantial due to the difference in sailing distance to China. 

Table 4.22 shows how an estimated 30 mt increase of Chinese iron ore imports from Brazil and Australia 

respectively would impact the demand for Capesizes. An estimated increase of 30 mt of iron ore to China 

would only replace the domestic production with an estimated break even above USD 90 per ton.   

This highlights the potential for Australian and Brazilian exports if China would start a more rational 

policy of shutting down lossmaking ore production and replace it with imports. The increased demand for 

Capesizes, which is illustrated above, would be positive for large Capesize shipowners such as Golden 

Ocean Group. As they have concentrated their fleet around Capesize vessels they will benefit of the 

increased demand. Higher export volumes from Brazil, which provides greater average haul would lead to 

                                                           
22

 Maximum number of roundtrips possible each year = ((365/Millions of Tons)/2)*Fleet Utilization 
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a sharpening of the supply of ships, pushing market equilibrium and freight rates upwards, which would 

be positive for the earnings for dry bulk shipping companies such as Golden Ocean Group. 

4.1.4 Random Shocks 

Sudden changes in economic or political policies, wars, new technology, and weather are all examples of 

random shocks that may suddenly strike the shipping industry and change the entire nature of it (Stopford, 

2009). These events are different from the “natural” shipping cycles since they are unique and the impact 

on the shipping market is severe.  

Examples of random shocks to the shipping industry are the global financial crisis of 2008 when the 

entire world economy experienced a severe meltdown with financial institutions stopping their credit lines 

to many companies. Few companies trusted each other and global trade slowed down. In the dry bulk 

shipping industry the freight rates and vessel values went from almost all-time-high levels and straight 

down to the doldrums just within a couple of weeks. Another example of a random shock to the shipping 

industry are the closing of the Suez Canal during the Six Day War in 1967, when tankers heading to 

Europe were diverted round the Cape of Good Hope, massively increasing the average haul and 

effectively shortening the supply of ships.   

Common for all type of random shocks the same applies; they are random and very hard for the dry bulk 

companies to predict and foresee. Sometimes the outcome may be highly negative for the industry while 

it other times will be highly beneficial. What future random shocks will be is highly challenging to predict 

and for the shipping companies it’s hard to prepare fully for, the only certain thing is that they are most 

likely to happen. 

4.1.5 Transport Costs 

The actual transportation costs will also impact the demand for shipping services. If freight rates are at 

such a high level that it is not economic beneficial to ship the commodities, demand will slowdown. Some 

dry bulk commodities are low-value, like iron ore, and the transportation will be more sensitive to 

changes in the transportation costs compared to high-value commodities such as alumina where 

transportation costs represents a lower share of the overall commodity value.  

Since the real global commercialization of shipping started after the Second World War, vessel sizes have 

increased and operations have optimized to minimize the transportation costs. In 1950, a ton of coal from 

the Atlantic to the Pacific was shipped in a 20.000 DWT vessel at a cost of USD 10-15 per ton (Stopford, 

2009). Today, it’s usually shipped in a 170.000 DWT vessel and still to the same cost around USD 10-15 

per ton at today’s price level. This illustrates how shipping is able to remain competitive and reduce costs. 
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Figure 4.23

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Global Dry Bulk Fleet - Nr. of vessels (2016) Global Dry Bulk Fleet - m DWT (2016)
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4.2 Supply 

4.2.1 World Fleet 

The current dry bulk fleet consists of approximately 10,700 vessels with an average vessel size of 72,800 

DWT. Measured in number of ships the largest vessel class is the Panamax, with approximately 3,350 

ships on water. However, measured in tonnage, the largest vessel class is Capesize, with a total tonnage of 

310 m DWT, equivalent to 40% of the world total fleet.  

The total carrying capacity of the dry bulk fleet was in 2015 measured to 776 mDWT. The annual net 

fleet growth rate was from 2013 to 2015 3.45% for the entire fleet. The vessel class with the largest 

growth was Handymaxes with a 6.66% growth rate, while Handysizes experienced the lowest growth rate 

during the same time period with a net fleet growth of 1.45%.  

Looking at the fleet growth of the global fleet for the last 20 years, there has been a massive increase in 

the total dry bulk fleet. In 1996, the total fleet amounted to approximately 230 mDWT. For the next ten 

years the fleet grew quite modest with a total fleet of 320 mDWT in 2006. From the period from 2006 to 

today the fleet has undergone a massive expansion. One of the consequences of the rapid expansion of the 

global fleet during the last 10 years can be seen through the average vessel age.  

As many newbuildings have hit the water during the last years the average age for all the vessels classes 

have been decreasing.  The largest decrease have been seen in Handysizes, while Capesizes are the vessel 

class which have the youngest fleet on the water with an average age of just above 7 years, compared to 

11 years back in 2006.  
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Figure 4.25

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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The expected lifetime for a dry bulk vessel has historically been between 20-30 years. Several factors 

influence the average lifetime of dry bulk vessel, but Golden Ocean Group and most of the peer 

companies counts the useful lifetime of a vessel as 25 years and writes down the value of it linearly over 

the expected lifetime.
23

  

The age distribution in figure 4.25, showing the 

age as a percentage of the vessel classes, clearly 

underlines the abovementioned point that the large 

amount of newbuildings delivered the last years 

has made the age profile of the global fleet lower. 

There is however a solid amount of vessels aged 

15 years and elder which are interesting to note 

when looking at which ships that are potential 

scrapping candidates. These vessels will be more 

expensive to run operationally, less preferred by 

charterers who usually prefer modern tonnage and 

the vessels will also have expensive special 

surveys coming up during the next years.  
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 Golden Ocean Group Annual Report 2015 p. 38 

Figure 4.24

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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4.2.2 Fleet Productivity 

Important for the global supply of ships is the fleet productivity. For a shipowner it is important to 

maximize the fleet productivity, every day their ship is not trading is a day of lost potential income. 

However, ships are not able to trade all days. During its lifetime a ship needs to drydock for regular 

maintenance and perform surveys to keep its classification to be able to operate. A vessel will usually be 

drydocked for shorter periods every 30-36 months for inspection of the underwater parts and repairs.
24

  

Such days are considered as off-hire days and are days when the vessel is not trading. This is accounted 

for as the drydocking expense in the Analytical Income Statement for the peer group.  By subtracting the 

off-hire days from the number of days in the relevant period, the available days are found.
25

 These are the 

days when the vessel are able to trade and generate revenue. Golden Ocean Group reports that they in 

2016 expect 357 available days on average for their Panamax-fleet while the Capesize-fleet is expected to 

have 350 available days.
26

 Fleet utilization is the number of days which the shipowner gets paid, called 

voyage days, divided by the number of available days.  

 

The speed of the global fleet will have an effect on fleet utilization. By either increasing or decreasing 

vessel speed, shipowners have a way of affecting the supply. The vessel speed is based on two variables, 

the bunker price and the current freight rates. With high bunker prices the shipowners will usually 

decrease the vessel speed to save fuel. The relationship between bunker consumption and vessel speed are 

exponential. Shipowners decreasing vessel speed are known as “slowsteaming”, and will usually appear 

in times of high bunker prices and low freight rates and on the ballast voyages when the ship is without 

cargo. This is the case in the current low freight rate market, where shipowners has reduced vessel speed 

and effectively increased fleet utilization. Shipowners will try to maximize their profits by operating their 
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 Scorpio Bulkers Annual Report 2015 p. 47 
25

 Star Bulk Q4 Presentation p. 17 
26

 Golden Ocean Group Q2 2015 Presentation p. 11 

Table 4.25

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Capesize Utilization 92,4% 90,8% 87,1% 81,8% 86,3% 88,2% 80,8%

Capesize Freight Rate USD/day 46202 36434 16483 7884 14880 13941 6873

Panamax Utilization 92,9% 96,9% 88,9% 84,8% 83,4% 84,2% 82,4%

Panamax Freight Rate USD/day 20962 27457 14705 7935 9635 7794 5560

Handymax Utilization 90,1% 97,0% 93,2% 83,6% 83,7% 84,1% 81,8%

Handymax Freight Rate USD/day 18889 24539 15133 9762 10478 9875 6996

Handysize Utilization 90,1% 97,0% 93,2% 83,6% 83,7% 84,1% 81,8%

Handysize Freight Rate USD/day 12399 17944 11102 7880 8345 7731 5411

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Dry Bulk Market - Fleet Utilization 2009-2015
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vessels at a speed which the marginal cost equals the freight rate.
27

 The current vessel speed for the global 

dry bulk fleet is approx. 12 knots. Most of Golden Ocean Group’s Capesizes are built and designed for an 

optimal speed of 15 knots
28

, implying that the fleet is not producing at a full technical utilization rate. Port 

congestion is also a variable affecting utilization, port congestion are showed in Appendix 4.1. 

 

In the current market freight rates are well below the daily operational costs (OPEX) required to run the 

ship. For most shipowners such a situation would lead to laying up the vessels, as the layup costs are 

lower than the OPEX. When laying up a ship there are some onetime costs associated to when it is taken 

in to lay up and when it is taken out for service again. These costs, in addition to the daily lay up costs, 

makes it only economical to layup the ship for a minimum certain time period. This is why some 

shipowners hesitate to lay up their ships even though freight rates are well below OPEX. However, with 

the current freight rates many ships have gone into layups. When they are in layup they lie unproductive 

anchored in some fjord with only a minimum of personnel making sure to maintain the ship properly.  

The current weak dry bulk freight rates have led to layups again becoming relevant for shipowners. 

According to investment bank Arctic Securities, more than 40 Capesizes were laid up outside Singapore 

in mid-February 2016
29.

 For Golden Ocean Group the current weak market haven’t led to any lay ups yet, 

but company CEO Herman Billung stated in an interview with industry newspaper Lloyds List in January 

2016 that laying up the elder Capesizes were something they seriously considered
30

. If vessels are laid up 

they will lie unproductive and not be able to generate any revenue for Golden Ocean Group which is 

reflected in a fleet utilization rate in Chapter 9.  
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 Maritime Economics, Martin Stopford (2009) p. 162 
28

 Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding – 181.000 DWT Capesize Newbuilding Specification p. 1 
29

 Arctic Securities, Shipping Daily 11. February 
30

 https://stage2.lloydslist.com/ll/sector/dry-cargo/article505561.ece 

Figure 4.26

Average Vessel Speed

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors Source: AIS Live, DNB Markets/Compiled by authors

Dry Bulk Fleet Utilization vs. Average Freight Rates 2009-15
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4.2.3 Newbuilding 

As seen, annual newbuilding orders were in the period from 1996 to 2005 below 40 m DWT.  After China 

joined the WTO in 2001 and started its rapid expansion in its economy, increasing the demand for dry 

bulk shipping, the freight rates skyrocketed. The strong bulker earnings led to shipowners running to the 

shipyards and ordering newbuildings even with newbuilding prices rising to historical high levels. 

 

In 2007, a massive 160 m DWT of new ships were ordered. At the same time, the financial crisis played 

out and the future growth rate for the world economy became highly uncertain. This led to a reduction in 

newbuilding orders from the shipowners, with newbuilding orders declining down to 39 m DWT in 2009. 

As a response to the financial crisis, China initiated a large stimulation program, supporting the 

construction of new roads, railways, buildings, bridges etc. This led to an increasing demand for 

commodities such as iron ore and coal, which combined with lower newbuilding prices led to shipowners 

ordering more vessels in 2010.  

In 2015 and until present there has been a slowdown in newbuilding orders. 2015 were the year with 

fewest orders since 2001 and even less orders should be expected in 2016. Very few shipowners want to 

order new vessels in the current market. This slowdown in newbuilding orders combined with a high level 

of demolitions is the only way to reduce the supply of ships and bring market back to equilibrium. 

Figure 4.27

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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Figure 4.29
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Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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The newbuilding prices vs. the BDI shows how correlated the freight rates are to the newbuilding prices. 

The newbuilding prices are largely based on the future freight rate expectations and ability to generate 

cash flows in the coming years, and this is demonstrated through the correlation between BDI and 

newbuilding prices. The newbuilding orders in % of existing fleet shows how Capesize orders peaked in 

October 2008 when the orderbook was 115.76% of the existing fleet. This should be attributed to the fact 

that newbuilding rate for Capesizes had been low for many years and the rapid expansion in demand for 

iron ore and coal especially benefited the largest vessel sizes.  

Newbuilding Prices 

 

Figure 4.28
Newbuilding Prices vs. Baltic Dry Index 1986-2016

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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As described earlier, the larger vessel classes experience higher volatility in freight rates compared to the 

smaller vessel sizes.  This can be seen in the newbuilding prices for Capesizes, which in the period from 

1996 to 2015 had a higher volatility in prices than any other size. 

  

When indexing the newbuilding prices, freight rates and orderbook a clear pattern shows: from 1996 and 

until late 2007 the freight rates and orderbook clearly correlated and followed each other closely. 

However, from 2007 and until present there are a clear disconnect between the two with a substantially 

higher orderbook than freight rates. The period up to 2007 supports the theory of the close connection 

between freight rates and the orderbook. Shipowners ability to adjust the orderbook to freight rates 

seemed accurate, but the disconnect between the two from 2007 and onwards indicates a substantial 

difference in shipowners ability to predict future freight rate developments. 

Most surprising is probably the increase in the orderbook from 2013 and until mid-2014 which weren’t in 

any way supported by a similar lift in freight rates. Actually, from 2008 and until 2013 the orderbook was 

steadily declining and on its way to the same level as the freight rates before the shipowners started their 

spree of newbuilding orders in 2013. The large disconnect between the size of the orderbook compared to 

freight rates should be seen as a clear indicator to why the industry currently are going through one of its 

deepest and most severe crisis. This is interesting observation which gives evidence to the findings about 

the latest cycle in Chapter 6. With the current weak market it is highly unlikely that the freight rates will 

rise to the same level as the orderbook during the coming years. However, the few newbuilding orders 

from 2015 and onwards should help reducing the orderbook as large parts of the existing orderbook gets 

delivered in 2016.  

Figure 4.30

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Freight Rates vs. Orderbook vs. Newbuilding Prices 1996-2016
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Newbuilding Prices vs. Secondhand Prices 

 

One of the considerations a shipowner has to take is if he wants to order a newbuilding or buy a ship from 

the secondhand market.  Ordering a newbuilding will have a two year time lag from when its ordered to it 

is delivered and on the water. This time lag is the reason why in very strong markets, as seen in 2007, the 

prices of a 5 year old secondhand vessel can be higher than a newbuilding. In 2007, the freight rates were 

above USD 100.000 per day, which provides extremely high earnings to the shipowners with vessels on 

the water.  With freight rates on such a high level, it will take short time for the shipowners to pay down 

on the ship.  

Another consideration a shipowner has to face is if he wants to add to the already existing orderbook. A 

recurring problem in shipping, which leads to the strong cycles in the industry, is the shipowners’ habit of 

ordering too many ships and thus increases the supply side which further ruins the market equilibrium. If 

the shipowner chooses to buy a secondhand vessel instead of a newbuilding he will not add to the 

orderbook and the global fleet will remain the same. Such overinvestments in the industry will be 

illustrated in Chapter 8 Financial Statement Analysis.  

The difference in expected lifetime for a newbuilding and secondhand vessel will also influence the 

depreciation of the ship. With shorter expected lifetime a secondhand vessel will have greater 

depreciations for each year if its assumed bought at the same price level as a newbuilding.  

Figure 4.31

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors *Assuming  180.000 dwt Capesize and 75.000 dwt Panamax

Capesize & Panamax - Newbuilding Prices vs. 5Y Secondhand Prices 1986-2016
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4.2.4 Scrapping 

The demolition market is the market for scrapping ships. How many ships being scrapped are dependent 

of many variables, but the two primary are the freight rates (both current and outlook) and scrap prices. 

With high freight rates few vessels will be scrapped due to the earning ability of having ships on the 

water. In times of high earnings also elder vessels will be able to achieve high freight rates. This can be 

seen in period from 2004 to 2007 when freight rates were strong and very few ships were scrapped. 

 

It’s the other way around in weak market, as it currently is in the dry bulk segment. New and modern 

tonnage will be preferred by charterers instead of elder vessels. To get freight rates up and regain market 

equilibrium, shipowners will start to scrap elder and inefficient tonnage.  

Adjusting the supply of ships in the market by scrapping vessels are probably the most efficient way of 

bringing the market back to an equilibrium and are a factor which shipowners have full control over to 

affect if they want to. In the current challenging market with declining asset values the scrap values of 

ships are getting close to the secondhand values. The shipsowners has to consider if they see it as most 

beneficial to consider have the ships trading in hope of rates recovering, or scrap the vessel.  

Another important consideration for scrapping ships is the special survey. Every fifth year the vessel has 

to undergo a thorough and costly classification survey to maintain its license to trade. When the age 

passes 15 it has to be done every 2.5 year. Today, more than 12.2% of the global fleet are up for its third, 

Figure 4.32

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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fourth and fifth survey during the next two years, this should be seen as an additional contributor for 

continued high scrapping levels in the period 2016-2018.
31

  

 

The other factor affecting the scrapping is the scrap price the shipowners receive. The ships will usually 

get demolished at beaches in Pakistan, India and Bangladesh and the price the scrap yards will get for the 

ships are depending on the steel prices. The scrap price is measured in light weight tons (LTD), which are 

the actual weight of the ship (compared to DWT which are the weight it can carry). Golden Ocean Group 

scrapped in 2015 the two Capesizes Channel Navigator (1996) and Channel Alliance (1997) and received 

USD 16.7 m in net cash proceeds for the two vessels.
32

 

Slippage, Conversions and Cancellations 

From the point when a ship is ordered there are several actions that a shipowner can take to either delay or 

cancel the order:  

Slippage is pushing the delivery of the ship further in to the future. By postponing the delivery of the ship 

the shipowner gets more time where the freight rates and market may improve and avoids running the 

ship with losses. It also delays the payments of the ships which will improve the financial situation short 

term by postponing CAPEX commitments. However, the shipyards are not usually highly keen on 

delaying delivery due to the fact that they will get paid on a later point and carry a greater amount of risk. 

Thus, they will usually seek to get compensated with a fee, but they will often see that it’s in their own 

best interest to help the shipowners out and let them postpone delivery of the ships. Slippages have been 

seen in the current market where Star Bulk announced in their 2015 annual report that they had in 2015 

                                                           
31

 Golden Ocean Group Q1 Update, Nordea Markets (January,2016) 
32

 Golden Ocean Group Q2 2015 Report p .2 

Figure 4.33

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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had pushed back delivery of 16 vessels with a total of 124 months
33

. Golden Ocean Group announced the 

same for 2015 where they had been able to postpone deliveries by 76 months, and stated that they were in 

constructive dialogs with the yards for further deliveries being pushed back.
34

  

Conversions are when an already ordered vessel is converted into another ship type. Such a process 

requires some right conditions. First of all, the building process can’t have reached too far, since it then 

will be impossible for the yard to change the hull into a different ship type. This is usually referred to as 

the steel cutting process, if it have reached too far it’s not possible to convert. Another requirement is that 

the yard is actually holds the technical expertise and experience to build the other type of ship. To get a 

conversion through will usually require a long and good relationship between the shipowner and the 

shipyard. Many shipowners operate both in the dry bulk and tanker business and have the opportunity to 

convert between the two segments. This is one factor that links the dry bulk and tanker markets together 

and increases the correlation between the two. 

Examples of conversions done are Scorpio Bulkers which in 2015 converted seven Capesize 

newbuildings into four LR2 product tankers and two LR1 product tankers
35

. Golden Ocean Group has 

also done conversions and announced in their 2015 Q3-results that they had converted two Capesize-

newbuildings into two Suezmax-tankers and subsequently sold them off to Frontline Ltd., another 

company affiliated with their main shareholder John Fredriksen.
36

 For Golden Ocean the deal reduced 

CAPEX commitments of USD 95m and received sale proceeds of USD 1.9m.
37

 The abovementioned 

deals underlines that very few conversions are done without the main shareholder having an affiliated 

company buying the ships.  

Cancellations of a newbuilding are another way out for the shipowner. Depending on the contract, both 

the builder and the buyer will have the opportunity to cancel the order at some points. buyer will usually 

pay 10 % of the total price when signing of the contract, further will equal amounts of the remaining 

payments be paid when the building reaches the steel cutting, keel laying, launching and delivery. If the 

buyer wants to get out of the contract he will usually lose all the payments done and have to pay a 

compensation fee to the builder. Golden Ocean Group has today USD 327m of CAPEX on newbuildings 

which are non-recourse, meaning that they may cancel them and walk away without paying any fee, but 

lose all payments done so far.
37 

                                                           
33

 Star  Bulk, Annual Report 2015 p. 2 
34

 Golden Ocean Group, Presentation DNB Markets Shipping & Offshore Conference 2016 p. 8 
35

 http://shippingwatch.com/secure/carriers/Bulk/article7418510.ece 
36

 Golden Ocean Group Q3 2015 Report p .2 
37 37

 Golden Ocean Group Q4 2015 Report p. 3 & 9 
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Net Fleet Growth 

 

 

The total number of deliveries subtracted for demolitions, slippage, conversions and cancellations gives 

the net growth for the fleet. Figure 4.34 shows the net growth for the global dry bulk fleet from 2009 to 

present and with estimates for the two coming years. The trend is clear; the net fleet growth is steadily 

declining from a peak of 16.86% in 2010 to an expected 0.46% next year (2017).  The expected decline in 

net fleet growth the coming years will be driven be fewer deliveries of newbuildings combined with a 

high rate of demolitions.  On the other side, slippages from shipowners during the weak markets of 2015 

and 2016 will give a positive number of slippage in 2017, adding to the global fleet. 

For the dry bulk companies this expected decline in the global fleet should help them bring the market 

back to a more normalized situation where freight rates comes back to cash breakeven-levels, and maybe 

even providing a return on the invested capital. However, there will be differences in how this 

development will impact the companies. For companies with a fleet with high age distribution they will 

most likely be the ones which will send their vessels for demolitions during the next two years due to 

their high operating costs and charterers preferring modern tonnage. The increased demolition for such a 

company will lead to reduced losses during the next years, but also reduces the upside potential. 

 

Figure 4.34

Source: Clarksons Research/Nordea Markets/Compiled by authors
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4.2.5 Freight Revenues 

In the same way as transportation costs affects the demand for shipping services, the freight revenues 

affects the supply of ships. The freight revenues earned in the market influences the shipowners both 

short term and long term
38

. Short term the shipowners may change the supply by adjust the operating 

speed of their vessels and by putting ships to lay-up.  On long term the freight revenues affects the 

investments decisions the shipowners make.  

When considering to purchase a vessel the owner will look at the current freight market and how he 

believe it will develop in the future. The investment decision is based on the discounted cash flows the 

shipowner believes the vessel will be able to generate in the future. As always with a DCF-model, the first 

years of the lifetime will have a greater effect on the net present value due to the time factor. So, if the 

current market is weak and the outlook for the coming years looks weak as well the shipowners will be 

more resistant to order new vessels. Fewer newbuildings will decrease supply and help adjusting the 

market to balance. 

4.3 Supply & Demand Summary 

The supply & demand of the dry bulk market can in many ways be summarized into one graph: effective 

supply measured in ton-miles and the total demand measured in ton-miles. The supply takes into account 

all the variables mentioned in the demand-section while the supply is the composed on the supply-

variables. As seen, the two variables have since 2014 developed in two different directions. 

 

 

                                                           
38

 Stopford – Maritime Economics (2009) p. 160 

Figure 4.35

Source: Clarksons Research/Nordea Markets/Compiled by authors
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Table 4.36

Variable Trend
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5. Porters Five Forces 
To understand why some industries are more profitable than others it important to look at what shapes the 

competition in the industry. The company’s ability to adjust and position itself to its peers and 

surroundings are crucial for its ability to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage over time. The long 

term return on capital for the companies in an industry is what decides the attractiveness of it, and are 

shaped by the following five factors
39

. 

5.1 Suppliers Bargaining Power 

The primary suppliers to the dry bulk shipping industry are the shipyards. They build and deliver the 

ships to the shipping companies. The shipping companies varies in the usage of shipyards, some has long 

and good relationships with certain shipyards and exclusively order from them, while others spread their 

ordering to many shipyards to reduce dependence and risk. 

The hull design of a dry bulk vessel is as previously stated one of the least sophisticated in the world of 

shipping. The ships are very easy for shipyards to build due to its minimal requirements of technical 

expertise it takes to build them. Other shipping segments, such as LNG carriers, require a very high 

technical expertise from the shipyards and are thus much more expensive than a dry bulk vessel.  The 

high number of shipyard able to build dry bulk vessels leads to increased competition in the industry as 

there are relatively easy to find a shipyard with capacity and expertise to build it. This has led to a 

massive expansion of especially Chinese yards, which have taken large markets shares from their 

Japanese peers. China is today the largest builder of dry bulk ships in the world with Japan following as 

the second largest builder. 

As the table clearly shows, the market for building dry bulk ships are highly fragmented and few, if any, 

shipyards has a significant market share. Shipyards are always dependent of having newbuildings on 

order, alternatively they have to shut down production and fire their workers and that is a situation they 

strongly want to avoid. This leads to shipyards in times of few orders will underbid each other in trying to 

secure new orders and keep the production going. This situation should be seen as one of the reasons for 

the current strong orderbook since the increasing number of shipyards, especially Chinese, have pressured 

the prices of newbuildings down.  
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 How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy, Michael Porter (Harvard Business Review. 1979) 
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Table 5.2

# Nr. mDWT # Nr. mDWT # Nr. mDWT # Nr. mDWT # Nr. mDWT

Shanghai Waigaoqiao China 35 6,8 35 6,8

Oshima SB Japan 1 0,1 22 1,9 50 3 16 0,6 89 5,6

Imabari SB Sajjo Japan 22 4,7 1 0,1 23 4,8

Jiangsu New China 32 2,6 12 0,8 16 0,6 60 4

Chengxi Shipyard China 6 0,5 43 2,7 7 0,3 56 3,5

Tsuneishi Cebu Philip. 16 1,3 26 1,6 16 0,6 58 3,5

Namura Shipbuilding Japan 7 1,7 13 1,1 18 0,6 38 3,4

Imabari SB Japan 6 0,5 27 1,7 32 1,2 65 3,4

Nantong COSCO China 13 2,7 2 0,2 7 0,4 22 3,3

Sinopacific Dayang China 1 0,1 12 1 33 2,1 46 3,2

Beihai Shipyard China 14 2,9 14 2,9

Guangzhou Longxue China 10 2,8 10 2,8

Yangzi Xinfu China 12 2,7 12 2,7

CSC Jinling China 22 1,8 11 0,7 1 0 34 2,5

Tsuneishi Zhoushan China 26 2,1 6 0,3 1 0 33 2,4

CIC Jiangsu China 3 0,5 31 1,9 2 0,1 36 2,5

Taizhou Kouan China 6 1,2 14 0,9 9 0,3 29 2,4

Imabari Maragumi Japan 28 2,3 2 0,1 30 2,4

New Times China 9 1,7 8 0,5 5 0,2 22 2,4

Tsuneishi Zosen Japan 22 1,8 7 0,4 29 2,2

Sungdong S.Korea 10 1,7 5 0,4 15 2,1

Imabari SB Hiroshima Japan 11 2 1 0,1 12 2,1

Bohai China 10 2,1 10 2,1

JMU Ariake Japan 8 1,5 8 1,5

Hanjin HI S.Korea 9 1,5 9 1,5

Daehan S.Korea 7 1,5 7 1,5

Zhejiang Yangfan China 12 0,8 17 0,7 29 1,5

Onomichi Japan 20 1,2 5 0,2 25 1,4

Jiangsu New Hantong China 3 0,6 3 0,2 8 0,5 14 1,3

CSC Qingshan SY China 24 1,3 2 0,1 26 1,4

Others 34 6,7 94 7,7 231 14 215 7,7 574 36,1

Total 225 45,5 311 25,6 570 34,8 364 13,3 1470 119,2

Source: Clarksons Research/ Compiled by authors

Shipyard

Top Dry Bulk Shipyards - Orderbook 2015
Capesize Panamax Handymax Handysize Total

Country

Figure 5.1

Shipyard Country # Nr. mDWT Market Share

Shanghai Waigaoqiao China 35 6,8 14,95%

Imabari SB Sajjo Japan 22 4,7 10,33%

Beihai Shipyard China 14 2,9 6,37%

Guangzhou Longxue China 10 2,8 6,15%

Nantong COSCO China 13 2,7 5,93%

Yangzi Xinfu China 12 2,7 5,93%

Bohai China 10 2,1 4,62%

Imabari SB Hiroshima Japan 11 2 4,40%

New Times China 9 1,7 3,74%

Hanjin HI S.Korea 9 1,5 3,30%

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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The largest builder of Capesizes is by a clear margin the Chinese shipyard Shanghai Waigaoqiao, which 

in dry bulk only builds Capesizes. They currently have 35 Capesizes on order and have delivered the main 

share of Golden Ocean Group and Diana Shipping’s fleet of Capesizes. Chinese yards currently hold 

seven of the top ten Capesize yards and are the most important builder of the largest vessel size.  

The shipyards also started to sell in to the shipowners the new “Eco Designed” ships, which would offer 

significant savings in bunker consumptions. This was during times of high bunker prices and many 

shipowners chose to order this “new” design. This was also a contributing factor to the increasing 

orderbook during 2013-2014 when a barrel of crude oil was priced above USD 100. 

An interesting observation within the industry is the difference in quality between Japan/Korea built ships 

and Chinese built ships. Some in the industry argue that ships built in Japan are of a higher quality, with 

lower bunker consumption and longer expected lifetime compared to its Chinese peers. This leads to 

Japanese and Korean built vessels achieving marginally higher prices than Chinese built vessels.  

Industry analysts at DNB Markets, Arctic Securities and Nordea Markets all operates with a 10% discount 

on Chinese vessels compared to similar Japanese vessels. Nordea Markets conducted a thorough analysis 

of the last 469 vessel transactions within dry bulk where 22% were Korea-built, 45% Japan-built and 25% 

China-built, the results were that on average Japan-built vessels received an marginal premium of 0,2% 

and China-built vessels were priced at an 10-12% discount. 
40

 This will be further applied and elaborated 

in the calculation of the Net Asset Value of the companies in Chapter 10. 

The shipyards bargaining power against the shipping companies are also influenced on the conditions of 

other shipping segments. If there are a large demand for ships from other shipping segments this will 

reduce the available slots for building dry bulk vessels, which again will make vessel prices raise. On the 

other hand, if there are low demand from other shipping segments this will lead more available slots for 

dry bulk vessels and which again will lead to lower prices.  

Overall, the bargaining power of the suppliers should not be considered as very high due to the market for 

building dry bulk vessels are highly fragmented. The condition of the shipyard industry will in many 

ways follow the overall condition of the shipping markets.  
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 Golden Ocean Group Q1 Update, Nordea Markets (January 2016) 
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5.2 Customers Bargaining Power 

The customers of dry bulk shipping services differ between wide ranges of different organizations, from 

large mining companies and trading houses to industrial companies and state-owned enterprises.  

Large miners and industrial companies are some of the main customers of dry bulk shipping companies. It 

may either be exporting companies, such as the earlier mentioned iron ore miners Rio Tinto or Vale, or it 

may be the importing companies, such as industrial companies or steel mills. Example of this was when 

Golden Ocean Group in January 2015 inked a five year long time charter for 15 Capesizes (later adjusted 

to ten vessels for seven and half year) with the German electrical utilities company RWE, which operates 

several coal based power plants in Germany
41

. However, sometimes these companies may also be 

competitors. In 2014, more than 4% of the global dry bulk fleet was owned by the cargo owners, a 

substantial share of it being mining giant Vale’s ownership of Valemaxes, hauling iron ore from Brazil to 

China. This reduces the cargo owner’s dependence of independent shipping companies such as Golden 

Ocean Group and increases their bargaining power against them. Vale have recently announced the 

ordering of 30 new Valemaxes with delivery from 2018 and onwards. The vessels are ordered at Chinese 

shipyards and sold to Chinese shipping companies, with a 27 year long CoA with Vale connected to it.
42

 

When these ships are delivered, it will put a lot of pressure on the independent Capesize-owners operating 

in the iron ore market. 

Along with the miners and the industrial companies, the trading houses are one of the major customers of 

dry bulk shipping services. In 2014, Swiss-based Trafigura had 70-90 bulk carriers chartered in at any 

given time and shipped more than 35 m tons.
43

 US-based Cargill Inc. operates both as a trading house, but 

do also have an own fleet which provides shipping services to other. In 2015 they controlled a fleet of 

more than 500 quality vessels (owned and chartered in), ranging from large Capesizes to small 

Handysizes
44

. The trading houses operations in the shipping market makes them not only customers, but 

also sometimes fierce competitors with strong market insight and knowledge. 

The product provided by Golden Ocean Group and other dry bulk companies is homogenous, they all 

carry cargo from point A to B. The customers will almost always choose based on the lowest price 

available. For the shipping companies it’s hard to differentiate their product on other factors than price. 

However, some of the customers will prefer larger companies will a healthy financial situation and a 

proven operational track record with low risk of delays and cargo contamination.   

                                                           
41

 Golden Ocean Group Q1 2015 Presentation 
42

 http://www.maritime-executive.com/article/vale-signs-27-year-agreement-with-china-cosco 
43

 Trafigura – Partnership in Ocean Freight p. 7 
44

 http://www.cargill.com/products/ocean-transportation/fleet/index.jsp 
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Figure 5.3

Commodity
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Bulk Trade Characteristics

Especially important during the current weak market where several bankruptcies have been seen and 

counterpart risk are high,  there have been an increased focus from customers for doing business with 

shipping companies with a strong financial situation. As most bank loans to shipping companies has 

specified ships linked up as collateral, the risk for the customers are that their million dollar cargo will be 

stuck on a ship arrested in a port in case of an bankruptcy. Herman Billung, the CEO of Golden Ocean 

Group, stated on a conference in March 2016 that they now got inquiries from iron ore miners about 

which loan that are linked to their vessels, even on single trip charters.
45

 This increased focus on 

counterpart risk should be seen as positive for the larger and financial stable dry bulk shipping, such as 

Golden Ocean Group. 

Even though dry bulk shipping is considered as one market, there are several differences in the market 

composure for the different commodities.  

One of the few initiatives the shipping companies are able to do to increase their bargaining power against 

the cargo owners have been the formation of pools, where they achieve some commercial improvements 

by operating a larger fleet. The typical structure of a pool is illustrated in figure 5.4, which shows the 

structure of the newly established Capesize Pool, established by Golden Ocean Group and four other 

major dry bulk players in 2015. When the five companies establish the pool is they create an independent 

company which is controlled by a board where all the participants have a seat. This independent company 

will operate independently and the pool manager will market the fleet as a single fleet out to the cargo 

owners. Each company’s share of revenues and earnings will be based on the predetermined “distribution 
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Figure 5.4

Deduct Voyage Expenses

Cargo Owners

Net Revenue

Source: Maritime Economics, Stopford (2009)/ Compiled by authors

Capesize Chartering Pool

Board (Key Decisions

Pool Manager

Operations      Marketing    Commercial 

Pool Members

key”, which takes into the consideration each ship’s ability to revenue contribution.  The benefits of the 

pool were stated by the companies in a joint statement following the announcement of the pool: 

"The parties operate in the highly competitive and fragmented Capesize industry, and neither party owns, 

controls or manages sufficient Capesize vessels to provide competitively priced bids and efficient trading 

and operations to serve its customers”
46

  

 

Today, there are many pools in the dry bulk segment, and they are usually based on ship types such as 

Panamax, Supramax etc. For a shipowner not wanting to do the operational and commercial management 

of the ship himself it will usually be easy to compare the average TCE (time charter equivalents) for 

different pools, and then decide upon which pool to allocate his ships.  This leads to severe competition 

between different pools since they all want to operate a fleet as large as possible to maximize the 

economies of scale. 

An important factor with the arrangement of pools is of course the effect it can potentially have on the 

competition in the market. If a pool gets large enough market shares it could influence the price setting in 

the market and “corner the market”. There are today international competition laws banning the creation 

of cartels that will have significant price setting influence. In the case of the current dry bulk market this 

will be not considered the case as the market still are so fragmented that the pools market shares are still 
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quite insignificant. They are also mainly achieving benefits with lowering costs through optimizing fleet 

utilization and reducing overheads, rather than by increasing prices. 

Overall, the customers bargaining power in dry bulk shipping are high. The fragmentation of market share 

between shipping companies combined with the service the industry provides are homogenous and very 

hard to differentiate on makes price almost the only variable which they compete on. The customers will 

usually have a wide range of ships to choose from and the competition is fierce. There are however, some 

advantages of being a large company with a proven operational record of accomplishment and a strong 

financial situation, especially during the current weak market situation.  

5.3 Threat from New Entrants 

It is relatively easy to start up a dry bulk shipping company and enter the market. The large global dry 

bulk fleet makes the secondhand market for dry bulk vessels highly liquid. Vessels may either be acquired 

new from shipyards or in the secondhand market, either way there will always be a range of sale & 

purchase brokers being more than willing to assist and advice in such a transaction.  The main barrier 

when acquiring a vessel will be required initial capital of purchasing a vessel(s), where a five year old 

Panamax for instance costs approximately USD 15 m. The cost of capital will also be important since the 

industry are highly capital intensive and the financial costs in the industry are high. The market for ship 

financing are mainly done by traditional bank loans and is quite conservative, where good and long term 

relations between banks and shipowners may be of significant importance for getting good financial 

terms.  

The technical, operational and commercial management of the ships are there also several companies 

specializing in, so that is also something that is easy to outsource for quite competitive prices. However, 

companies which have been present in the market for a while will usually be preferred by some charterers 

and be able to get better deals than newly established companies without a proven track record.  

 

Table 5.5

Company Size (Owned Vessels) Nr. of Companies Nr of Ships m. DWT Average DWT

200-299 2,00                             483,00               42,54                     88.074,53                

100-199 3,00                             442,00               44,75                     101.244,34              

50-99 18,00                          1.193,00            91,17                     76.420,79                

10-49 223,00                        4.176,00            353,81                   84.724,62                

5-9 290,00                        1.847,00            115,83                   62.712,51                

1-4 1.185,00                    2.205,00            111,81                   50.707,48                

Total 1.721,00                    10.346,00         759,91                   77.314,05                

Data: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Dry Bulk Carrier Market - Company Overview 2015
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As seen in table 5.5, more than 1721 dry bulk shipping companies with an average fleet of 5 ships were 

operating globally in 2014. The high number of companies should be seen as proof of a segment which 

have low barriers to entry and which makes the threat of new entrants high.  

5.4 Threat from Substitutes 

Most of the dry bulk commodities shipped are extracted and produced far away from where its consumed 

or used and requires an continuously demand for deep sea shipping. The substitutes for transporting 

commodities by sea are either by air, railway or road. As a lot of the commodities are transported between 

regions divided by sea, railway and trucks will not be a substitute for deep-sea shipping.  

The large quantum’s bulk commodities are transported in makes trucks and air transport not competitive 

on price. The only real threat is probably by railways in some regions, but ships usually are more flexible 

and competitive on price. Overall, none other method of transportation than shipping would be able to 

transport the daily amount of dry bulk commodities. 

5.5 Degree of Rivalry 

The market for dry bulk shipping services is highly competitive and global. As table 5.5 showed, there are 

today more than 1721 companies operating within the dry bulk shipping industry and many of them with 

fleets of more than 10 vessels. All these companies are broadly competing in the same market. The high 

number of companies operating in the industry combined with homogenous service makes it hard to 

differentiate on other variables than price. This leads to fierce competition between the companies in the 

industry and a high degree of rivalry. There are however some differences with regards to fleet 

composure and segment exposure. Some companies hold more exposure to the largest vessel sizes while 

others operates in the smaller ones. 

Figure 5.6 shows how Golden Ocean Group and its peers are positioned regarding fleet age, fleet size and 

bubble size total DWT capacity of their fleet.  While having a modern fleet will be an advantage since it 

will be able some higher freight rates and have lower operational costs, it will usually have larger 

financial costs and depreciation connected to it. 
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As seen, Golden Ocean Group is quite differently positioned with regards to fleet size and age compared 

to their peers. None of the other companies holds such a large and modern fleet. Scorpio is the company 

with the most modern fleet, with an average age for their vessels of close to zero, due to their extensive 

newbuilding program.  With regards to size, the largest company is Star Bulkers which holds a fleet with 

large exposure to the biggest vessel sizes, especially Capesize. This makes them quite comparable to 

Golden Ocean Group, but it worth to notice that their fleet is almost five years older on average. Safe 

Bulkers and Diana Shipping  does not score high on any of the variables, but as seen Diana Shippings 

fleet are the oldest in the entire peer group with an average vessel age of close to eight years. With such a 

seasoned fleet this could indicate that they have to do larger investments in the coming years to renew 

their fleet. 

Looking at the earnings for Capesizes for the last ten years should give a good indication of how 

competitive the dry bulk shipping market is. If assuming cash breakeven (CBE) of USD 14.000 per day, 

which Golden Ocean Group state their currently CBE is
47

, and with an operational cost (OPEX) of USD 

5400 per day, Figure 5.7 shows how Capesize-TCE earnings developed during the last ten years. Out of 

the 501 observations, 210 were at levels below the CBE-levels where the companies operate with losses 

and do not earn any return on their invested capital.  
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 Golden Ocean Group Q4 2015 Presentation p.12 

Figure 5.6

Source: Company websites/Compiled by authors
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The degree of rivalry in dry bulk shipping is strong, with a high number of companies operating in the 

industry providing an almost similar product to their customers. The competition between the industry 

operators is fierce and it is challenging for the companies to differentiate itself in any significant way. The 

high degree of rivalry may be illustrated through the industry’s profitability through the last years where 

few companies have been able to deliver any significant and sustainable return on invested capital 

(ROIC). This is further elaborated in Chapter 8 Financial Statement Analysis. 

5.6 Porters Five Forces Summary 

 

 

Figure 5.7

Source: Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors
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6. Shipping Market Cycles  
“The state of trade revolves apparently in an established cycle of quiescence, improvement, prosperity, 

excitement, overtrading, convulsion, pressure, stagnation and distress” – Lord Overstone (1857) 

Cyclicality are nothing new in trading markets, with a continuously adjusting demand and supply trying 

to find a market equilibrium there will often be cycles in a market. This was pointed out by Lord 

Overstone already in 1857 and still applies in the same way today. The world economy are going through 

cycles, in periods the economy may experience strong growth  before recession hits and slows down the 

momentum, leading to some less prosperous periods.  

Few industries are so well known for its cyclicality as shipping. The industry’s characteristics as global, 

fiercely competitive and capital-intensive make it highly sensible to changes in supply and demand which 

may turn the market sentiment overnight. The supply and demand curve for the shipping market explains 

how even small changes in demand may change the market upside down so rapidly: 

 

The strongly elastic demand curve makes freight rates highly sensible to changes.  The shape of the 

demand curve is because of the transportation costs are low relative to the total costs of most commodities 

and that there are few alternatives to seaborne transportation.  

Adding to the volatility are the lag effect on newbuilding orders from when they are ordered until they are 

delivered and trading. Vessels may be ordered during firm markets when freight rates are high, but get 

delivered in to a market which is already struggling with overcapacity. This scenario is recurring in 

shipping; a large amount of newbuildings ordered on top of the market cycle when the outlook is positive, 

but where a shortfall in demand combined with a flood of new vessels adding to supply sending the 

Figure 6.1

Source: Stopford, Maritime Economics (2009) p.165

Supply & Demand Curve for Seaborne Transport
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market in the doldrums. This is a scenario which is reoccurring throughout the history of shipping and 

believing that the next time will be different may turn out to be an expensive idea.  

In Maritime Economics (2009), Stopford states that the typical shipping cycle are around seven years long 

and have four different stages which tend to repeat itself in every shipping cycle: 

1. Market Trough: The point where there are clear signs of surplus shipping capacity in the market. 

Freight rates around operating costs and elder ships are moved into lay-up. Financial pressure 

builds up on the shipping companies and bankruptcies and restructurings are evident.  

2. Recovery: The market is moving closer to equilibrium. Market sentiment gradually improves and 

freight rates are above the operational costs. Liquidity in the market improves and vessel values 

starts to slowly increase. 

3. Market Peak: Tight balance between supply and demand, employing all tradeable ships and 

operating at full speed. Freight rates multiple times above the operating costs and market 

sentiment are strong and optimistic. Vessel values rising and secondhand values increases to 

levels above the price of newbuildings. 

4. Collapse: Supply overtakes demand and market sentiment collapses. Newbuilding deliveries 

from the market peak hits the water at the same as demand decreases due to business cycle 

downturn. Freight rates fall and ships becomes unemployed, waiting to find cargo. 

These four phases of a shipping cycle will make the foundation for analyzing the dry bulk shipping 

market. The development of the market will be looked at and based on the definition of a shipping cycle 

the dry bulk shipping market will be analyzed and defined into shipping market cycles. 

Cycles and Crisis in Dry Bulk Shipping 

The market for dry bulk shipping has gone through many cycles since its early beginning. According to 

Stopford
48

, there have since 1743 and until today been 22 clear cycles observed in the shipping markets. 

These are cycles with clear peaks and troughs. From the when the market entered the “bulk era” in the 

late 1940s, which are the one we are in today; Stopford measures the average length of the shipping 

cycles in this period to be 8 years.  

However, its first since the Baltic Dry Index were established in 1985
49

, collecting and standardizing 

freight rate data for all major vessel sizes, which the cycles could be looked at in a more analytical 

approach due to sufficient and comparable data. This is why this thesis only will be analyzing shipping 

market cycles dating back to 1985. 
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 Maritime Economics, Martin Stopford (2009) p. 106 
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 Shipping Indexes Signal Global Economic Trends, Federal Reserve of Dallas (2010) p. 28 
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By analyzing the development of the BDI from 1985 and until today, four major cycles have been 

identified by the authors. They all share the same characteristics of going from market trough to market 

peak. They all fit in with Stopfords findings of a shipping cycle which lasts for approximately eight years. 

As seen in figure 6.2 and 6.3, cycle number 1, 2 and 3 are all around seven years long. However, cycle 

number 4 seems somewhat longer. Number 4, which is the current cycle, seems to have its market peak 

closer to the beginning of the cycle compared to the other. Its peak also seemed more rapid and steeper. 

 

Figure 6.2

Source: Baltic Exchange/Datastream/Own compilation

Dry Bulk Shipping Market Cycles 1985-2000
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Figure 6.3

Source: Baltic Exchange/Datastream/Own compilation
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Comparison of the Four Cycles 

The four different cycles will be compared on five different variables: freight rates (BDI), orderbook in 

percentage of fleet, vessel prices, newbuilding vs. secondhand five year old ratio and scrapping. By 

comparing the top and bottom for each of the four cycles and calculate the percentage difference between 

them should give an indication of the severity of each cycle. This makes it possible to compare each of 

the four cycles against each other and see if the current cycle stands out to the former cycles of the last 30 

years. The variables are chosen out by the authors, as they are all considered good indicators of the cycle. 

Further, are the comparison table constructed by the authors. 

 

As seen in Table 6.4, cycle 4 is the biggest cycle on four out of the five variables. The Baltic Dry Index 

varied by far greater than any of the other cycles. The orderbook in percentage of the existing fleet are 

also much greater than during any of the former cycles. Vessel prices however, which compares the 

fluctuations in vessel prices during the cycle, shows that the cycle 1 had the greatest fluctuations in vessel 

prices. The ratio between the price of a newbuilding and a five year old vessel are also substantially larger 

during the current cycle. Finally, scrapping activity has also had the largest fluctuations during the last 

cycle.  

The conclusion of the comparison should be that the cycle that we are currently at the end of is an 

anomaly compared to the former cycles; it is in many ways a “supercycle”.  It peaked much higher and 

earlier than the former cycles and have for a long time been in the process of moving from collapse to 

Table 6.4

Top BottomDifference% Top Bottom Difference% Top Bottom Difference% Top Bottom Difference%

Baltic Dry Index 1699 585 190,43% 2197 794 176,70% 4765 876 443,95% 11793 290 3966,55%

Orderbook% of 

Fleet
N/A N/A N/A 14,32% 7,99% 6,33% 26,65% 7,17% 19,48% 78,58% 16,31% 62,27%

Vessel Prices** 34 13,5 151,85% 29 19 52,63% 40 20,5 95,12% 55 25,75 113,59%

Newbuilding vs 5 

YR Secondhand 

Ratio

78,3% 32,2% 46,1% 83,8% 65,2% 18,6% 111,9% 72,7% 39,1% 157,3% 51,5% 105,7%

Scrapping*** 281 28 903,57% 255 45 466,67% 185 13 1323% 558 15 3620%

*Orderbook% of fleet numbers for Cycle 2 are only from Primo '96 to 2000

**Panamax 75*DWT Newbuilding

***Mill. DWT Scrapped

Source: Baltic Exchange/Clarksons Research/Compiled by authors

Variabel

Dry Bulk Shipping Cycle Comparison 1985-2016

1985-1992

Dry Bulk Cycle 1 Dry Bulk Cycle 2 Dry Bulk Cycle 3

1993-1999 2000-2006 2007-Present

Dry Bulk Cycle 4
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trough. Stopford describes some cycles that are so big, were the vessels ordered adding to the supply side 

are so great, that  the next recovery are missed out on due to the magnitude of the former cycle.
50

 

Current Crisis – Trough yet? 

All shipping market cycles have a peak and a trough; the million dollar question in the industry is of 

course to be able to call both of them. Its challenging for a shipowner to be contrarian to the market 

sentiment, but is it one thing all the best shipowners during history have in common is it their ability to 

play the cycles; buying vessels to low prices during crisis and then sell again when the market have 

recovered and ship values are high. However, knowing when to buy and sell are challenging and the 

possibility of getting exactly right are small. John Fredriksen, owner of Golden Ocean Group and one of 

the largest and most dominating shipowners in the world is well-known for his ability to call the market 

and he states he actually mostly follows what his gut tells him when making investment decisions.
51

 

Looking at the current crisis, several of the largest private owners in the industry have started to acquire 

vessels in the secondhand market. Big shipowners with a large amount of capital have the possibility to 

purchase vessels privately and that were seen during late December 2015 when the two troubled 

companies Scorpio Bulkers and Star Bulkers sold several Capesize vessels. Buyers of the ships were big 

industry names such as John Angelicoussis and John Fredriksen
52

 That long-term industry players is seen 

picking up distressed sales of vessels should be viewed as an indication that the decline in vessel values 

have a reached a level where several are willing to speculate in that the prices are close to a bottom.  

One model for defining a market that is trough, or at least close to it, has been made by Stopford
53

. He 

puts up a list of several characteristics of a typical shipping cycle is at the bottom and being “trough”: 

1. Freight Rates are near the operating costs (OPEX)  

2. Old ship prices fall to scrap 

3. Little ordering  

4. Many demolition sales  

5. Banks reluctant to lend  

6. Market sentiment pessimistic  

By comparing the current state of the dry bulk market with Stopford’s list of six points of a market that 

trough should give an indication of how the current market is. 

                                                           
50

 Maritime Economics, Martin Stopford (2009) p. 97 
51

 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-09-09/ship-magnate-uses-gut-in-11-billion-bet-worst-since-70s-ending 
52

 http://shippingwatch.com/secure/carriers/Bulk/article8347192.ece 
53

 Maritime Economics, Martin Stopford 2009 p. 97 
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Table 6.5

Stopfords Criterias

1. Freight rates near 

operating costs

2. Old ship prices 

fall to scrap

3. Little 

ordering

4. Many demolitions 

sales

5. Banks reluctant 

to lend

6. Market 

Sentiment 

Pessimistic

Criteria 

Fulfilled

Summary

4. Many 

demolitions 

sales

From 2014 and onwards the scrapping level picked up and 

demolition sales in 2015 was the the second highest ever, 

with approx. 30m DWT going to demolition. So far in 2016 

more than 10m DWT have been sent for demolition, 

which implies a annual run rate of 60m DWT, a potential 

all-time-high. Historical annual levels are 6m DWT, far 

below the levels seen for the last years.

5. Banks 

reluctant to 

lend

6. Market 

Sentiment 

Pessimistic

The Baltic Dry Index measures 1 year and 3 year Time 

Charter rates. The Time Charter rates should imply the 

markets sentiment about future freight rate 

development. In Dec. 2015 the 1YR TC was at USD 6500, 

which are only marginally above the OPEX. The 3YR were 

at approx. USD 8500. When shipowners are willing to take 

such long time charters on low levels it implies that they 

don't believe the market will improve during the time 

period.

Due to the current weak markets in many shipping segments many banks have cut down on the amount of capital loaned out to 

shipping. One of the largest shipping banks, German NordLB announced early 2016 that they would cut down their exposure to 

shipping by approx. USD 7 billion. Other banks with exposure to shipping states that they are more selective in choosing clients 

and prefers bigger and solid companies with a proven track record.

3. Little 

ordering

As of Januar 22 2016 the TCE earnings for a Capesize 

vessel were quoted at USD 1639 per day. The operational 

costs assiocated to running a Capesize vessel are 

between USD 5-6000 per day, clearly above the current  

freight rates in the market. 

Current Market Illustration

In early January 2016 the 1996-built Capesize vessel “MV 

Cape Olive” of 170.000 DWT  were sold for scrapping for a 

price of USD 6,2 m . At the same time, a 15-year old 

Capesize vessel were according to Clarksons sold in the 

secondhandmarket to USD 7m. The very little price 

difference between the two, which are less than 

USD0,8m, should mainly be attributed to the secondhand 

vessel being five years younger than the scrapped vessel. 

As the graph illustrates, 20 year old Capesize vessels are 

now being priced equal to scrap values. 

The last quarters of 2015 shows that the number of 

newbuildings contracted have declined historical low 

levels. During December 2015 as little as 250.000 DWT 

were ordered, compared to 1.881.000 DWT December 

2014 and 16.596.000 DWT in December 2013. For the last 

10 years the monthly average contracted newbuildings 

have been at 6m DWT, substantially higher than the 

current market. 

Current Market
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7. VRIO 
So far the strategic analysis made have focused on the external parts for the dry bulk shipping companies. 

This section will look deeper in to how Golden Ocean Group and the peer group companies uses its 

internal resources and capabilities to generate a return. Analyzing each of the companies internally based 

on the VRIO-model will make the foundation for judging if any of the companies has a competitive 

advantage compared to each other. 

For companies operating in the dry bulk shipping market, five different resources have been identified as 

important for the companies to being able gain either a competitive advantage or a sustainable 

competitive advantage
54

: 

- Fleet 

- Global Presence 

- Workforce 

- Ownership 

- Financial Strength 

Each of these resources will be analysed by applying the VRIO Model, and looking at the four different 

criterias to see if a company are able to obsess an sustainable competitive advantage. The four different 

parts of the VRIO are: 

Valueable: Is the firm able to exploit an opportunity or neatrulize an external threat with the 

resource/capability? 

Rarity: Is control of the resource/capability in the hands of a relative few? 

Imitability: Is it difficult to imitate, and will there be significant cost disadvantage to a firm trying to 

obtain, develop, or duplicate the resource/capability? 

Organization: Is the firm organized, ready , and able to exploit the resource/capability? 

The VRIO analysis will be backed up by a brief introduction to each of the companies, providing some 

key strategic and financial data of each of the companies which are essential for the further analysis. Each 

company will also have a VRIO summary where the main findings from the analysis will be summarized.  

                                                           
54

 Barney, Jay B. and Hesterley, William S. (2012) Strategic Management and Competitive Advantage 4
th

 ed. pg. 67 
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History

Fleet
Large and 

modern
Quite rare

Bui l t at same 

yards  as  most 

other, easy to 

imitate

Experienced 

organization to 

operate the 

fleet

Global 

Presence

Operating 

global ly are a  

neccess i ty for 

s taying 

competable

Highly common 

to have a  

global  

presence

Easy to imitate

Offices  in both 

Os lo and 

Singapore

Workforce

Experienced 

s taff and 

management 

with proven 

track record

Rare, but not 

inreplacable

Chal lenging, 

but not 

imposs ible

Comapny able 

exploi t i ts  

experienced 

s taff

Ownership

Makes  the 

company more 

competable

No other 

companies  

with owner of 

s imi lar 

s trength

Very hard to 

imitate such 

ownership

Organization 

highly 

exploi ting the 

va lue of the 

owner

Financial 

Strength

The companys  

financia l  

s trength are 

highly va luable

Few others  

with s imi lar 

financia l  

s trength

Hard to imitate 

their financia l  

s trength

The fi rm highly 

exploi ting i ts  

financia l  

s trength

After goring thorugh an extens ive fleet expans ion, Golden Ocean Group have one of the 

largest and most modern fleet in the segment, with a  specia l  focus  on the Capes ize. 

The company are backed up by shipping tycoon John Fredriksen, which should be seen 

as  a  clear advantage for the company as  he has  a  very high s tanding in the capita l  

markets  and among financia l  insti tutions , providing the company with better financia l  

poss ibi l i ties  than most other companies  in the industry. 

VRIO - Summary

Stock Price Development

Golden Ocean Group

VRIO

Resource/  

Capability
Valuable Rarity Imitability Organization

Norwegian based company founded in 1996. Lis ted on the Os lo Stock Exchange in 2004 

as  a  spin off from the tanker company Frontl ine Ltd. In 2015 Golden Ocean Group 

merged with Knightsbridge Tankers . Golden Ocean controls  a  fleet of 67 dry bulk 

vessels . CEO are the experienced Herman Bi l lung and the main shareholder are Hemen 

Holding, a  company control led by shipping tycoon John Fredriksen. 

0

10

20
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40

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Country Norway

CEO Herman Bil lung

Largest 

shareholder
John Fredriksen

Listed Oslo & New York

Tickers GOGL.OL

Price USD 1,07

Market Cap. NOK 1,1b

Inv. Capital USD 1.97b

Financial 

Gearing 0,7

Profit 

Margin -37,00%

Avg. Age 2,4

# of vessels 55

Totalt DWT 7,7

Capesize 29

Panamax 18

Handymax 8

Handysize 0

Financials 2015

Fleet (incl. Newbuild.)

Company

Stock Info

53%33%

14%

Capesize Panamax Handymax
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History

Fleet

Large, but  

quite 

seasoned

Quite rare

Bui l t at same 

yards  as  most 

other, easy to 

imitate

Experienced 

organization to 

handle the 

fleet

Global 

Presence

Operating 

global ly are a  

neccess i ty for 

s taying 

competable

Highly common 

to have a  

global  

presence

Easy to imitate

Offices  in 

Athens  and 

Connecticut

Workforce

Experienced 

s taff and 

management 

with proven 

track record

Rare, but not 

inreplacable

Chal lenging, 

but not 

imposs ible

Comapny able 

exploi t i ts  

experienced 

s taff

Ownership

Yes , 

experinced 

owner brings  

va lue to the 

company

Some 

companies  

with s imi lar 

experinced 

ownership

Chal lenging to 

imitate 

experienced 

owners

Organization 

exploi ting the 

va lue of the 

owner

Financial 

Strength

Conservative 

approach 

va luable to the 

company

Few others  

with s imi lar 

financia l  

s trength

Hard to imitate 

their financia l  

s trength

The fi rm highly 

exploi ting i ts  

financia l  

s trength

VRIO - Summary

Diana shipping has   fleet with exposure to the Panamax and Capes ize segment. Their 

fleet are quite seasoned and they have few newbui ldings  on order which could imply a  

fleet renewal  in the coming years . The company has  a  experienced management and 

s taff with a  relative conservative approach, preferring taking time-charters  instead of 

spot voyages . The companys  conservative approach a lso affects  i ts  financia l  s trength 

which cons is ts  of a  s trong balance sheet and less  leverage compared to some of i ts  

peers .
Stock Price Development

Diana Shipping

Greek based company founded in 1999. Lis ted on the New York Stock Exchange in 2005 . 

The company controls  a  fleet of dry bulk vessels , with main exposure to the Panamax-

s ize. The company are control led by i ts  founder, Simoen Pal ios , which have extens ive 

industry experience ga ined from 1960's  and unti l  today. The company are a lso 

associated with Diana Conta inerships  which i t currently holds  a  25,7 % share in. 

VRIO

Resource/  

Capability
Valuable Rarity Imitability Organization
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30-12-2005 30-12-2007 30-12-2009 30-12-2011 30-12-2013

Country Greece

CEO Simeon Palios

Largest 

shareholder
Simeon Palios

Listed New York

Tickers NYSE: DSX

Price USD 4.35

Market Cap. USD 230m

Inv. Capital USD 1.64b

Financial 

Gearing 0,35

Profit 

Margin -30,00%

Avg. Age 2,4

# of vessels 49

Totalt DWT 7,7

Capesize 18

Panamax 31

Handymax 0

Handysize 0

Company

Stock Info

Financials 2015

Fleet (incl. Newbuild.)
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History

Fleet
Large and very 

modern

Rare regarding 

age

Bui l t at same 

yards  as  most 

other, easy to 

imitate

Experienced 

organization to 

handle the 

fleet

Global 

Presence

Operating 

global ly are a  

neccess i ty for 

s taying 

competable

Highly common 

to have a  

global  

presence

Easy to imitate

Offices  in both 

Monaco & New 

York

Workforce

Experinced 

within 

shipping, but 

not within dry 

bulk

Not very rare Partly imitable

Company able 

to exploi t i ts  

experienced 

s taff

Ownership

No large 

dominating 

owner

Not rare with a  

widespread 

ownership

Imitable

Organization 

exploi ting the 

va lue of the 

owner

Financial 

Strength

Not financia l ly 

s trong
Not very rare Imitable

Organization 

not able to 

exploi t the 

s trength

Scorpio Bulkers

Monaco based company backed by Private Equity funds  and with management as  large 

shareholders . Founded in 2013 and s tarted a  large ordering spree for newbui ldings . Has  

today a  highly modern fleet comprimis ing of Panamxes  and Supramaxes . Ordered during 

2013/14 more than 28 Capes ize newbui ldings , which by early 2016 were a l l  sold or 

cancel led leading to great losses . The company s ti l l  has  large orderbook of Panamaxes  

and Supramaxes . The company are closely connected to Scorpio Tankers .

VRIO

Resource/  

Capability
Valuable Rarity Imitability Organization

VRIO - Summary

After going through a  ambitous  newbui lding programme, Scorpio Bulkers  have a  modern 

fleet and s ti l l  many newbui ldings  on i ts  way. However, the companys  aggres ive ordering 

sprees  have led to putting financia l  pressure on the company. The 28 ordered and then 

cancel led and sold Capes izes  led to an estimated loss  of USD 400m. The companys  

share have been one of the weakest performers  in the industry and the companys  

management have publ icly s tated concers  about the companys  future.
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History

Fleet
Highly segment 

focused
Quite rare

Bui l t at same 

yards  as  most 

other, easy to 

imitate

Experienced 

organization to 

operate the 

fleet

Global 

Presence

Operating 

global ly are a  

neccess i ty for 

s taying 

competable

Highly common 

to have a  

global  

presence

Easy to imitate

Offices  in 

Monaco, 

Athens  and 

New York

Workforce

Experienced 

s taff and 

management 

Rare, but not 

inreplacable

Chal lenging, 

but not 

imposs ible

Comapny able 

exploi t i ts  

experienced 

s taff

Ownership
Experienced 

industry owner
Quite rare

Relatively hard 

to imitate

Organization 

exploi ting the 

va lue of the 

owner

Financial 

Strength

Moderate 

financia l  

s trength

Not rare Quite imitable

The fi rm 

exploi ting i ts  

financia l  

s trength

Safe Bulkers

Monaco-based company founded in 2007. Operates  a  fleet of 37 vessels  on water and 7 

newbui ldings  on order. Their main exposure are to Panamaxes  (Panamaxes , Post-

Panamaxes  and Kamsarmaxes). The company are control led and led by Mr. Polys  

Hajioannou, which have served as  CEO and Chairman s ince 2008. 

VRIO

Resource/  

Capability
Valuable Rarity Imitability Organization

VRIO - Summary

The company holds  a  fleet with main exposure to the Panamax (Post-Panamax and 

Kamsarmax). Compared to some of i ts  peers  the company has  not a  very large 

newui ldingprogramme and their fleet are more seasoned. Their management and 

owner holds  good experience from the industry. Financia l ly the company are quite 

leveraged and exposed to changes  in asset va lues .

Stock Price Development
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History

Fleet
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divers i fied 

fleet

Rare due to i ts  

s i ze

Bui l t at same 
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imitate
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fleet

Global 

Presence

Operating 
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Easy to imitate

Offices  in both 

Athens  and 

New York

Workforce

Experienced 

s taff and 

management 

with proven 
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Rare, but not 

inreplacable

Chal lenging, 

but not 

imposs ible
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exploi t i ts  

experienced 

s taff

Ownership
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Star Bulk has  a  large and divers i fied fleet with s izes  ranging from Newcastlemaxes  of 

above DWT 200.000 to Handymaxes  of DWT 50.000. They have had a  ambitous  

newbui lding programme which have led them in to some di fficul ties  and they have had 

to sel l  of parts  of i t to dis tressed prices . Their management holds  s igni ficant  industry 

experience. Their owners  have a  lot of capita l , but do not hold extens ive industry 

experience and are probably not in shipping for the long-run.

Stock Price Development

Star Bulk

Athens-based company founded in 2014 as  a  merge between Oceanbulk and fomer Star 

bulk. Currently one of the largest l i s ted dry bulk companies  with 70 vessels  on the water 

and 19 ordered.. The company are run by industry veteren Petros  Papas  and back by the 

financia l  investor Oaktree Capita l . The company had in 2015 to do a  reverse s tock spl i t 

s ince the share price were so low i t otherwise would be del is ted.

VRIO

Resource/  

Capability
Valuable Rarity Imitability Organization

VRIO - Summary
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8. Financial Statement Analyses 
We have conducted a financial statement analysis of Golden Ocean and each of the company in its peer 

group. The purpose of these analyses is to enlighten the operational and financial situation of the 

companies, both today and throughout a history of eight years. As Golden Ocean is our target company 

for the fundamental valuation, we have included all existing official reports back to the listing date in 

2004. For comparison with peers the period 2008 – 2015 has been applied. For the purpose of forecasting 

operational and financial activity for Golden Ocean we have applied the complete historical period from 

2004. The financial statement analysis is solely based on our own reclassification of consolidated income 

statements, whereas Petersen & Plenborgs literature has been applied. The financial statement analysis 

will give a broad insight to how Golden Ocean and the peer group have performed similar/differently in a 

highly volatile sector. For the purpose of the profitability analyses we have applied a DuPont model 

where the measure return on invested capital (ROIC) will be separated into all of its sub-components. 

This will give insight to how the companies create value for their shareholders. 

8.1 Reformulating Financial Statements for Analytical Purpose 

Before we can prepare a DuPont model we need to reclassify the income statements and balance sheet of 

the target firms. The main idea is to separate operating activity from financing activity. All income 

statements and balance sheets are classified into analytical statements with a more investor-friendly 

perspective. 

8.1.2 The Analytical Income Statement 

The reclassification is based on the authors’ assumptions and conclusion of what is core dry-bulk 

operational activity and what is financial activity. All core items in the income statement have been 

summarized in net profit after tax before unusual items (hereafter NPATBUI), and the items related to the 

core operations, but only occurs in some of the years has been recognized below NPATBUI to find the 

net operating profit after tax (hereafter NOPAT). Thus, NOPAT give a proper picture of the core 

operation in each company in the peer group and does not contain any financial or non-core operational 

items that could give a misleading picture of the operations during a year or several years.
55

 None of the 

companies in the peer group is subject to income taxes.
56

 The same methods and standards for 

reclassification have been applied for all of the companies in the peer group.  See appendix 8.1 for 

detailed reclassification of all income statements and balance sheets.  

                                                           
55

 Petersen & Plenorg, ”Financial Statement Analysis”, 2012, Pearson, s.391 
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 Appendix 8.2 ”Tax Regulations for Golden Ocean and peers” 
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8.1.3 The Analytical Balance Sheet 

In the analytical balance sheet we have calculated the amount of invested capital as all operating assets 

less operating liabilities. These assets are funded by shareholders and creditors, and are thus equal to the 

equity capital plus all liabilities less financial assets, or net interest bearing debt (hereafter NIBD). As for 

the income statement, there are a few items specifically related to the Dry Bulk Industry, and a brief 

explanation of these will be presented in appendix 8.1 under the relevant financial statement. 

8.2 Analysis of Historical Profitability and Performance 

To analyze the historical performance, we will first look at operational results and then look at the result 

trough the owner’s perspective. For this purpose we will use the DuPont model, which is further 

explained with calculations and formulas in appendix 8.3. As we focus a lot on the cycle and volatility of 

the sector, we believe that year-end values give the best expression. All balance sheet ratios are thus 

based on year-end values.  

Operational results are created in the core business of the company and are reflected in NOPAT and 

NPATBUI. These results are best analyzed through the measure Return On Invested Capital which is 

calculated as NOPAT over Invested Capital.
57

 The ROIC does not explain whether the profitability is 

driven by a better cost/revenue relation or better utilization of capital.
58

 Therefore, we will analyze the 

sources of value creation through a decomposition of ROIC into profit margin and turnover rate on 

invested capital. As Golden Ocean is our target company for the fundamental valuation, we will consider 

the company’s ROIC with the company WACC we estimate in chapter 10.  

For the shareholders in the company, the ultimate return measure is the return on equity (ROE).
59

 The 

shareholders are left with the profit or loss on the bottom line and are thus affected by all the company’s 

activities, not only the core operations. To analyze the ROE and the impact of financial leverage on the 

shareholder value we have decomposed the measure into Spread and F-gear.
60

 

We analyze trends in the financial data by constructing a trend analysis for the income statement and the 

balance sheet. This does not say anything about the relative size of the different items, and we will thus 

apply a common-size analysis for this purpose. The latter analysis is applied in the forecast of Golden 

Ocean’s income statement and balance sheet. This can be seen in chapter 9.  
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 Plenborg & Petersen (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis pg. 112 
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 Plenborg & Petersen (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis pg. 112 
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 See appendix 8.3 for the detailed calculations and formulas. 
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The analysis of historical return will be conducted for all of the companies in Golden Oceans peer group, 

and throughout the analysis there will be made relevant comparisons in tables and graphs to conclude on 

Golden Ocean’s position.  

8.2.1 Historical Freight Rates and Related Performance of Golden Ocean and Peers 

 

As illustrated in chapter 4 the dry bulk sector is very volatile due to large fluctuations of the freight rates 

and thus ship values as a direct function of these. The related operating expenses are typically a lot less 

volatile as they are not driven by the same supply/demand dynamics as the freight rates. Thus, the level of 

the spot rates is the main driver for the profitability of operating in the dry bulk sector. As can be seen in 

figure 8.1, the freight rates have fluctuated a lot the last 30 years, with a peak in 2008 that is seemingly 

abnormal. In the next section we will illustrate how this has led to strong returns on both equity and 

invested capital for Golden Ocean and the peer group.  

The very large peak in the freight rates is a reflection of a skewed supply for dry bulk vessels compared to 

the demand in the years around 2008. With such freight rates, the prospects for investing in the fleet were 

very good, something that is reflected in the size of the order books during these years, ref section 4.2.3 

 in this thesis. The following figure is a comparison of operational profits in Golden Ocean and the peer 

group the last eight years with the related level of freight rates and average operating expenses.  
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Figure 8.1 Clarksons Average Bulker Earnings 
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Source: ©Clarkson Research Data/Analytical income statements. Compiled by authors. 

The figure above is a reflection of how the daily freight rates drive the profitability in the sector. We have 

calculated the average operating expenses for Golden Ocean and all of the peers based on our 

reformulated income statement. It can be seen that these are far more stable than the freight rate levels. 

The most volatile operational cost item is the charter-hire expense related to charter-in of vessels not 

owned by the companies. The companies typically charter in vessels on a contract agreement and charter 

it out in the spot market. In 2009 the average freight rates declined 58% compared to 2008 levels, which 

is well reflected in the decrease of especially Golden Ocean and Star Bulkers’ NOPAT. We see this as a 

lagged effect from the financial crisis whereas contract coverage secured some of the earnings for a short 

period after the collapse of the financial markets. The freight rates had a short recovery in 2010 especially 

driven by increased demand for coal (17.6% up in 2010) as discussed in Chapter 4 (Table 4.17). During 

the whole period illustrated above the average NOPAT of the peer group in total have had a CAGR of 

negative -203%. As it can be seen in the individual analytical income statements in appendix 8.1, one of 

the most drastic drivers for the negative NOPAT are impairment losses on the vessels, along with a 

generally higher cost-revenue relation.  

There is a convergence towards zero net profits for the peer companies in 2014, followed by a year where 

all companies’ reports negative profits, some at dramatic levels. With reference to our cycle analysis in 

chapter 6, it is clear that many of the elements in the checklist are present, especially the relation between 

freight rates and operational expenses for the vessels. We believe that the market is very close to a bottom 

although there is a lot uncertainty related to the profitability of the sector the next two 1-2 years. 
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8.2.2 Operational Results – Decomposition of ROIC 

 

Figure 8.3 illustrate the development in ROIC for Golden Ocean and its peers in the period 2008 – 2015. 

The illustration of the decreasing profits in the previous section shows a more stable decline than the 

ROIC here does. Although there is a convergence towards 0 and eventually negative returns, this measure 

fluctuates a lot more. This is mainly due to the relation between the NOPAT and the amount of invested 

capital. Our analytical balance sheets illustrated that invested capital primarily comprise of vessels on 

water or expected for delivery. 

During the times with strong 

market conditions, the peer group 

invested heavily in new vessels, 

which can be seen in figure 8.4. 

This graph shows invested capital 

for the peer group indexed with 

2008 as base year. With reference 

to our analysis of the global dry 

bulk order book, we see how the peer group has expanded their fleet and thus the value of invested 

capital. Measured in absolute numbers, Golden Ocean is the largest company with an invested capital of 

USD 1.97 billion, followed by Star Bulkers’ USD 1.9 billion capital base. The smallest company is Safe 

Bulkers with USD 1.01 billion invested capital. Diana and Scorpio have invested capital of USD 1.65 and 

1.26 billion respectively. All of the peers have fairly equal working capital, and none of the companies 

have other significant assets. Increased invested capital is therefore mainly explained by newbuilds. The 

decline in Golden Ocean and Star Bulkers graph is a reflection of the impairments made in 2012 and 

2013. It can be seen that Diana and Safe Bulkers have had a more stable and flatter increase over the 

period in total, reflecting a more conservative strategy towards fleet expansion.  
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When analyzing the ROIC it is important to compare it with the related company’s WACC.This measure 

shows the total cost of having equity and debt invested in the company, whereas the ROIC illustrate 

profits made due to these investments. When ROIC is higher than WACC there are economic value 

added. This will be further elaborated and calculated in chapter 11. We have estimated Golden Ocean’s 

WACC in chapter 10. Figure 8.5 

shows the economic value added for 

Golden Ocean since its listing date in 

2004. As it can be seen there has been 

very solid earnings to cover for the 

cost of capital in the years 2006 – 

2010. The later years have been 

characterized by insufficient profits 

and thus a negative EVA. In 2014 and 

2015 the profits are way below the level of required return on invested capital. It is equally important to 

consider the forecasted relation between ROIC and WACC which will be presented in Chapter 9: 

Forecasting.  

In order to control for the magnitude of the items we have classified as unusual, we have estimated ROIC 

based on NPATBUI as well. For illustration purpose, this graph can be seen in appendix 8.3. The items 

excluded in this measure have been characterized as unusual due to their occasional presence in the 

historical financial statements. The main difference in the calculations is mainly due to impairments that 

occur occasionally but have a significant magnitude. When adjusting for this it can be seen that the ROIC 

measures are more correlated among the peer companies and Golden Ocean. 

8.2.3 Profit Margins 

Historical Development of Revenues and Net income in Golden Ocean 

Golden Ocean operates its fleet worldwide, with very different segmentation from year to year. As a 

result of this the management does not evaluate the performance by geographical region as this 

information is not meaningful.
61

 We have thus analyzed revenues as a whole, both for analytical and 

forecasting purpose. Since the company was listed in 2004, revenues have varied from USDm 4.9 (2004) 

to USDm 947.6 (2008). This is equivalent to a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 275%. Since 

the peak in 2008 the CAGR has been negative -20.5% placing the latest reported revenue at USDm 190. 

The fall since 2008 is more drastic than the average of the peer group (-5.62% CAGR). Figure 8.6 is an 

illustration of the revenues and net income in Golden Ocean indexed with 2004 as the base year.  
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 Golden Ocean Group Ltd. Annual report 2015 p.24 
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Historically there is a high correlation in the development of the top line and the bottom line. This is an 

indication of stable margins. First in 2013 and in 2015 there are signs for deviating trends between 

revenues and net income. This reflects the market situation that is arguably worse than ever before, 

definitely during Golden Ocean’s time as a listed company. In order to conclude further on this we have 

in the next sub-section decomposed and indexed the items in Golden Ocean’s core operating expenses.  

 

Historical Development in Golden Ocean’s Operating Expenses 

In the first two years of Golden Ocean’s existence as a listed company, the operational expenses were 

mainly related to vessels chartered-in and not owned by the company. In 2006 the company started to 

operate self-owned vessels. Hence, our illustration uses 2006 as base year. Figure 8.7 is an illustration of 

the four items forming the total operational expenses in our analytical income statement. Vessel operating 

expenses have increased the most due to the active expansion of the fleet. In 2006 Golden Ocean operated 

5 owned vessels and 9 chartered-in. In 2015 they operated 55 owned vessels and 12 chartered in. The 

development in owned vessels is equivalent to a growth of 5.5 vessels per year, which explain the growth 

in this item. Charter hire expenses have varied a lot as there was much charter-in activity during 2007 – 

2009 with a declining trend as new deliveries has arrived. Administrative expenses and the voyage 

expenses have been very stable since 2006. This graph does not show the relative size of these cost items. 

For this purpose, we have applied our common size analysis in Chapter 9: Forecasting. 
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Historical Profit Margins 

The following table 8.8 is an illustration of the profit margins for both Golden Ocean and its peers. We 

have chosen to illustrate these in a table due to large fluctuations and internal differences. All profit 

margins are based on NOPAT. 

Table 8.8                     
Profit margins 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Average 
Golden Ocean 41,9% 39,1% 33,1% 19,1% 14,9% 30,8% -40,3% -84,8% 6,7% 
Diana   66,8% 51,7% 47,9% 43,5% 26,9% -9,4% -3,5% -33,8% 23,8% 
Safe Bulkers 81,5% 108,0% 77,6% 64,5% 60,7% 49,7% 17,3% -25,1% 54,3% 
Scorpio Bulkers             -239,8% -786,3% -513,1% 
Star Bulkers 59,7% -33,1% 3,7% -57,2% -356,3% 11,9% -0,8% -181,6% -69,2% 

Average   62,5% 41,4% 40,6% 17,5% -63,4% 20,8% -53,4% -222,3% -99,5% 

Source: compiled by authors. Annual reports.             

 

Golden Ocean’s profit margins drop from strong 30% to negative 40% YoY 2014. The company has had 

an average profit margin of 14.7% during its lifetime, whereas the average in the period 2008 – 2015 is 

6.75%. On average, Golden Ocean has delivered lower margins than Diana and Safe Bulkers, although 

better than Scorpio which entered the market on a very bad timing, and Star Bulkers who have struggled 

with the profitability since 2011. We have illustrated the profit margins graphically based on NPATBUI 

in appendix 8.3. This measure illustrate that Golden Ocean have had a more stable trend than the peers.  

8.2.4 Turnover Rate of Invested Capital 

 

In the analysis of the asset turnover rate it is enlightened how much revenue one dollar invested in 

operating assets generates. All else equal, it is attractive to have a high turnover rate of invested capital.
62

 

As the dry bulk sector (or shipping in general) is a capital intensive industry, this ratio will typically be 

low. That is because the operating assets primarily are the ships. Figure 8.9 illustrates the turnover rate of 

Golden Ocean and peers in the period 2008 – 2015. The turnover rate for Golden Ocean has declined 

almost continuously since 2008 with an exception in 2010 and 2013. In 2008 the company had a very 

high turnover rate due to large revenues from ships chartered-in without owning and including them in 

invested capital on the balance sheet. This year the turnover rate was 118%. The graph further illustrates 
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how the peers or sector in general have been characterized by fleet expansion and marginally falling 

revenues the later years. The turnover rates for all of the companies converge towards 10%.  

8.2.5 Financial Gearing 

The financial gearing shows how the companies have financed their assets through equity and debt.
63

 The 

dry bulk shipping sector is characterized by high capital intensity with volatile assets values, where large 

investments are needed for the companies to grow. It is therefore very interesting to see how Golden 

Ocean is financed compared to the peer group, as we expect this to be the area where the companies vary 

the most. The financial gearing is a reflection of the management’s financial policy and access to the 

capital markets. Although it is not assessed in detail in this thesis, we know that John Fredriksen is known 

to lever-up his companies due to his relatively good access to debt financing, as highlighted in the VRIO 

analysis on page 67.  

The following figure 8.10 shows the financial gearing in Golden Ocean and the peer group. The 

companies have converged towards 2014 and 2015. Golden Ocean had a NIBD of 3.5 x equity in 2008 

which was significantly reduced after the company retained USDm 350 of earnings in 2009. The gearing 

position has been more stable the last years, and the company has used both equity and debt to finance 

investments in new vessels. Diana is by far the most conservative company among the peers with 

occasionally a negative gearing position due to negative NIBD. The company has had a cash balance of 

around USDm 200-400 the latest years.  Safe Bulkers had a negative ratio of 11.3 in 2008 due to large 

retained deficit and a weak share capital base. Over the latest years the company has retained a lot of 

earnings to build up the equity base whilst keeping debt levels stable. This has reduced the gearing 

position of the company significantly. Star Bulkers have had a stable gearing position except for 2012 

when they made abnormally large impairments and reduced their equity base.  

 

The following figure 8.11 is an illustration of the financial gearing of the companies when considering the 

market value of equity. This is not relevant in the DuPont model for the ROIC decomposition, but we find 
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it interesting to make comparisons among the companies as this is a reflection of how the market prices 

the equity in the companies.   

 

Source: Thomson Reuters DataStream/Annual reports. Compiled by authors.  

The volatility in the market is reflected in the share price and thus the market capitalization of the 

companies. It can be seen in the figure above that the market capitalization varies a lot compared to the 

reported equity in the books. It is common for all of the companies that the market value of equity has 

decreased significantly the latest years. This causes the spikes of market financial gearing. It is noticeable 

how low gearing Diana has even when we base the ratio on market values of equity 

8.2.6 Spread 

The spread is calculated as ROIC less net borrowing costs (NBC hereafter). If this measure is negative the 

debt financing is destroying value and vice versa. All items characterized as financial in the analytical 

income statement affect the NBC measure. As a result of decreasing ROIC measures the spread have also 

turned negative in later years, especially in 2015. The NBC is a reflection of loan terms the companies 

have managed to negotiate. However, the effects may vary from year to year due to sale of assets etc. 

Table 8.12 illustrates the spread for Golden Ocean and the peer group. Due to large fluctuations and 

differences internally this is best illustrated in a table. 

Table 8.12                     

Spread   2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Average 

Golden Ocean 46,89% 32,34% 8,26% -3,62% -3,22% 6,33% -21,84% -15,43% 6,21% 

Diana   21,59% 40,40% 0,28% 19,32% -34,85% -4,08% -1,98% -6,09% 4,32% 

Safe Bulkers 33,65% 39,19% 17,01% 10,03% 9,34% 7,15% -0,97% -6,58% 13,60% 

Scorpio Bulkers           -1,38% -11,94% -45,13% -19,48% 

Star Bulkers 14,09% -13,79% -5,12% -13,15% 103,83% -2,79% -1,57% -26,82% -19,12% 

Average   29,05% 24,53% 5,11% 3,14% -33,14% 1,05% -7,66% -20,01% -2,89% 

 

Due to a very high number in 2008 and 2009 Golden Ocean have an average spread of 6.21%. As the 
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ROIC has either been negative or lower than the NBC the latest years there has been value destruction not 

only caused by the NBC but also by the operations. It is noticeable how Star Bulkers have struggled with 

the spread all years except for 2012 when the ratio is very high due to the impairments made.  

8.2.7 Return on Equity 

All of the analyzed key ratios can be summarized in the return on equity (ROE).
64

 Thus the key factors 

yield the same ROE as net income over total equity. We have illustrated the ROE for Golden Ocean and 

the peer group in figure 8.13. It can be seen that Golden Ocean’s ROE has been everything but satisfying 

the latest years. The decline in ROE can be seen in reflection with the sharply declined share price. As for 

the ROIC this return is very volatile, with a peak of 215% in 2008 and a historical low in 2014 of -29%. 

Even though the net earnings were nearly twice as low in 2015 compared to 2014, the company had a less 

negative ROE of -19%. This is due to the merger with Knightsbridge that more than doubled the 

combined equity for the group. See appendix 6.1 for more detailed information regarding the merger. 

None of the companies in the peer group have managed to deliver satisfying ROE the latest years.  

 

When summarizing all of the key ratios in the financial decomposition of ROIC and ROE it is clear that 

there has been value destruction for all of the companies the latest years. A combination of fleet 

expansion and lower freight rates has decreased the profitability in the sector severely. Profit margins and 

asset turnover rates are historically low. Thus, market value of equity has plunged for all of the 

companies. This leads us to the next section where we will address the liquidity risk for Golden Ocean 

and the peer group.  

8.3 Liquidity Risk 

Liquidity is a crucial subject for any business, as it can put pressure on the company so that it has to sell 

assets or raise capital. Lack of liquidity may also be a barrier to exploit profitable business opportunities. 

As proven throughout this thesis, the dry bulk sector is highly volatile and capital intensive. These are two 
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very sensitive factors as liquidity risk is influenced by a firm’s ability to generate positive cash flows in 

both short and long term. Given the large investment level in the dry bulk sector, there are typically large 

liabilities related to investments and operations. In the following sections we will analyze the liquidity 

risk for Golden Ocean and its peers in both short and long term. The short term analysis will uncover each 

company’s ability to meet all short-term obligations as they fall due. The long-term liquidity 

risk/solvency risk will measure the companies’ long-term financial health and ability to cover long-term 

obligations. All liquidity ratios are based on year-end values, as these are considered the most updated.
65

  

8.3.1 Short-Term Liquidity Risk 

Liquidity Cycle 

One of the indicators of the short-term liquidity risk is the number of days it takes to convert working 

capital into cash.
66

 The fewer days it takes, the better the cash flow. We have chosen to illustrate these 

figures in a table due to large differences among the companies. The figures can be seen in table 8.14

 

The table shows that the liquidity cycle varies a lot for Golden Ocean and all of the peers. 2015 is 

definitely the worst year for all companies, not surprisingly. Along with falling revenues, working capital 

is somewhat stable and it takes more time to convert capital into cash. We calculate Golden Ocean to 

have nearly six times larger NWC in 2015 compared to 2014. The main drivers for the increase are 

receivables to related parties due to the merger. Further, Golden Ocean reported favorable charter 

contracts individually as a current asset worth USDm 29. This is also a result from the merger where 

Golden Ocean acquired several contract agreements. We have analyzed and made our own valuation of 

these contracts in section Chapter 11.4 with our own NAV-valuation. All of the peer companies have 

larger short-term operating assets than related liabilities in 2015. From 2008 – 2012 the cycle is negative 

on average due to negative NWC reported by Diana, Safe Bulkers and Star Bulkers. At this time, the 

current operating liabilities are much larger than the current operating assets which could be considered as 

a potential liquidity issue. Scorpio’s ratio since the company’s listing in 2013 has been abnormally high, 
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 Plenborg & Petersen (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis pg. 150 
66

 Plenborg & Petersen (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis pg. 153, liquidity cycle = 365 / (revenue / net working 
capital)) 

Table 8.14

Liquidity cycle 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Golden Ocean 7,5 15,7 -3,1 3,5 -37,5 -2,5 11,9 115,0

Diana -14,6 -30,4 -21,1 -6,2 8,0 -10,2 -0,1 9,0

Safe Bulkers -17,4 -56,9 -34,0 -45,6 36,8 59,4 15,5 53,0

Scorpio Bulkers 543,8 1024,5

Star Bulkers -0,7 2,0 0,3 -17,8 8,5 -16,6 -2,7 9,9

Average -6,3 -17,4 -14,5 -16,5 4,0 7,5 113,7 242,3

Source: Annual reports. Compiled by authors.
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due to the fact that they entered the market at the worst time possible, and revenues have not been 

satisfying compared to the asset base. This is reflected in all of the profitability ratios. The net working 

capital we calculate in the company includes large current assets held for sale, which is why there is a 

misleading relationship between revenues and working capital. The cycle suggests that it will take 1½ 

year to convert capital into cash in 2014 and nearly 3 years in 2015. There is clearly a bad cash flow in 

the company.  

Current Ratio 

An alternative measure for the short term liquidity is the current ratio. The basic idea here is to see how 

much of the current assets that cover the current liabilities in the event of liquidation.
67

 

  

It is argued by Petersen & Plenborg that a ratio above 2 is an indication of low liquidity risk, but it is 

difficult to generalize across different industries.
68

 The current ratio has been stable and well above 1 for 

Golden Ocean. In 2008 the company reported current portion of long term debt as nearly USDm 600, 

which made the current ratio record low. On average, the current portion of long term debt has been 

around USDm 65 from 2009 - 2015. Even in 2015 Golden Ocean had a strong current ratio, mainly 

driven by a lower current portion of long term debt. As for the peer companies, Diana clearly has the best 

ratio throughout the whole period. The company has relatively large cash base, which we believe is very 

beneficial for the company considering the current market and the outlooks for 2016. It can be seen that 

Star Bulkers have had the lowest current ratio, seemingly unaffected of either a strong or a good market. 

This is mainly due to the company’s large current portion of long term debt, which is the highest relative 

amount among all of the peer companies.  

8.3.2 Long-Term Liquidity Risk 

Solvency Ratio 

One of the most important indicators of the long term liquidity risk is the solvency ratio.
69

 We have 

calculated the ratio based on market values of equity, as these values are closer to realizable values. 
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 Plenborg & Petersen (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis p.155, Current ratio = current assets / current liabilities 
68

 Plenborg & Petersen (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis p.156 
69

 Plenborg & Petersen (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis pg.158, Solvency ratio = Equity / (NIBD + Equity) 

Table 8.15

Current ratio 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Golden Ocean 0,22 1,51 3,76 2,00 1,83 2,67 1,63 2,54

Diana 3,43 9,18 10,91 9,00 7,60 4,04 2,43 3,65

Safe Bulkers 1,24 1,61 1,97 0,73 3,62 3,02 4,73 2,30

Scorpio Bulkers 17,8 3,1

Star Bulkers 0,74 0,86 0,55 0,60 0,89 2,14 0,96 1,51

Average 1,41 3,29 4,30 3,08 3,48 2,97 5,52 2,62

Source: Annual reports. Compiled by authors.
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Table 8.16 reflects how the companies has a high financial gearing when using market value of equity. 

Golden Ocean has had a lower equity ratio than the average of the peers in all of the years analyzed. As 

stated in the VRIO, the company’s main owner is known have good access to creditors and are thus fond 

of using debt to finance assets. The solvency ratio also reflects the volatility of the companies’ share 

price. All of the peer companies’ shares have performed poorly the last three years and the solvency ratio 

has gradually declined to a record low average in 2015. As pointed out in the VRIO, it can be seen here 

that Diana is the most conservative among the peers. Although Golden Ocean made reasonable profits in 

a strong dry bulk market in 2008 and 2009, the solvency ratio was relatively low, which illustrate how the 

company has used debt to finance new deliveries and thus growth.  

Interest Coverage Ratio 

Another important measure is that operational profits meets the net financial expenses related to the 

financial position of the company. The following table illustrates how many times the operating profit 

EBIT covers the net financial expenses.
70

 

 

Ever since 2008 the peer-group average ratio has declined continuously if we adjust for the abnormally 

high coverage by Scorpio in 2014. Scorpio had nearly no debt when they first were listed, and thus very 

low NFEs. Golden Ocean had a very strong coverage in 2008 due to a record high EBIT of USDm 224. In 

2009 the company had a negative NFE due to abnormally high financial income and thus a negative 

coverage (in a good way). It is common for all of the companies that lower freight rates has decreased 
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 Plenborg & Petersen (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis pg. 161; Interest coverage ratio = EBIT / Net financial 
expenses 

Table 8.16

Solvency ratio 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Golden Ocean 0,29 0,34 0,59 0,41 0,29 0,57 0,51 0,18

Diana 0,84 1,01 0,96 1,07 0,98 0,85 0,67 0,47

Safe Bulkers 0,48 0,60 0,63 0,51 0,37 0,69 0,49 0,13

Scorpio Bulkers 2,21 1,90 0,47

Star Bulkers 0,38 0,50 0,51 0,25 0,15 0,74 0,50 0,15

Average 0,50 0,61 0,67 0,56 0,45 1,01 0,82 0,28

Source: Annual reports. Compiled by authors.

Table 8.17

Interest cov. Ratio 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Golden Ocean 14,4 -1,2 5,6 2,0 3,2 7,9 0,6 -1,1

Diana 60,9 52,5 31,6 26,8 11,6 -1,6 -4,5 -4,2

Safe Bulkers 3,7 16,1 8,7 5,7 7,1 9,7 2,2 -0,5

Scorpio Bulkers -6,9 127,3 -25,6

Star Bulkers 15,6 2,0 4,1 -0,1 -0,9 1,3 -1,3 -2,5

Average 23,6 17,4 12,5 8,6 5,2 2,1 24,9 -6,8

Source: Annual reports. Compiled by authors.
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revenues below the levels of operational expenses, and there are no profits left to cover financial 

obligations. Diana which has the relatively lowest NFE have also had a negative ratio the last three years 

due to negative operational profits. As most of the financial expenses comprise of interest payments to 

creditors, this could put serious pressure on the companies unless banks are willing to grant companies 

new terms in their loans. With the current situation, nearly all of the companies are burning cash, and they 

might even need to raise additional capital unless the profitability in the market picks up. We will discuss 

a financial restructuring scenario in chapter 13. 

9. Forecasting 

9.1 Forecasting of Freight Rates 

In our financial statement analyses we illustrated how sensitive Golden Ocean and the peer group are to 

fluctuations in the freight rates. The latter is considered as the main driver for the profitability of the 

firms. Therefore it is essential to have a reliable estimate of these. Due to the high sensitivity and the fact 

that the magnitude of the fluctuations is highly unpredictable, we find it equally important to estimate 

different scenarios for the future outlook. At first we will construct a base case that we believe is the most 

likely scenario, and adjust the main drivers in both directions to create a scope for the potential direction 

of future profitability. 

There are different approaches to estimate the future freight rates, varying from highly quantitative 

models to pure qualitative estimates. One of the most common core quantitative approaches is to perform 

a regression analysis on key input variables that is assumed to have a certain degree of explanation of the 

freight rates. Such variables are typically the number of vessels on water in the global market, number of 

vessels in the order books, commodity prices etc. In order to construct a proper model for the freight rates 

we would need a large historical dataset on all of the variables to find significant results. Further, as 

discussed in chapter 4, we would need to have a variable for average hauls as well. We believe that the 

relation between the freight rates and different input variables are more complex than the regression 

model would be able to account for. Due to the required complexity in the data and explanatory variables, 

we believe that the regression model would lack validity and significance, even though the regression 

would appear sophisticated for the reader.  

As we have compiled a broad analysis of the dynamics in the dry bulk sector based on the shipping 

market model, along with an analysis and illustration of the industry-cycle, we have chosen an approach 

that combines a quantitative model and our own qualitative analyses. We have used Martin Stopford’s 

theory regarding characteristics of the market condition to establish where we in the cycle we are now. As 
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illustrated and explained in Chapter 6 on page 65 we have compiled a checklist of six market criteria to be 

fulfilled in order to conclude that the market is through or close to it. We have concluded that all of these 

criteria are fulfilled. We estimate the market to be more or less through, and that we are moving into a 

new cycle. The market is moving into a part of the cycle where it is essential for the operators and 

investors to time their investments, as it can potentially turn out very profitable. Our consensus is that 

2016 will be a rough year as we do not see an improvement in the balance of the Shipping Market Model 

before 2017. We believe that the forward freight rates for 2016 are the best estimate, and we have thus 

used these as baseline for our forecast.
71

 From this point and out, we believe the market will enter a 

recovery period. This is where we apply our quantitative model. Based on the four previous cycles 

presented in Chapter 6, we have estimated the average weighted length of the recovery period from the 

low point in dayrates to the high point. As we do have historical data on the freight rates for each segment 

in all of these periods, we have been able to compute the average weighted CAGR for the freight rates 

during the historical recovery periods. We believe that Cycle 4 have the characteristics of a super-cycle 

due to the extreme increase in freight rates on a short amount of time, and an even more drastic collapse 

very short after the peak. This cycle is thus weighted lower in our average estimations. Table 9.1 lists the 

recovery CAGR for all ship segments, and the weighted average for these. Our estimated recovery is 3 

years, which indicate our vision that the market will stabilize and flat out first in 2020.  

Table 9.1     CAGR – Recovery 

Cycle Weight Length Handy Supramax Panamax Capesize BDI avg. 

1 30% 3,16 21% 21% 21% 21% 21% 

2 30% 2,25 22% 22% 22% 22% 22% 

3 30% 4,08 42% 42% 42% 42% 42% 

4 10% 1,67 141% 99% 139% 192% 135% 

Weighted average 3,01 40% 35% 39% 45% 
 Source: Clarkson. Compiled by authors.           

 

See appendix 9.1 for the full calculation of individual freight rate CAGR in each of the historical cycles. 

As it can be seen in the table above, the recovery period is characterized by a rather large growth rate for 

each of the segments. Although we estimate the daily freight rates to triple over three years they are still 

relatively weak compared to historical levels and operational expenses. As discussed in section 3.5 the 

Capesize segment is the segment with biggest fluctuations. Golden Ocean is highly exposed in this 

segment and thus exposed to the risk level related to these daily freight rates. Table 9.2 shows our 

estimated daily freight rates throughout our forecast period quoted in USD per day.  
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Segment 
Table 9.2: Estimated freight rates (USD per day) 

2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 
Capesize 6.569 9.505 13.753 19.899 20.894 21.939 
Kamsarmax 5.500 7.664 10.679 14.881 15.625 16.406 
Panamax 6.050 8.430 11.747 16.369 17.187 18.046 

Supramax 5.500 7.443 10.072 13.630 14.312 15.027 

Average 5.905 8.260 11.563 16.195 17.004 17.855 

Source: Clarkson. Compiled by authors.         

 As can be seen in the table above, outlooks for 2016 remains depressed. The construction activity in 

China is coming down, hurting the demand for steel and thus iron ore. In addition, coal is set to continue 

to lose market shares in the Chinese energy mix, as the government aims to reduce air pollution. Such 

factors are not very promising for especially the Capesize segment which is the main segment for 

shipping these commodities. As shown in chapter 4 China stands for around one third of the global dry 

bulk volumes and it is difficult to see any major improvement in the following year. However, we expect 

a recovery in 2017 where the supply side is the main driver for an improvement in the market balance. 

The record-high scrapping and close to zero new contracting are capping the net fleet growth at an 

absolute minimum, meaning that there will be potential for improving utilization and freight rates in 

2017. 

9.1.1 Iron Ore 

According to the World Steel Associations, steel production in China fell 2% YoY in 2015, which is the 

first annual decline since 1981.
72

 Maritime Strategies International expects production to decline by 

another 2% in 2016, mainly due to the cuts in construction activity. We expect the demand to pick up in 

2017, but there might be a lagged effect for the steel production, as the increased demand first will lead to 

a drawdown in the steel inventories. We do not see any case where the Chinese iron ore imports will get 

back to the levels registered in 2004 – 2014, when imports grew by around 13% annually.
73

 This is 

reflected in our freight rate estimate where we after the recovery period expect a 180k DWT Capesize 

vessel to generate a daily freight rate of around USD 20.000 whereas the same vessel generated around 

USD 170.000 in 2008 when the iron ore imports were booming. It is expected that the lower-cost 

producers in Australia and Brazil will continue to take market share from domestic miners, and therefore 

a somewhat offsetting effect for the import volumes as illustrated and explained in our Iron Ore Tonne-

Mile analysis on page 33. Increased export from Brazil will all else equal be positive for the freight rate 

levels due to longer average hauls, as illustrated in section 4.1.3. China will probably remain its share of 

global seaborne iron ore volumes.  
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9.1.2 Coal 

In 2015 Chinese import of coal has collapsed, with a 31% decrease YoY.
74

 We believe that this is a result 

combined by the declining construction activity and the governmental regulations due to air pollution. 

With this decrease, India has taken over for China as the largest seaborne coal importer. We do not 

however expect India to completely offset the decline in Chinese imports. Overall we believe that coal 

will remain an important energy source but experience a steady but slight decrease in the foreseeable 

future. 

9.1.3 Grains/Minor Bulk 

In the depressing market tendencies grains and minor bulk volumes grew by 2.1% YoY in 2015 according 

Clarkson. As stated on page 31 we expect this to remain somewhat stable, as the demand for such 

commodities are a lot less volatile.  

9.2 Forecasting of Utilization 

We have stated how important it is to have a reliable estimate of the future freight rates in the sector as 

these are the key value drivers to the operators’ profitability. Thus, the utilization of the vessels 

generating these freight rates is equally important. There is a technical aspect of the utilization related to 

maintenance on the vessels. Smaller maintenance is done continuously and does not put the vessel out of 

business for more than a day or two. However, a more fundamental maintenance work is done every five 

years for Golden Ocean’s vessels, whereas they are out of business for 14 days on average.
75

 We have 

accounted for these surveys in our estimate for total revenue per vessel.
76

 Every five year we have 

subtracted 14 days of operation on each vessel in the forecast period. Costs related to these surveys are 

included in our forecast of operational expenses. This will be presented later in this section.The other 

aspect of utilization is related to the demand for the vessel and the amount of days it earns a freight rate. 

This would typically be a reflection of the company’s competitive position in the market if they are able 

to gain higher utilization than peers. Golden Ocean does not report any individual utilization rate on their 

fleet, and peers do not report the contract coverage for all of their vessels. It is therefore difficult to 

calculate differences in the utilization between Golden Ocean and the peers. We assume however that 

Golden Ocean has utilization close to the sector average illustrated in Chapter 4.2. 
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Table 9.3             

Segment 
Utilization 

2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 
Capesize 78% 81% 85% 90% 92% 95% 
Kamsarmax 80% 83% 86% 90% 92% 95% 
Panamax 80% 83% 86% 90% 92% 95% 
Supramax 80% 83% 86% 90% 92% 95% 

Average 80% 83% 86% 90% 92% 95% 

Source: Compiled By Authors         

 

We expect the market balance of vessels available on water to be the key driver to an increase in both 

utilization and freight rates in our forecast period. From the table 9.3 it is illustrated how the utilization 

rate for each of the ship segments has decreased since 2009. The Capesize segment had its highest 

utilization in 2009 with a rate of 92.4%, where the Panamax and Handymax segment peaked in 2010 at 

97% indicating a very strong relative demand for such vessels. The utilization for all of the segments has 

converged towards 80% in 2015. During 2015 the dry bulk fleet grew by 2.4% YoY with gross deliveries 

of 6.5% and scrapping of 4%. Even though the orderbooks was relatively high in the beginning of the 

year, cancellations and scrapping have cancelled out the net growth of the global fleet. Newbuilding 

contract came to a drastic stop in 2015, caused by the weak market outlooks and probably a lot due to a 

more restrictive access to financing. Golden Ocean will take delivery of 11 Capesize vessels and 3 

Supramax vessels in 2016, which is why we believe that the Capesize utilization for Golden Ocean will 

be lower than the average in the sector for 2015. We estimate a Capesize utilization of 78% in 2016. The 

Supramax segment is expected at 80% utilization, slightly lower than the sector average in 2015.  

Contracting now is for delivery in 2018 and onwards, meaning that the fleet growth is “capped” for at 

least the next 2-3 years. We expect Golden Ocean to benefit from this and estimate an ongoing 

improvement in the average fleet utilization, with annual improvement of 2-5%. We do not expect Golden 

to scrap any vessels due to their relatively young age. Following our estimates and the above arguments, 

this will result to an average fleet utilization of 90% after our estimated recovery in 2019 and 95% before 

steady state in 2021.  

9.3 Forecast of Investment in New Vessels and Lay-ups 

The current newbuilding program includes 11 Capesize vessels to be delivered in Q1 2016 and 3 

Supramax vessels to be delivered in Q1-Q2. We do not expect any delays or cancellations of these 

deliveries, as many of them already have been delayed. The delivery date is accounted for in our per-

vessel revenue estimate. The company reported in 2015 a remaining capex of USDm 570, whereas USDm 

95 of these will be cancelled as the company has agreed to sell two of the Capesize vessels with delivery 

to the new owners in 2016. USDm 327 of the total amount of remaining capex is non-recourse to Golden 
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Ocean, which means that the company can leave the contract and all the related liabilities at any time. We 

do not find this likely to happen, as large portions of the payments have been made, whereas none of 

these will be refunded in the event of a contract termination. However, this provides the company with 

flexibility if a recovery should take longer time than we estimate. 

The new deliveries in 2016 have a great potential for increasing the revenues of the company. We believe 

that the depressing freight rates will offset the potential gain from these investments in the first coming 

years. As we move into the recovery period, and the individual vessel-margins improve we believe that 

the effects from these new vessels will prove in the overall profitability margins of the company. The 

most important thing during the recovery period is being able to cover the related liabilities and remaining 

capex so that the company does not face the risk of default. Although we believe that Golden Ocean will 

be able to make it through the tough market conditions in our base case, we find it likely that a 

restructuring-plan will be considered in the near future to secure the company for additional downside. 

This is further elaborated in Chapter 13. 

Based on the consensus of the four coming years, we do not believe that Golden Ocean will make any 

further investments in the fleet as remaining capex from previous are more than enough with the current 

market conditions. Based on the ownership of 55 vessels with an average age of 2½ years, we do not find 

any risk for a loss in the competitive advantage of the young fleet in the next period of 2-4 years. After 

the recovery and from 2020 and on we estimate the profitability of the company to be comfortable enough 

to plan new investments. We estimate that the company will invest in 2 vessels per year. We do not 

estimate this to be a net fleet growth in steady state, as we believe the company will replace old vessels 

with new ones, so that net fleet growth varies between 0 and 2. Sale of assets is forecasted as historical 

average in the unusual items. This will be further elaborated in the next section. As we estimate that the 

company manages to not scrap any vessels during the current depressed market, we do not find it likely 

that scrappings will be part of their operations in the future, as we believe sale of older vessels will keep 

the fleet young enough to not be subject to scrappings.  

9.4 Forecast of Future Revenues, Expenses and Cash Flow 

9.4.1 Forecast Period 

As our main valuation model is a two-stage DCF and EVA model, we need to choose a budget period that 

is long enough for the company to reach the steady state growth.
77

 We have stretched our forecast period 

to cover what we believe will be a recovery in the dry bulk sector along with two years of market 
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stabilization, so that the model takes into account that the market has reached a constant supply/demand 

balance. We account for 2016 as a rough year with where the market prepares for a recovery period, 

followed by a three year recovery period and a two year period where the market stabilizes. Our forecast 

period is thus 6 years as we believe Golden Ocean and the dry bulk sector is at steady state after 2021.  

9.4.2 Terminal Growth 

The growth in the terminal period is set to reflect the growth rate of the economy where the company 

operates. As Golden Ocean operates in all of the world’s continents it is subject to several different 

inflation and growth rates. The stock price and cash flow is reported in USD, and we have applied the 

most widely used growth rate for American inflation, which is 2.5%.  

9.4.3 Pro Forma Income Statement 

In the following section we forecast the items in the income statement. The forecast model is based on a 

sales-driven approach, with the exception of specified items. This will ensure higher forecast quality, as it 

provides a better link between the level of activity and related expenses.
78

 The items are forecasted based 

on the expected level of Golden Ocean’s activity. The complete historical period is used as guideline for 

the forecast. As we believe 2015 has been a good reflection of how we believe 2016 will be, there have 

been put more weight in this year’s observations in some of the items. We do not find the merge with 

Knightsbridge and the 2015 report from the “new” group to be misleading in any way.
79

 The complete 

historical development in the income statement can be seen in appendix 9.2.  

 

Revenue Forecast 
Total operating income is the sum of each vessels initial revenue based on our estimated freight rates and 

utilization. All official contracts on vessels are accounted for in our estimate. Further, there are a few 

vessels on time-charter agreements where Golden Ocean on average earns a 20% premium on the spot 
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 Appendix 6.1: The Golden Ocean – Knightsbridge merger 

Table 9.3

Income statement Forecast function Hist. Average 2015 2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e

Growth operating revenues Per-vessel basis 27% -25% -17% 32% 39% 42% 5% 4%

Voyage expenses % of total revenues 22% 41% 41% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22%

Ship opex % of total revenues 13% 44% 44% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13%

Charter hire expense Per-vessel basis 35% 16% 42% 32% 23% 16% 15% 15%

Administrative expenses % of previous year 109% 105% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Depreciations % of PP&E 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

Adj. Unusual items % of total revenues 5% 36% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

NFE/NIBD NFE/NIBD ratio -3% -7% -5,59% -5,59% -5,59% -5,59% -5,59% -5,59%

Gain on sale of assets % of total revenues 5% 0% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Source: Compiled by authors
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rate, as mentioned in the VRIO section.
80

 The forward rates for 2016 and our estimated utilization 

forecast the revenues to be 17% lower in 2016. As we enter into the recovery in 2017 the revenues turns 

and has a significant growth through the 3-year recovery period along with a better spot market and 

improved overall fleet utilization. We expect the growth rate to converge towards the long-term growth of 

2.5% in 2020. Freight rates are estimated with a 5% YoY growth in 2020, followed by 2.5% in 2021 and 

into the terminal period.  

Operating Expenses 
OPEX in the analytical income statement cover all the costs directly related to operating the vessel plus 

administrative expenses and charter hire expense of vessels not owned by Golden Ocean. The item 

voyage expenses and commission consist mostly of expenses for dry voyages and includes bunker 

consumption, port cost and other related expenses such as war risk insurance, cleaning etc. Broker fees 

for both dry and TC-out voyages are included in this item. The item ship operating expenses are the direct 

costs associated with running a vessel and include crew costs, vessel supplies, repairs and maintenance, 

lubricating oils, insurance and management fees.
81

 

Operational expenses if often a reflection of the activity level in the company. Especially those directly 

related to running the vessels. However, as revenues are highly driven by the freight rates in the spot 

market, it may be misleading to trust historical ratios solely. Further, the optimal measure is a long history 

of operating expenses per vessel, which makes it easier to account for new deliveries in the future. As 

Golden Ocean newly completed a merger with Knightsbridge where the two fleets were merged into one 

makes it difficult to use the latest reported expenses for a per-vessel calculation. The latest years have 

been characterized with a fleet expansion, which is reflected in the expected deliveries of 14 vessels in 

2015, along with those delivered in 2015 and 2014.  

We have forecasted voyage expenses based on historical numbers, where we account for the recovery 

period with relatively weaker spot rates and thus forecast a somewhat higher cost-revenue relation. As we 

do not expect much improvement in the spot market during 2016 we find it reasonable to forecast these 

expenses with the same ratio of revenues as in 2015. We estimate marginal improvements during the 

recovery period, until the ratio is stabilized at historical average at 22% in 2018. As for the item ship 

operating expenses we have made the same assumptions and forecasted the same ratio for 2016 as in 

2015. The delivery of 14 new vessels in 2016 is accounted for based on Golden Ocean’s budget for opex 

per vessel for the 11 Capesize vessels and the 3 Supramax vessels to be delivered.
82

 We assume that each 
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of the new delivery will have max utilization and will not be subject to any surveys during our forecast 

period. Thus, we have added the cost of full operation for all of the 14 new vessels on the estimated 

OPEX each year. See appendix 9.7 for the full calculation.  

Administrative expenses have been very stable the last years and have only varied in the interval of USD 

10.000 – 12.500 the last 10 years, even though the fleet has been doubled during the period. Thus, we do 

not see any reason for the administrative expenses to increase or decrease with either revenues or fleet 

size. We have forecasted these costs to be fixed at the level reported in 2015.  

Charter hire expense is forecasted on a per-vessel basis as the information regarding contract length and 

TC-rates are official. Golden Ocean have 12 vessels on a TC-contract in, whereas one of the Capesize 

vessels will end this contract after Q4’16. Charter-in contracts have been a part of Golden Oceans 

operations through the entire history of the company as publicly listed, and have had a declining trend the 

later years as the company have invested in wholly owned vessels instead. However, we believe that 

charter-in contracts will continue to be a part of the everyday business, and have forecasted this level of 

charter hire expenses to follow the same terminal growth as the revenues.  

Depreciations are calculated as the reported amount of depreciations on non-current operating assets. This 

ratio is very stable and average at 3.16%. The average is based on the period from 2006 – 2015 as the 

company mainly chartered in vessels in 2004/2005 and we do not find these years representative for our 

forecast purpose. As Golden Ocean have had a relatively young fleet during the whole history of the firm, 

we do not find any reason to estimate either a higher or lower depreciation rate of the non-current 

operating assets. We have thus applied the historical average in our estimate.  

Adjusted unusual items include all the items we have classified as non-core operational, as they only 

occur occasionally in the income statements. The most important sub-item here is the “other gains/losses” 

which mainly accounts for the bargain purchase gain on contract agreements etc. This have been reported 

separately in the 2015 annual report, thus other gains/losses are not reported in 2015. Other gains/losses 

amounted to USDm 62 in 2014, whereas the bargain purchase gain reported separately in 2015 amounted 

to USDm 78. This makes sense given that the spot rates have decreased marginally in 2015 and the value 

of existing contracts on fixed TC-rates are marginally more valuable. See our own calculation of the net 

value of Golden Ocean’s contract portfolio in chapter 11 about net asset value. As mentioned in the VRIO 

Golden Ocean have good bargain power considering charter agreements, and we assume that such gains 

will continue to be part of the operations in the firm. Adjusted unusual items have been adjusted for gain 

on sale of assets and impairment losses, as we have calculated these separately. We have forecasted the 

sum of adjusted unusual items as the historical average of 4.11%.   
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Net financial expenses have been estimated to 5.59% in the entire forecast period. We do not find the 

historical values of NBC very representative for our estimation purpose as it has been very volatile, and 

the implied credit rating and credit risk has increased in Golden Ocean the latest years. Our best estimate 

is thus those applied in the calculation of WACC in Chapter 10.  

Gain on sale of assets has occasionally been part of the operations in Golden Ocean, especially in the 

years with very solid revenues and strong market conditions. As mentioned in Chapter 6 about shipping 

cycles, Golden Ocean’s main owner John Fredriksen, is known for timing his purchases/sales of vessels 

throughout the shipping cycles. This gain has been 4.5% of revenues on average in the historical period. 

However, we do not believe that Golden Ocean follows an asset play strategy and our forecast is 

somewhat more modest at 2% of revenue. We find impairments made in 2015 and 2014 sufficient for our 

forecast period, and we do not estimate further impairments. Such impairments are only realized when the 

company sells vessels. Tax has not been forecasted, as Golden Ocean is not subject to any taxes.
83

  

9.4.4 Pro Forma Balance Sheet 

Items in the balance sheet are often directly linked to the development in revenues. In the forecasting of 

the pro forma balance sheet, items are therefore linked to our estimated development in revenues. This is 

the preferred method of forecasting, as the relationship between balance sheet accounts and revenue is 

more stable than between balance sheet changes and changes in revenues.
84

 Table 9.4 summarizes our 

forecast of the balance sheet. The complete balance sheet can be seen in appendix 9.4.  

 

Net working capital is forecasted based on the historical ratio of current operating assets/liabilities relative 

to revenues. Net working capital is closely tied to the operations of the firm as it mainly consists of the 

balance between trade receivables/payable and other current assets/liabilities such as inventories and 

provision.  
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Table 9.4

Balance sheet Forecast function 2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e

Current operating assets % of revenues 13,5% 13,5% 13,5% 13,5% 13,5% 13,5%

Current liabilities % of revenues 10,4% 10,4% 10,4% 10,4% 10,4% 10,4%

Vessels, net Individual 1.826.819     1.826.819   1.826.819   1.826.819   1.826.819   1.911.777   

Vessels under construction Individual -                -             -             -             84.958        87.082        

Other non-current operating assets % of revenues 42,2% 42,2% 42,2% 42,2% 42,2% 42,2%

Non-current operating liabilities % of revenues 2,6% 2,6% 2,6% 2,6% 2,6% 2,6%

Total equity % of invested capital 56% 56% 56% 56% 56% 56%

NIBD % of invested capital 44% 44% 44% 44% 44% 44%

Source: Compiled by authors
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Vessels and vessels under construction:  Investments in vessels have historically accounted for 80% of 

the total invested capital. This is thus the main driver for the growth in total assets, and is a function of 

CAPEX. A company cannot grow without making investments, and the level of CAPEX depends on the 

capital intensity of the industry as analyzed in Chapter 5 (Porter). The fact that the vessel prices are both 

high and volatile reflects that there is high risk related to these investments. Previous investments with 

future delivery have already been accounted for as vessels under construction. Golden Ocean has not 

guided any future investments beyond these, and we believe that there will not me bade any investments 

during the recovery period, as this would require solid and good access to capital and brighter market 

outlooks. We have however estimated that Golden Ocean will purchase new vessels when the market 

stabilizes, which is in 2019/2020 according to our estimates. Without making such investments, the 

growth in revenues would be limited. The history of these investments in the firm has been tremendous 

the last three years, mainly due to former Golden Oceans fleet expansion in 2013-2014, and due to the 

merge in 2015. We expect Golden Ocean to purchase two vessels per year from 2020 and into the 

terminal period. We do not believe that this reflect the net fleet growth due to sale of assets, as mentioned 

earlier.  

As we have little information regarding what kind of vessel that is likely to be ordered, we expect 

investments to reflect the average construction price across all segments at the time the investment is 

made. Due to the depressed market conditions, we do not find 2015 applicable as a proxy for the price 

level in 2020. In order to get a more accurate price estimate, we have calculated the average vessel price 

across all segments the last four times the average spot rate averaged at 17.000 across all segments, which 

is our estimate for 2020. We have added 2.5% inflation to the 2021 price. The full price calculation can be 

seen in table 9.5. 

Table 9.5     
Avg. Vessel price USDk Panamax Supramax Capesize Average USD dayrate 
Aug.2010 34.500 31.000 58.000 41.167 18.798 
Aug.2009 33.750 30.500 56.000 40.083 16.674 
Jun.2006 39.000 35.500 66.000 46.833 17.574 
Sep.2005 36.000 30.500 59.000 41.833 17.024 

Average 35.813 31.875 59.750 42.479 17.518 

Source: Clarkson. Compiled by authors       

 

Other non-current operating assets/liabilities: Various balance sheet items have been estimated as 

percentage of the revenue based on historical average as this is our best estimate for future development.  
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NIBD and Equity is measured as percentage of invested capital. The capital structure in the pro-forma 

balance sheet should be equal to the capital structure implied by WACC.
85

 This is the long term capital 

structure as a result of the iteration process in WACC. Therefore the expected level of net interest bearing 

debt is 44% and 56% equity.  

9.3.5 Quality of the Estimates Supporting the Pro Forma Statements 

To evaluate the validity of the pro forma statements it is important to look at the historical returns and 

margins against the forecasted performance. If our future estimated performance deviates much from the 

historical development there must be presented strong arguments to support this view. This comparison 

for Golden Ocean can be seen in figure 9.6.  

 

As it can be seen in figure above, the EBITDA margin seriously deviates from historical levels in 2016. 

There has been a downward trend in this margin since 2012 and we forecast it to become even more 

severe in 2016, where the bottom is reached. This is mainly due to the many deliveries both from the 

shipyards and as a result of the merger with Knightsbridge. This includes operational expenses that are 

not covered sufficiently by freight rates and utilization of the fleet. Thus the EBITDA margins suffer from 

the depressed market conditions expected for 2016. We estimate improvements in the market and thus the 

EBITDA margin from 2017 and on. We expect the market to stabilize in 2019 where it can be seen that 

our forecasted EBITDA margin is back to normal levels. The ROIC has been very volatile in the 

historical period with an abnormal peak in 2008. We expect improvements in the ROIC in 2016 due to a 

marginally better NOPAT as this measure were subject to large impairments in 2013 and 2014. Our 

forecast is that ROIC will improve continuously.  

10. Estimating the Cost of Capital 
When we use future cash flows to estimate Golden Ocean’s equity value today we need to use a proper 

discount rate, known as WACC. Equity- and debt holders demand a return of investment reflecting the 
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risk of these future cash flows. The debt holders are normally entitled a quarterly cash flow for a fixed 

period of time and they have priority in the case of default. Thus, there are two different rates of return for 

the two asset classes. The general formula for WACC is illustrated below;
86

  

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 𝑟𝑑 ∗ (1 − 𝑇) ∗
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷

𝐸𝑉
+ 𝑟𝑒 ∗

𝐸

𝐸𝑉
 

10.1 Return on equity, r_e 

There are different theoretical frameworks for estimating the required return on equity, but most of the 

financial literature (Plenborg, Koller etc.) recommends using the general CAPM model and we have 

therefore chosen this model.
87

 This framework relies on some theoretical assumptions, but an evaluation 

of these is outside the scope for this thesis.
88

 Golden Ocean has only one equity class and we have thus 

estimated only one equity return.  

10.1.1 Risk free rate, r_f 

First we need to estimate the risk free rate. This rate indicates the expected return for an asset with 100% 

certainty and no default or reinvestment risk.
89

 Whether or not such an investment exists has been widely 

discussed. The most common proxy for this rate is governmental bonds with maturity matching the 

forecast horizon of the cash flows.
90

 To adjust for the inflation effect it is important that the bond is 

denominated in the same currency as the underlying cash flow.
91

 

Golden Ocean’s cash flow is reported in USD and the stock is traded at NASDAQ (US) and Oslo Børs 

(NO). We have calculated our estimated stock price and asset values in USD. To eliminate the currency 

risk we have applied US governmental bonds. The US is known to be a highly solvent nation and 

currently holds an AA+ rating, last downgraded from AAA in 2011.
92

  Furthermore, as our forecast is 

based on a budget period and a terminal period, the forecast is infinite. Long-term bonds such as 30 years 

to maturity would best match our cash flow and, but suffer from a liquidity premium.
93

 In order to cover 

the maturity of our forecast and the currency of our cash flow, we have chosen to use 20-year US treasury 

yield as proxy for the risk free rate. We thus estimate the risk free rate to be 2.24%. 
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10.1.2 Systematic Risk – beta 

The second and more technical element of the CAPM measure is the systematic risk. This beta measure is 

an indication of the relationship between the return on the Golden Ocean stock and the return on the 

market as measured by a broad market index.
94

 The factor is a measure of risk added on to a well-

diversified portfolio, rather than total risk.
95

 There are multiple ways to determine the specific beta value, 

and we will go through the implication of the most widely used methods among practitioners. Golden 

Ocean’s beta is calculated as the average of these different estimates in order to get the best estimate. 

Regression Beta 
The beta can be estimated by looking at historical returns for the current stock and its relevant market 

indices. The common method is to compute the slope of the best fit line between the excess return of the 

Golden Ocean stock and the excess return on the market. Even though this is a widely used method it 

suffers from choice of the following four variables;
96

 

1) The length of the time period for the returns we are looking at. 

2) The periodicity of our measurements in this period.  

3) Which indices to use as market proxy. 

4) The risk free rate above which the excess return should be measured.  

Although we easily can access data for the complete historical period we are considering in the financial 

statement analysis, we have chosen to look at a five year historical period for the stock return and market 

return, as it is the most common choice among practitioners (that being brokerages, analysts etc.). For an 

index we have chosen NASDAQ as this is where Golden Ocean is listed. The company is also listed at 

OSEBX, but we have chosen to exclude this index as a market due to its exposure towards the maritime 

industry such as oil-related and shipping companies. NASDAQ with its more diversified exposure serves 

as a better proxy. However, we have chosen to run a regression model on MSCI Europe and MSCI World 

Index and estimate the raw beta as an average of these three regressions.  

Table 10.1       

Raw beta, past 5 years Levered Unlevered 

MSCI World 1,3651 0,4535 

MSCI Europe 0,9067 0,3012 

NASDAQ 1,2099 0,4020 

Average   1,1606 0,3856 

Source: Datastream/Compiled by authors 
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The estimated raw beta is based on the historical capital structure of Golden Ocean the last 5 years. We 

have further unlevered the beta with the average capital structure for the same period.
97

 The regression on 

MSCI World and NYSE estimate a beta higher than 1, which indicates that the systematic risk for the 

GOGL stock is higher than then market portfolio. The opposite is the case for the beta estimate based on 

MSCI Europe. We do however consider it as a high-beta stock.  

Beta from Comparable Companies 
If the concern surrounding liquidity is significant, a way to get beyond the problem is to use beta 

estimates from comparable companies.
98

 This however requires that the companies we are looking at have 

the same risk profile as Golden Ocean. We already have chosen a proper peer group, which is used for 

these estimates. We have conducted the estimates from Reuters Financials and unlevered them to 

eliminate the effect from capital structure.
99

 The average unlevered beta from peers is “0.71”.  

Industry Beta 
The beta estimates from the regressions and comparable firms may have disadvantages and we have 

considered a third way to estimate the equity beta. This method is based on averages across industries, 

which is computed by researchers such as Damodaran. In the most recent listing as of 05.01.2016 the 

average unlevered industry beta for “Shipbuilding & Marine” is 0.69.
100

 This is based on an average D/E 

ratio of 86% and a tax rate on average of 12%. There are hardly any taxes for either Golden Ocean or the 

peer group. The averages are based on 337 companies which is a way larger sample than our regression 

estimates and peer group. 

Beta from Fundamental Factors 
Our last approach to estimate beta is to consider fundamental factors, as suggested by Petersen & 

Plenborg. This method is also used by Damodaran. As we have conducted a wide analysis of the dry bulk 

sector, we have gained unique insights to Golden Ocean’s operating- and financial position. We have 

used these insights to structure a risk assessment of the operating and financial risk relevant for Golden 

Ocean. Based on this risk assessment we consider Golden Ocean’s operating risk as high, mainly due to 

the diversity of the market and the low ability to manage operational risk. The financial risk is considered 

neutral, due to good access to financial markets and good loan-terms.  The total risk is thus high which 
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implies that the beta should be within the interval 1.15 – 1.40.
101

 We have therefore applied a fundamental 

beta of 1.25. See appendix 10.3 for the full risk assessment.  

Unlevered Beta Estimate 
Based on the different estimation approaches we have estimated an unlevered beta in the range of 0.38 – 

0.71. Considering that the range includes 80% difference, this reflects potential estimation errors which 

we seek to reduce by applying the average of all estimations. The average unlevered beta estimate is thus 

0.55. Levering this beta gives an estimated levered beta of 1.67.  

In the long run, beta has a tendency to converge towards the market average beta of 1. Bloomberg has 

developed a method to adjust for this tendency by applying the following formula. This gives an adjusted 

beta for Golden Ocean of 1.45.  

𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑒 =
2

3
∗ 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑤 +

1

3
∗ 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡

102 

10.1.3 Market Risk Premium 

The equity risk premium is the difference between the market returns and returns from the risk-free 

investment, and varies over time. This risk premium is in most cases justified by references to books and 

articles.
103

 As quoted in Petersen & Plenborg’s “Financial statement analysis”, estimates from 487 

professors average around 6.3% for USA. Europe has an average of 5.3% based on 224 professors’ 

estimates and “other” have a risk premium of 7.9%, used by 67 professors.
104

In our analysis the ex-post 

approach has been applied, and Damodaran has been chosen as source for our applied risk premium. His 

estimates are continuously updated and lies between other estimates we have found. The risk premium is 

thus set as 6.25% (USA).
105

 

10.1.4 Liquidity Premium 

The liquidity premium refers to the costs and the problems of converting stocks or assets into cash, or 

simply a premium for illiquidity. The trading volume of the Golden Ocean stock has averaged around a 

couple of million stocks per day the last 10 years and we find no reason to add any liquidity premium to 

the cost of capital.
106
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10.2 Return on Debt 

The cost of debt reflects the creditors required return of lending funds to the company. This rate differs 

among companies depending on operational and financial risk. This rate is calculated as the risk free rate 

plus the credit spread based on the credit rating of the company.
 107

 Golden Ocean has no tax rate and thus 

no tax shield to add to the equation. The pretax cost of debt is thus equal the post-tax cost of debt.
108

   

Large corporations, such as Golden Ocean typically have different types of debt and ideally we would 

have considered each category’s own required rate of return depending on seniority and collateral.
109

 Such 

information is not disclosed in the annual reports and we have only estimated the required return based on 

general debt levels.  

The simplest scenario to find the cost of debt is to use the company’s bonds outstanding that are widely 

traded. The market price of the bond in conjunction with its coupon and maturity can serve to compute a 

yield that is used as the cost of debt. As Golden Ocean’s bond is not listed and traded, there is no demand 

from investors to get this debt rated by well-known bureaus. Thus, we have in extension to our financial 

analysis assigned a synthetic credit rating of the company alongside with Damodaran’s rating based on 

interest coverage ratio and the Altman’s Z-score. By using more than one approach we believe that this 

will give a less biased estimate. The credit rating is based on financial ratios for the last 5 years. This 

method is used by lending institutions and recommended by theorists.
110

 

Table 10.2             

Year   2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Implied rating BB BB BBB CCC CCC 

Synthetic rating BB         

Source: Petersen & Plenborg/Compiled by authors     

Based on the median of our credit rating the last five years, we have assigned Golden Ocean a rating of 

BB. According to Petersen & Plenborg this rating indicates a credit spread in the interval of 2.6% - 

11.2%.
111

 There is a large deviation in the spread for all rating levels which reflects the uncertainty on the 

credit markets and the fact that they do not remain constant over time. Damodarans associated spread 

with a BB rating is 3.35% which is within the lower wage of the interval suggested by Petersen & 

Plenborg. Damodaran’s model uses interest coverage only in the rating model, whereas Petersen & 

Plenborg takes several other financial ratios into account. We have included those of the ratios we find 

most important and applicable from Golden Ocean in our synthetic rating. The Altman’s Z-score uses 
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many of the same ratios as our synthetic rating along with a few others. The complete synthetic rating and 

Z-score can be seen in appendix 10.6. The findings from these two approaches support our synthetic BB 

rating. The best estimate for the credit spread is thus 3.35%. Adjusted for the risk free rate, this gives a 

required return of debt equal to 5.59%.  

10.3 Capital Structure 

The last stage of estimating the WACC is the capital structure of debt and equity. As the WACC 

represents the expected return on an alternative investment with identical risk it is important to rely on 

market values of debt and equity. Book values represent a historical cost.
112

 

One approach to estimate debt and equity is by setting a target debt ratio for the firm, by subtracting 

current value of debt from the enterprise value to find the equity value. If there is reason to believe that 

the debt ratio will move towards a determined level, this would be the best approach to apply. In cases of 

corporate takeovers and capital budgeting this is an appropriate method. This is considered as a passive 

investment where the shareholder is unlikely to influence the level of debt. In practice the future cash 

flows will affect the debt ratio, whereas the cash flows contain a degree of uncertainty. As we do not 

know or have any reason to believe what GOGL’s target debt ratio should be in the future, it would be 

meaningless for us to estimate a target debt ratio. Estimating equity value in a passive investment should 

rather be based on the forecasted equity value as the target debt level is unknown. We would need to 

know the equity value in order to know the target debt ratio and WACC, and at the same time need to 

know the WACC to find equity and firm value. This would raise a circularity issue. To correct for 

circularity we will therefore apply an iterative procedure.
113

  

As mentioned it is ideal to have market value of both equity and debt. The latter is not transparent for 

Golden Ocean as there are very few disclosures of it in the annual reports. As stated in section 7.2, 

Golden Ocean’s bond is not listed, and there is thus no market value of it to compare with a face value. 

Thus, we assume that the book value of debt is a reasonable approximation for the applied debt level in 

the iteration.  

The input parameters to WACC are estimated in the previous sections, and are applied in the iterative 

process. The first step in the iterative process is to calculate the current capital structure in WACC based 

on observed market value of equity and debt, whereas we have used book value of debt. We do not 

believe that the capital structure as of 2015 is representative for future estimation, due to an abnormal 
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decline in the stock value and thus equity value, ref. Chapter 6 about the current crisis. At the same time, 

the debt level is abnormally high due to the merge, where the merging companies both had a range of 

newbuilds to be delivered with following debt. To adjust for this, we have applied average values of the 

D/E ratio based on the last 5 years, the same period used as basis for our beta regressions. We believe this 

is a better baseline for our iteration procedure.  

The next step in the procedure is to apply the estimated equity value in a new calculation of WACC, as 

the new equity value implies a new debt ratio. By applying the new ratio, we get a new WACC and a new 

equity value. The estimated equity value will converge towards the level used in the WACC estimation 

and the process is thus repeated until the two equity values are the same. The process is summarized in 

appendix 10.8. Based on the iteration procedure, the estimated capital structure is 44% debt, 56% equity 

and a WACC of 8.73%  

11. Valuation of Golden Ocean Group Limited 

11.1 Discounted Cash Flow Model 

The discounted cash flow model is one of the most popular and widely used models among practitioners. 

We have given a brief elaboration of the theoretical aspect of the model in appendix 11.1. We have 

calculated Golden Ocean’s FCFF through the pro forma income statement and balance sheet. The key 

figures can be seen in table 11.1. The whole cash flow statement and pro forma statements can be seen in 

appendix 11.1.   

Source: Compiled by authors                                                                      

The free cash flow is negative in the first two years mainly driven by a negative NOPAT as the market is 

expected to be depressing out 2016. Despite the very low NOPAT, the free cash flow is not as bad due to 

improvements in the net working capital and the addback of depreciations that has no cash flow effect on 

the firm. We do however expect the company to tie more capital in current operations as revenues 

improve, which is reflected in the change in NWC that becomes negative in 2017. CAPEX is as 

mentioned Chapter 9 estimated to cover maintenance, upgrade and investments in the fleet, needed to 

ensure growth in the company. The CAPEX calculation can be seen in appendix 9.5. Changes in non-

Table 11.1

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

NOPAT -126.037    -16.183      41.026        126.145       138.464       147.945       151.643       

Addback depreciations 59.805       60.477        61.565        63.184         66.153         69.136         70.864         

Change in NWC 55.082       -1.545        -2.501         -3.721          -656             -535             -345             

CAPEX -26.825      -81.761      -96.010       -114.433      -160.144      -163.583      -125.587      

Change in non-current liabilities -4.370        1.331          2.154          3.205           565              461              297              

FCFF -42.344      -37.681      6.234          74.379         44.381         53.424         96.872         

Cash-flow statement
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current liabilities is separated as an individual item, and is not included in net working capital or the 

CAPEX. Each FCFF have been discounted with our estimated WACC to find the enterprise value of the 

company. The complete DCF calculation can be seen in table 11.2.  

 

The enterprise value of Golden Ocean is estimated to USDm 989.431 which reflects the total value of all 

future cash flow to shareholders and debtholders.  We derive the market value of equity by subtracting the 

market value of debt, which is equal to the book value ref. previous discussion. The debt is thus the net 

interest bearing debt calculated in the analytical income statement. The estimated market value of the 

Golden Ocean’s equity as of 31.12.2015 is USDm 170, indicating a share price of USD 0.99, 7.9% lower 

than what it traded for on NASDAQ at the same time.  

Almost 95% of the enterprise value is represented by the terminal value. This is mainly due to the 

negative cash flows the first two years as a result of the depressing market conditions. We expect 

improvements from 2017 which push the expected growth into the future. With nearly all of the value 

expected far out in the future, the company will be very sensitive to changes in the future growth rates. 

We believe that this is the case for all of the largest operators in the dry bulk sector, especially Golden 

Ocean’s closest peers. We have therefore made a multiple valuation of Golden Ocean in section 11.4 

based on peer-multiples. Due to the significant impact of the terminal period, we will perform different 

sensitivity analyses for the variables in section Chapter 12.  

11.2 Economic Value Added 

To understand how Golden Ocean creates value for their shareholders we have supplemented the DCF 

model with the EVA model. The theoretical foundation for this model can be found in appendix 11.2. 

both of these models will give the same share price if all calculations are done properly. Both models rely 

on the same assumptions and present values. 

Table 11.2

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Discount factor 0,92             0,85            0,78            0,72          0,66          0,61         

FCFF -42.344       -37.681      6.234         74.379     44.381      53.424     96.872       

PV FCFF -38.944       -31.872      4.849         53.213     29.202      32.329     

Sum PV FCFF 48.778         

Terminal period 1.554.439   

PV terminal period 940.653       

Estimated EV 989.431       

NIBD 819.221       

Estimated equity value 170.210       

Estimated share price USD 0,99              

Share price 31.12.2015 1,07              

DCF 

-7,9%
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The model calculates economic value added as NOPAT less the cost of all capital invested. At the end of 

2015 the invested capital in Golden Ocean was USD 1.98 billion. 

 

The EVA tells a completely different story about the value creation in Golden Ocean than the DCF 

model. Here capital costs are included separately, which is not reflected in the DCF model. The EVA is 

negative in the whole forecast period and terminal period indicating a value destruction of the invested 

capital. This model shows explicitly why Golden Ocean is valued below the book value of invested 

capital. The value of the company lies in the capital already invested, and not in future operations.  

As the dry bulk sector (shipping industry in general) is relatively capital intensive there has to be strong 

operational profits in order to cover the required return from investors and debtholders. By running our 

EVA model through the excel solver tool, we have calculated that the amount of invested capital needs to 

be reduced to USDm 1.025 in the terminal period in order for the total EVA to be 0.  

11.3 Net Asset Value  

11.3.1 Our model 

We have estimated the net value of Golden Ocean’s fleet on a vessel-for-vessel basis. The foundation for 

the valuation is the updated second-hand prices observed in the current market for all the relevant ship 

segments. This dataset is given by Clarksons as they report all sold vessels in each segment with the 

related size of the vessel. These prices are given at different standardized ages for the vessels, typically in 

an interval of 5 years from new to scrap, whereas 20-year-old ships are the oldest observed secondhand 

prices. Neither 20-year-old prices nor the scrap prices are of any relevance for Golden Ocean at the 

valuation date. In addition, resale prices are listed as newbuilds delivered and on water, which usually 

differ from the contracted newbuild price depending on the market trends, which is highly relevant for 

Golden Ocean these days. 

Table 11.3

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Discount Factor 0,92             0,85              0,78              0,72                0,66              0,61             

EVA -298.744     -181.582     -126.251      -44.170          -36.371       -35.105       -39.660        

PVA EVA -274.753     -153.588     -98.211        -31.601          -23.932       -21.244       

Sum PV EVA -603.328       

Terminal period -636.398       

PV Terminal Period -385.110       

Invested Capital Primo 1.977.870     

Estimated EV 989.431         

NIBD 819.221         

Estimated equity value 170.210         

Estimated Share Price USD 0,99                

Discounted EVA
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In our valuation of each vessel we have applied the standardized price closest to its age and either added 

or compensated a value for the age difference. A four-year-old ship is based on the 5-year standardized 

price and compensated one year with annual impairments which is calculated based on the impairment 

from the resale price to the 5-year price. A six-year-old ship is also based on the 5-year standardized 

price, but withdrawn the annual impairment between the 5-year- and 10-year price. All newbuilds are 

priced based on the current resale price in the market. As can be seen in appendix 11.3, all standardized 

prices are given for a standardized size measured in DWT. Thus, we have calculated the price as USDm 

per DWT, in order to multiply this price with the size of the relevant vessel. We believe this gives us the 

best estimate for market values of the vessels. Our model for pricing a vessel is thus;  

𝑀𝑉 = 𝐷𝑊𝑇𝐺𝑂𝐺𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 ∗ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑
𝑈𝑆𝐷𝑚

𝐷𝑊𝑇
− (𝐸𝑠𝑡. 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟) 

We calculate the value of the fleet on a charter-free basis excluding the chartered-in vessels that Golden 

Ocean does not own. As these vessels are chartered in/out on different rates, we add the net effect of this 

charter-strategy to the net asset value of the fleet. See the next section for a technical specification of this 

estimate. Our valuation of the fleet is based on 55 owned vessels, whereas the chartered vessels are 

excluded.  

 

11.3.2 Valuation Summary 

We estimate the market value of Golden Ocean’s fleet to be USDm 1,499 based on 41 owned vessels on 

water and 14 new deliveries expected in 2016. To derive the NAV we have adjusted for the following; 

We calculate the net interest bearing debt to be USDm 816 based on our analytical income statement.
114

 

This amount is net of cash and cash equivalents, where proceeds from sale of vessels are included. In 

November 2015 GOGL took delivery and immediately sold and chartered in the Capesize KSL Baltic. 

The proceeds were added to the cash balance in Q4 2015 and thus accounted for in our valuation.
115

  

We have added net working capital and other adjustments to clean up for other assets and liabilities on the 

balance sheet. This includes an adjustment of the partial ownership in the Capesize Golden Opus (50%) 

and an adjustment to the value of Golden Ocean’s contract portfolio based on our own estimates. See 

appendix 11.5 for the complete estimate of this portfolio value.  

At 31.12.2015 GOGL completed the sale of two converted Capesize ships to Frontline (rebuilt to 

tankers), whereas USDm 1.9 was added to the cash balance, and an amount of USDm 95 will be used to 
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repay CAPEX following these two vessels. Of the USDm 570 in remaining CAPEX, USDm 327 is non-

recourse to GOGL which mean that they can cancel the delivery and the remaining CAPEX, although all 

previous payments will not be refunded. This can have a significant impact on the NAV per share.  

Finally we adjust for the 10% discount on Chinese-built vessels. Our valuation is solely based on 

Clarksons dataset for second-hand vessel transactions made in December 2016, with 469 observations. 

Among these, 103 were Korea-built vessels, 213 were Japan-built, 116 were China-built and 37 were built 

elsewhere. Nordea Markets have tested these observations and concluded that Chinese-built vessels seem 

to be trading on a 10% discount compared to Korea- and Japan-built vessels. See appendix 11.3 for 

Nordea’s scatter plot for these observations, and the Chinese discount. By netting out the above elements, 

we arrive at a net asset value of USDm 225, which equals USD 1.30 per share. Table 11.4 illustrates our 

NAV estimate with a 5% sensitivity estimate.  

                    

The table above illustrates how sensitive the NAV per share is to fluctuations in the fleet value. A 5% 

change in the fleet value equals a 33% change in the NAV per share. Such fluctuations are not unlikely 

and may occur overnight. As it can be seen in the graph in appendix 12.2, Golden Ocean is definitely the 

most sensitive company towards changes in the market value of the fleet compared to peers. 

Golden Ocean reported a book value on their existing fleet to be USDm 1.488 in 2015. Expected new 

deliveries are reported with a value of USDm 339. Our estimate is thus USDm 327 under reported values, 

immediately indicating potential impairments in 2016. Golden Ocean uses US GAAP policy and 

recognizes impairments on their vessels if their future undiscounted cash flows are less than the carrying 

value of the vessel, or the current carrying value plus future newbuilding commitments. The impairment 

loss equals the difference between the carrying value and the fair value. Fair value is estimated based on 

Table 11.4

Ship Class On water Newbuild Total Current -5% 5%

Capesize 18 11 29 1.046.594     994.264        1.098.923         

Kamsarmax 8 0 8 127.589        121.210        133.969             

Panamax 10 0 10 147.667        140.283        155.050             

Supramax 5 3 8 178.017        169.117        186.918             

Fleet value 41 14 55 1.499.867     1.424.874     1.574.860         

Discount on China-built vessels -82.331         -82.331         -82.331             

NIBD -819.221       -819.221       -819.221           

Remaining CAPEX -570.000       -570.000       -570.000           

Working capital 59.924           59.924           59.924               

Other adjustments 166.090        166.090        166.090             

Net adjustment to charter contract portfolio -40.728         -40.728         -40.728             

NAV 213.601        138.607        288.594             

NAV per share (USD) - 172.672.897 shares 1,24               0,80               1,67                    

P/NAV 0,86               1,33               0,64                    

Source: Clarksons. Analytical income statements. Compiled by authors.

Net Asset Value (USDk)Golden Ocean - Valuation summary
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values achieved for the sale/purchase of similar vessels in the market. The carrying value is based on 

undiscounted cash flows for the vessel which is subject to expectations to future spot rates. The carrying 

value may not represent the fair market value at any point in time.
116

 The potential impairments are thus 

very subjective, based on differences in consensus on future market conditions. Golden Ocean has not 

made impairments on their vessels unless they have sold vessels second hand, whereas the fair value has 

been realized. The company made such impairments of USDm 152 in 2015 due to the sale of eight 

vessels and 4 newbuilds.
117

 We do not expect further impairments the following years. 

11.4 Relative Valuation 

In addition to the fundamental- and net asset valuation we have conducted a relative valuation of Golden 

Ocean based on peer multiples. A key requirement for a successful analysis is to use the right multiples. 

Empirical evidence shows that forward looking multiples are indeed more accurate predictors of value 

than historical multiples.
118

 We have summarized our chosen multiples with a short brief of their strengths 

and weaknesses in table 11.5.  

 

We have estimated the multiples as of 2015 based on reported values and our reclassified income 

statements. We have further applied our estimates for Golden Ocean to calculate the forward multiples of 
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Table 11.5

This multiple gives a good comparison of 

the share price in the market and the asset 

value per share. When the net asset value 

for the companies are based on the same 

premises, the multiple serves as a good 

comparison on how the market price the 

companies differently relative to net asset 

values

P/NAV
Operational excellence

Cost of capital

EBITDA margin

EBITDA margin

Cost of capital

Future operation

Source: Compiled by authors/McKinsey/First Securities

Multiples Strengths Does not take into account

Very informative multilple for the company 

value as the key driver is a cash-flow based 

valuation formula. It further adjusts for 

different depreciation schemes that may 

occur across the companies

EV/EBITDA
Tax rate

EV/Sales

Useful when earnings are volatile and not 

representative for long-term operational 

potential

Tax rate

Cost of capital
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the company and applied Bloomberg’s estimates for the same multiples for the peers. The full forward-

multiple calculation can be seen in appendix 11.8 

McKinsey suggest that the peer group should comprise of companies with similar outlook for growth and 

ROIC.
119

 We see the outlook for growth among the companies as similar, even though we believe that 

there might be differences between companies’ ability to raise capital for new investments.   As 

mentioned earlier, this is a very important factor for growth. Overall we believe that the peer group 

consists of the most comparable companies to Golden Ocean.  

Another important consideration that needs to be addressed is the measurement of averages. According to 

researchers, harmonic means generate more accurate value estimates than multiples based on mean, 

median and a value-weighted average.
120

 We have thus applied this method for all multiples except for the 

EV/EBITDA multiple, as harmonic means is not applicable with negative values. We have summarized 

our estimated multiples in table 11.6.  

Table 11.6                 

    P/NAV EV/EBITDA EV/Sales 

    2015 2015 2016e 2017e 2015 2016e 2017e 

Diana   1,06 29,5 -46,7 82,8 5,3 6,2 4,8 

Safe   -0,33 50,3 30,0 18,0 6,0 7,3 6,2 

Scorpio   0,31 -11,4 -10,5 -42,3 9,9 6,3 3,9 

Star   0,29 -2,7 -56,0 20,2 3,9 5,7 4,0 

Harmonic mean/avg. 0,33 16,4 -20,8 19,7 5,6 6,3 4,6 

Golden Ocean 0,86 -70,3 -14,6 40,9 5,2 7,1 6,0 

Source: Bloomberg, analytical income statements. Compiled by authors     

 

We have calculated the net asset value of all the companies in the peer group based on the same model as 

presented in section 11.3. Our asset value estimate comprise of market value of the fleet plus the book 

value of other assets and related liabilities. The P/NAV multiple is calculated as the share price (as of 

31.12.2015) over the NAV per share. A value below 1 indicates that the share price do not reflect all the 

asset value in the company. We estimate that Golden Ocean have more value in their assets than reflected 

by the share price. The company’s P/NAV is 0.82. This is well beyond the average P/NAV for the peer 

group, indicating that there is an even bigger mismatch between share price and asset value per share in 

these companies. This could be an indication that the market is relatively more positive to Golden Ocean 

than the peer companies.  As our estimates of net asset value is based on market values of the vessels in 

December 2015, we have do not have useful data to calculate forward P/NAV multiples. 
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The EBITDA multiple reflects the volatility of the market and the depressed conditions of both Golden 

Ocean and the peer group. We estimate Golden Ocean to have a negative EV/EBITDA multiple of -70.3 

in 2015. The company is way outperformed by the peers who have an average multiple of 16.4. In 2016 

we estimate an improvement in the multiple for Golden Ocean, whereas the consensus for the peer 

companies is much lower. With a less negative multiple in 2016 Golden Ocean is expected to outperform 

the peers. As for 2017 Golden Ocean have a strong EV/EBITDA multiple way beyond the average of the 

peers. It is noticeable that the Bloomberg consensus for the peer group shows clear signs of improvements 

in the market.  

In 2015 we estimate Golden Ocean to have an enterprise value equal to 5.2 x sales. This is below the 

harmonic mean of 5.6 for the peer group. If the latter is applied to our valuation it would price the Golden 

Ocean share to USD 1.43 in 2015. Complete calculations can be seen in appendix 11.8. We estimate 

Golden Ocean to have a higher EV/Sales multiple than the peers in 2016 and 2017 which indicates that 

the company will be valued higher relative to the sales in the future. This is in line with our finding that 

Golden Ocean is currently valued closer to its net asset value compared to the peer group.   

We have compared our own results with the consensus from Bloomberg, which is used for the peer 

multiples. Our enterprise value estimates are somewhat similar, but we expect better operational 

performance and EBITDA in the future. We note that the consensus around operational performance is 

expected to improve in 2017, which is in line with our estimate of a recovery period starting in 2017.  

12. Sensitivity Analysis 
As we have stated throughout this thesis, the dry bulk sector is highly volatile and the most important 

value drivers can change significantly over a very short period of time.  For an investor it is important to 

understand how the estimated share price is sensitive towards such changes, revealing which input to 

monitor more closely. We find it equally important to illustrate a price interval of the Golden Ocean share 

due to changes in key value drivers. This will give a reflection of the risk level associated with a potential 

investment in the company. Our estimated share price relies on several assumptions, where growth rate in 

the terminal period is one of the key factors. As the terminal period accounts for 95% of the enterprise 

value, the share price is expected to be very sensitive towards changes in the terminal growth. The 

estimated discount rate is also a very important factor in the DCF model. The sensitivity towards these 

two factors can be seen in figure 12.1, and a more elaborate table can be seen in appendix 12.1.  

Our assumed growth rate of 2.5% is based on the average expectations for long term nominal growth, 

among practitioners. According to PwC, around 70% of industry professionals expect the growth rate to 
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be in the range of 2-3%.
121

 As it can be seen in figure 12.1, the share price is very sensitive to changes in 

the growth rate. Only a slight decrease of 0.5% would decrease the share price with 38% to USD 0.61. 

 

Our estimated share price is also very sensitive to the WACC. We have estimated this rate based on 

theoretical models which calculate a future expected growth rate, which we believe is the best estimate 

given the very volatile capital structure of the company. A drop from 8.73% to 7% is associated with an 

increase in the share price of USD 2.10, equal to 213%. This rate is thus very important to consider in 

such a valuation. Our estimate is close to those calculated by investments banks and other analysts that 

have covered Golden Ocean for a long time.
122

 As this is a very sensitive factor for the share price, we 

find it useful to look at some of the most important drivers of the WACC, namely the beta value of the 

company and the risk free rate.  

 

There are several different ways to calculate the stock beta and the choice of historical period or number 

of observations to include in the analyses has great influence on the value. We have done several different 

measurements and calculated the average of these, before we adjusted the value ref the discussion in 

chapter 10. We believe that this gives us the least exposure to estimation error. As it can be seen in figure 

12.2, the share price is highly sensitive to changes in the risk free rate and the beta value of the company. 
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It is possible that the systematic risk of the company changes over time. Based on the pro forma income 

statement and balance sheet, we do believe that our estimate is valid.  

Another important factor that may have a large effect on the share price is the operational excellence of 

the company, measured in operational expenses on the vessels in the terminal period. We have done a 

sensitivity analysis to see how much the estimated share price changes to a change in voyage expenses 

and ship opex in percent of revenues. Figure 12.3 illustrate the sensitivity in the share price.  

 

The estimated share price is very sensitive to the operational excellence of the firm. The above graph 

illustrates changes in the relative size of the two variable cost-items related to operating the vessels. 

Newer vessels with new technology may incur lower bunker consumption and thus lower voyage 

expenses. Inflation in wages could increase the average salary cost of crew, whereas the amount of crew 

could be reduced per vessel due to more efficient vessels with new technology. Such things are likely to 

be improved in the future and it is worthy to see the effect this would have on the estimated share price. 

All else equal, a 4% higher voyage expense ratio would reduce the share price with 74% from USD 0.99 

to 0.25. As for the ship OPEX item, a 1.5% increase in the terminal period would decrease the share price 

with 28%. 

13. Scenario Analysis                                                                               

13.1 Bull Case 

As presented in chapter 4, the market depends highly on the different supply & demand variables. We 

find many of these to be very unpredictable and we do take into account that there can be deviations in 

our base case estimates of these. In the bull scenario we consider the effect on Golden Ocean if the market 

manages to reach a new equilibrium in the supply & demand quicker than previously anticipated. All else 

equal, this will lead to higher spot rates and better utilization of the fleet, which will improve the 
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profitability of the company significantly, ref the financial statement analysis in Chapter 8. The following 

table illustrates our expectations to the supply & demand variables in a potential bull scenario.  

 

The most important variable is the ones related to the world fleet. We expect shipowners to either be 

forced into scrapping or give in for lower scrap prices and a relatively younger scrap-age for the vessels. 

Along with cancellations of new deliveries and the record low orderbook it is expected that the world 

fleet will experience a highly needed negative growth in the forecast period. Although we believe that a 

significant improvement on the supply side would have been enough to start a recovery in the freight 

rates, we also estimate a more bullish view on the demand side variables. If an increase in demand for 

coal in India can offset the decreased demand in China this would increase the demand for Capesize and 

Panamax vessels significantly, as described in Chapter 4.  As illustrated with a map on page 33 the 

demand for dry bulk vessels is also determined by the average haul related to the commodity they ship. If 

Brazil increases their exports of iron ore to China this would have a significant effect on the demand for 

Capesize vessels, a segment in which Golden Ocean is highly exposed. As shown on page 34, we 

estimate that it takes 237 Capesize vessels per year to ship the current volume of 180 million tons iron ore 

to China, whereas it takes only 14 more vessels to ship nearly three times this volume from Australia. 

With all of the variables above taken into account we estimate a shorter and more drastic recovery period 

starting in H2 2016. We believe that the cycle will be more similar to the latest cycle observed, and have 

thus weighted this heavier in our estimation model for growth in freight rates. The complete calculation of 

estimated freight rates and utilization in the bull case can be seen in appendix 13.1. We further estimate 

the bull case with the same operational margins as in the base case. The WACC iteration assumes lower 

equity ratio as we expect more profitable operation and thus better capability to take on liabilities. 

Table 12.1

World Fleet Fleet Productivity Newbuilding Scrapping Freight Revenue

Negative net fleet 

growth in the forecast 

period due to 

cancellations, 

scrappings and few 

deliveries

High productivity 

where freight rates 

recover faster and 

steeper

High rate of 

cancellations and new 

vessels contracted, 

very limited deliveries 

post '17

High scrapping 

levels continue 

through 2016 and '17 

leading to negative 

net fleet growth 

globally

Freight Rates 

recovering H2 2016 to 

above CBE, firm 

freight rates level for 

post 16 and onwards

World Economy Commodity Trades Average Haul Random Shocks Transport Costs

Global economic 

growth recovering 

strongly

Increased coal 

demand from 2016 

led by India, Chinese 

iron ore demand 

picking up

Increased average 

haul driven by 

Brazilian iron ore 

exports to China and 

Indian coal demand

Random  shock 

impacting dry bulk 

shipping positively

Higher transportation 

costs from H2 '16 and 

onwards

Source: Compiled By Authors

Shipping Market Model Variables

Supply

Demand
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Further, we expect Golden Ocean to take on our fleet investment target one year earlier than in the base 

case. Thus, there will be made investments of USDm 85 in 2019, which is different from the base case. 

In numbers the bull scenario reflects how sensitive Golden Ocean is to better market outlooks as we 

estimate the share price to be USD 3.73. This is equivalent to a 248.6% upside compared to the listing 

price at our valuation date. The improved profitability and thus the enterprise value are mainly driven by 

stronger freight rates. These are estimated to average at USD 24.600 across all of Golden Ocean’s vessel 

segments in 2021, whereas the same average is 17.400 in the base case. The bull-case valuation has a 

significantly lower exposure to the terminal period whereas this accounts for 83% of the enterprise value, 

compared to 95% in the base case. Due to fluctuations and cycles observed throughout the historical 

period in this thesis, a case such as the bull scenario cannot be ruled out. It does not however reflect the 

authors’ view of the market outlook. The base case is the scenario we find most likely to happen. 

13.2 Bear Case 

As presented in the base case valuation and the sensitivity analysis there are not much left of downside 

before Golden Ocean will have severe trouble in meeting with obligations. Although we believe that the 

cycle is through and that a recovery period is around the corner, there is a considerable risk that this might 

take longer time than anticipated in the base case. The following table summarizes our expectations to a 

potential bear scenario in the supply & demand variables. 

 

The most important difference from our base case is that the net fleet growth is not expected to give any 

immediate improvement in the market balance of supply/demand of dry bulk vessels. We consider the 

situation where capital strong owners behind dry-bulk operators might exploit the very cheap market for 

Table 12.2

World Fleet Fleet Productivity Newbuilding Scrapping Freight Revenue

Net fleet growth 

above 2 %

Low productivity with 

many vessel 

unemployed and laid 

up

Low newbuilding prices 

leads to continued 

adding of new vessels 

to the orderbook

Scrap level slows 

down from H2 '16 due 

to low scrap prices 

and young fleet age

Freight rates remains at 

low levels between 

OPEX and CBE, minor 

recovery post 2019

World Economy Commodity Trades Average Haul Random Shocks Transport Costs

Poor economic 

global growth rate

Coal declining quite 

sharply, decreasing 

Chinese demand for 

iron ore, grains 

remaining steady

Decreasing hauls led 

by lower Chinese 

demand for coal and 

iron ore, less Brazilian 

exports

Random shocks 

which affects dry bulk 

shipping negatively

Continued low transport 

costs due to oversupply 

of vessels leading to low 

freight rates

Source: Compiled by authors

Shipping Market Model Variables

Demand

Supply
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new vessels and that operators refuse to give in for low scrap prices and a too-young-to-scrap fleet. This 

in sum is expected to delay the improvement we expect in the base case. On the demand side we expect 

poor growth in the global economy and commodity trade for a little longer. The balance point for all of 

the supply & demand variables is expected to maintain the current daily freight rate levels out 2016, with 

only 5% marginally improvement in 2017, whereas we expect a strong recovery period to occur in the 

base case. As for the recovery period, we expect it to be more modest than in the base case. This will be a 

three-year period with characteristics more similar to the third cycle presented in chapter 6. We do not 

change the operational margins in our valuation model and keep our estimate that operational and 

financial expenses will have the same relation to revenues as in the base case. The same is assumed for 

the balance sheet items presented in the forecast section. Our valuation model estimates a negative share 

price, confirming that there are not much left of downside that the company can handle with the current 

situation. By assuming in our valuation model that Golden Ocean will never invest in new vessels, and 

that CAPEX will only be equal to depreciations, we estimate a share price of USD 0.04. This is however 

assumptions that do not hold for a going concern.  

We calculate that Golden Ocean has cash balance of USDm 166 in 2015, whereas USDm 48.5 is 

restricted cash related to minimum cash covenants on loan agreements.
123

 Remaining CAPEX is set to 

USDm 570, whereas we know USDm 95 will be cancelled due to sale of two capsize vessels.
124

 Of the 

amount of USDm 570, USDm 327 is non-recourse to Golden Ocean. In our bear-case we estimate that 

Golden Ocean will have total negative operational profits of USDm 198 during 2016-2018. Given the 

level of debt estimated for these years we estimate that the company will face USDm 168 in net financial 

expenses in total during the same three years. Considering all of these elements, a restructuring of the 

company seems unavoidable. There are simply not existing cash or expected cash flow sufficient to cover 

future obligations.
125

 We believe that the company will need raise cash to secure the company for the time 

it will take for the market to start recovering. As we believe that operational expenses are at a minimum 

given the current fleet we have highlighted the different options we believe that Golden Ocean has for a 

restructuring plan, rather than estimating a cost-cutting incentive in order to derive a positive share price 

in our valuation model. The restructuring options are ranked in the order we find them likely to happen: 

1. Issue Equity. Our most likely scenario for the restructuring is to issue more equity. This is mainly 

due to the elimination of assets-sales and sale-lease-back due to the low market values of the vessels, 

in which sales might not be enough to cover the funding gap. Such sales would incur large 
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impairments on the income statement. Golden Ocean is authorized to issue 500 million shares, with 

173 million currently outstanding. We do not find it unlikely that John Fredriksen can guarantee for 

the equity issue personally, due to his large fortune and his best interest in Golden Ocean’s well-

being.
126

 As our base case also include risks of potential downside we do not find it very unlikely that 

an equity issue might find place if our base-case estimates becomes reality. If we assume that each 

share is issued at USD 1 per share, Golden Ocean could issue 100-200 million shares, and thus more 

than double the cash balance. Such an issue could put the company in a good position compared to its 

peers during one or two more rough years.  

2. Renegotiate Debt. There could be room for negotiation with banks to lower debt amortization rates 

or push maturities. Further, there company could try to renegotiate certain financial covenants such as 

reduce the loan-to-value clauses.  

3. Sale-leaseback with Ship Finance. In April 2015 the company agreed to sell eight capsize vessels to 

a company called Ship Finance (a ship-owning company where John Fredriksen is a major 

shareholder) with an agreement to charter the ships in for a 10-year period. The sale price reflected 

the market price at the time.
127

 By making another transaction like this Golden Ocean can potentially 

release cash to reduce the funding gap. The benefit from this would however depend on the terms on 

the charter-in agreement, whether this is equal to the spot rate Golden Ocean can receive in the 

market or not.  

4. Shareholder Loan. In extension to the equity issue, there could be arranged an agreement of a loan 

from the shareholders along with equity issue. It is very difficult to tell in which terms such loans 

would be agreed, and we thus stick with our conclusion that equity issue is the most likely scenario. 

5. Asset Sales. Golden Ocean can sell vessels to unrelated third parties. We do not find this very likely 

as the market currently is oversupplied with dry-bulk vessels and this is clearly reflected in the 

second-hand vessel prices. We further assume that John Fredriksen would like to keep the control of 

the vessels if possible.  

6. Leverage up Assets. We have estimated an equity ratio of 58.6% in 2015 which immediately indicate 

that there is room for more debt in the balance sheet. However, the market value of equity is much 

lower and we do not believe that banks will lend out additional capital to such companies on terms 

that would satisfy Golden Ocean.  

7. Delaying Newbuild Deliveries. At first this would be one of the most likely scenarios to happen, as it 

is very common in the shipping cycle that operators need to delay deliveries if they come under 

financial pressure. However, Golden Ocean have already delayed delivery on 22 newbuilding 
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contracts by an aggregate of 93 months (4.2 months per vessel), and we rule out that there will be 

room for further delays.
128

  

14. Conclusion 
The main objective with this thesis has been to analyze the dry bulk shipping sector and to make a 

fundamental valuation of Golden Ocean Group Ltd, one of the biggest operators in the sector. There have 

been put much weight on the analysis of the supply & demand dynamics of the sector along with an 

analysis of the dry bulk shipping cycle. 

For the purpose of analyzing the market, the thesis has applied the well-known Shipping Market Model. 

This framework highlights all the relevant variables that form the balance for supply and demand for dry 

bulk vessels. It has been concluded that the market is currently struggling with an imbalance in the supply 

and demand, caused by factors from both sides. On the demand side it has been enlightened that the 

demand for some of the most important commodities has declined, some of them for the first time in a 

very long time. However, the main contributor to the strong market imbalance is attributed to the supply 

of vessels which are at record high levels, especially due to an ordering spree during 2013-14 which were 

not found supported by a similar uplift in the demand. It has been illustrated how the daily freight rates 

earned by the dry bulk vessels have had a tremendous growth during the run towards the financial crisis in 

2008, whereas these have plunged during 2014 and 2015. Ship owners are now seen postponing, 

converting and cancelling their newbuildings wherever it is possible. The record high scrapping rate along 

with the relatively younger average scrapping-age is a clear indication of the severe vessel oversupply. It 

is concluded that the scrapping will be the main driver for the market to recover towards a new 

equilibrium with a more balanced ton-miles supply & demand. 

The analysis of the cycles in the sector for the last 30 years concludes that there is clear evidence of 

anomaly in the last observed cycle, which has caused the earnings of the dry bulk operators to plunge. It 

is further illustrated how the current cycle scored higher on four out of five cycle variables compared to 

the 3 former cycles. The thesis have applied Martin Stopford’s theory to conclude that the cycle seem to 

be through or very close to it. This conclusion is drawn from a framework that uses a checklist of six 

criteria that needs to be fulfilled in order to consider the market as “through”. It is concluded that all of 

these are fulfilled. As a result of this conclusion the thesis further state that the market is expected to 

move into a recovery period where the market balance is expected to improve along with daily freight 

rates for the dry bulk vessels.  
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In order to evaluate the effects from the depressed market conditions, the thesis has applied a fundamental 

financial statement analysis of Golden Ocean and the company’s four closest peers. This analysis 

confirms the findings that the current market situation is not durable as the companies evaluated are 

having severe trouble creating returns for their shareholders. This is analyzed through a DuPont model 

that has decomposed the return on invested capital into all its elements and further analyzed these 

historically. It has been concluded that the level of freight rates are the main driver for the profitability 

among the operators in the sector. Operational expenses are capped at minimum whereas scrapping, sale 

of vessels or dry-docking are the main action to reduce reported costs on the income statement.  

In extension of the financial statement analysis there has been estimated future levels of daily freight 

rates. These are based on the cycle analysis, and how the cycle course has been since 1985. By weighting 

the four last cycles there has been constructed an estimated freight rate level for a forecast period of six 

years starting in 2016. From the strategic analysis with observed historical data, the thesis concludes on 

the main drivers for the vessel utilization, whereas these have been estimated following the same trends as 

the freight rates.  

Based on a comprehensive dataset from Clarksons, including second-hand transactions for all vessel-

segments at standardized ages and sizes, the thesis has constructed a net asset valuation of Golden Ocean 

and all the peer companies. This valuation is rooted in the estimated market value of each company’s 

fleet, adjusted for all other reported assets and liabilities. By comparing each company’s NAV per share 

and the market share price, it is concluded that all companies except Diana trades at a discount compared 

to the net asset values in the company.  

The thesis has estimated the intrinsic value of Golden Ocean Group Ltd. as of 31.12.2015. The share price 

is estimated at USD 0.99, 7.9% lower than the trading price on NASDAQ at the same date. The main 

conclusion for the overpricing in the market is that there are a lot more uncertainty related to the market 

outlooks than accounted for in the current share price. Through a relative valuation approach using 

forward multiples it is concluded that Golden Ocean is expected to outperform its peers in 2016 and 2017.  

As the estimated share price of Golden Ocean contains a lot of uncertainty due to abnormal market 

conditions, the thesis have tested the sensitivity of the share price and concluded that minor changes in the 

terminal growth rate, WACC, beta, risk-free rate and operational excellence is very decisive for the share 

price. In extension to the sensitivity analyses there has been illustrated a bear and a bull scenario where 

the fundamental Shipping Market Model variables has been given either a more bearish or bullish view. 

The bull case estimates a 248% upside in the Golden Ocean share price driven by a more aggressive 

recovery in the market with stronger freight rates and utilization. On the other side it has been shown that 
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a delay in the estimated recovery or additional downside in the market will have a dramatic outcome for 

Golden Ocean. The thesis has concluded that a financial restructuring will be unavoidable if in this 

scenario and has highlighted and ranked the relevant options for a restructuring the company has.  

15. Thesis in Perspective 
Due to time limitations there have been conducted a firm-level forecast and a fundamental valuation of 

Golden Ocean only. As our external strategic analyses focus on the dry-bulk sector in general it would 

have been interesting to apply the findings from these on several firm-level forecasts and valuations for 

companies that are assumed less comparable. In doing so we could have concluded more widely how the 

effects from the market dynamics are on firm-level. Due to the focus on Golden Ocean for the forecast 

and fundamental valuation purpose we have only included companies that are closely related to Golden 

Ocean. Due to the fragmentation of the sector we do not believe that the main findings would have been 

very different from those in this thesis. 

Our net asset value of Golden Ocean and the peers could have been based on estimated returns per vessel 

and thus estimated a DCF market value of each vessel. This could have been an interesting comparison to 

our estimation of market values.  

For the equity valuation of Golden Ocean the thesis could have applied other valuation approaches such 

as the residual income model. Golden Ocean has recently completed a merger with Knightsbridge in 2015 

whereas it could have been interesting to analyze potential synergies from this in an M&A perspective. 

The latter is always an interesting approach when the company destroys shareholder value as we 

discovered in Golden Ocean in our EVA model.  

Operational expenses are in this thesis analyses on general levels, whereas it would have been interesting 

to analyze each operational expense item on a per-vessel basis. Due to very frequent expansion of the peer 

group’s fleets we have not been able to obtain reliable observations of these data, as costs are reported 

annually and vessels have either been sold or delivered throughout the year. This information could have 

been obtained in interviews with the companies. With more detailed information on expenses per vessel 

the thesis could have analyzed cost inflation as new vessels have introduced new technology. This could 

have formed the basis for estimating the future need for crew onboard vessels, and thus the expenses 

related to this.  
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Chapter 3 Introduction to Dry Bulk Shipping 

Appendix 3.1 Charter Contracts Cost Distribution 

 

 

Appendix 3.2 Commodity Distribution Vessel Size 

 

 

 

 

 

Voyage Charter & CoA Time Charter Bareboat Charter

Master instructed by Owner Charterer Charterer

Revenue depends on
Quantity of cargo & rate per 

unit of cargo

Hire rate, duration and off-

hire time
Hire rate and duration

Voyage Charter & CoA Time Charter Bareboat Charter

Capital Capital Capital 

Brokerage Brokerage Brokerage

Wages Wages

Provisions Provisions

Maintainence Maintainence

Repairs Repairs

Stores and supplies Stores and supplies

Lube oil Lube oil

Water Water

Insurance Insurance

Overheads Overheads

Port Charges

Stevadoring Charges

Cleaning holds

Cargo claims

Light dues

Canal Dues 

Bunker Fuels

Grey shaded indicates shipowner covered costs

Source: Stopford, Maritime Economics (2009)/Compiled by authors

Port Costs
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Paid by Charterer

Paid by Charterer

Type of Charter Agreement

Cost Distribution for various types of Charter Agreements

Capital Costs
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Route Size Cargo Route Description Weighting

C2 160.000,00   Iron Ore Tubarao-Rotterdam 10,00%

C3 150.000,00   Iron Ore Tubarao-Beilun/Baoshun 15,00%

C4 150.000,00   Coal Richards Bay-Rotterdam 5,00%

C5 150.000,00   Iron Ore W.Australia-Beilun/Baoshun 15,00%

C7 150.000,00   Coal Bolivar-Rotterdam 5,00%

C8_03 172.000,00   TC DWT Trans Atlantic Round Voyage 10,00%

C9_03 172.000,00   TC DWT ARA-Mediterranean to Far East 5,00%

C10_03 172.000,00   TC DWT Trans Pacific Round Voyage 20,00%

C11_03 172.000,00   TC DWT Far East to ARA-Mediterranean 5,00%

C13 150.000,00   Coal Gladstone-Rotterdam 10,00%

TC: Trip-charter routes

ARA: Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp

Source: Baltic Exchange/Compiled by authors

Baltic Capesize Index (BCI) TCEBaltic Capesize Index (BCI) Route Definitions
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Route Description Weighting

P1A_03 Skaw-Gibraltar Transatlantic Voyage 25,00%

P2A_03 Skaw-Gibraltar to the Far East (Japan-Taiwan) 25,00%

P3A_03 Japan-South Korea for a Transpacific Voyage 25,00%

P4_03 Japan-South Korea to Continental Europe (via US West) 25,00%

Source: Baltic Exchange/Compiled by authors

Baltic Panamax Index (BPI) Route Definitions Baltic Panamax Index (BPI) TCE
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Appendix 3.2 Vessel Size Description 

 

Capesize                   

The largest ship type with a liquid and standardized market is the Capesize. With a DWT ranging from 

110.000 and larger, the Capesize almost exclusively hauls iron ore and coal. These are the only 

commodities traded in such large quantities making it economical to be shipped in a Capesize. The 

Capesize ships are gearless and are dependent on shoreside facilities to load and discharge its cargo. A 

fully laden Capesize fits through the Suez Canal after they deepened it, but is too big to fit through the 

current Panama Canal. However, the Panama canal are currently undergoing expansion and will after its 

reopening, scheduled in mid-2016, be able to handle  some Capesizes, but not fully laden. 
1
  

Panamax 

After the Capesize, the largest standardized size class is the Panamax. As the name suggests, a Panamax 

is the largest dry bulk vessels to fit through the current Panama Canal. With a size between 65.000 and 

110.000 DWT the Panamax is more flexible than the Capesize and are used for commodities such as iron 

ore, coal, grain, bauxite, alumina and phosphate. The larger Panamaxes, with a size up to 110.000 DWT is 

usually referred to as Post-Panamaxes since they are the largest vessels able to fit through the extended 

Panama Canal fully laden.  

                                                           
1
 http://shippingwatch.com/secure/carriers/Bulk/article8379999.ece 
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Handymax/Supramax 

The Handymax/Supramax is the largest geared shiptype. Handymax is the name of the size from 60.000 

to 35.000 DWT, while the Supramax is the name of the size from 50.000-60.000. Today, more than 90 % 

of the Handymax newbuildings are Supramaxes.  It is highly flexible in use with regards to both type of 

cargo and ports served.  It can carry a wide range of different commodities and as is usually equipped 

with gear so it also can serve ports without sufficient shoreside facilities. The flexibility and size of the 

ship makes the demand from dry bulk commodity shippers great, and it have also made it seen take some 

specialized projects cargo, such as windmill turbines. 
2
 

 

Handysize 

The smallest of the ships sizes included in the Baltic Dry Index is the Handysizes, with size ranging from 

15.000-35.000 DWT. As a smaller version of the Handymaxes it’s equipped with gear, making it more 

flexible than the larger Capesize and Panamax. It trades a lot of different commodities, and sometimes 

even several different at the same voyage. While the larger vessels usually operate in global trade the 

Handysizes are often trading more regional, serving ports with draught restrictions and without shoreside 

facilities.  

 

                                                           
2
 https://www.ds-norden.com/public/dokumenter/Nordennews/NORDEN_news_UK_Winter2015_web.pdf 

Route Description Weighting

S1A Antwerp-Skaw to The Far East 12,50%

S1B Canakkale to The Far East 12,50%

S2 Japan-South Korea for Transpacific Voyage 25,00%

S3 Japan-South Korea to Skaw-Gibraltar 25,00%

S4A US Gulf to Skaw-Passero 12,50%

S4B Skaw-Passero to US Gulf 12,50%

S5 West Africa via S.America to The Far East

S6 Japan-South Korea to India via Australia

S7 India-Sri Lanka to China

Source: Baltic Exchange/Compiled by authors

Baltic Supramax Index (BSI) Route Definitions Baltic Supramax Index (BSI) TCE
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Route Description Weighting

HS1 Skaw-Passero to East Coast South America 12,50%

HS2 Skaw-Passero to East Coast North America 12,50%

HS3 East Coast South America to Skaw-Passero 12,50%

HS4 US Gulf via N.Coast S.America to Skaw-Passero 12,50%

HS5 South East Asia via Australia to Singapore-Japan 25,00%

HS6 Japan-South Korea via N. Pacific to The Far East 25,00%

Source: Baltic Exchange/Compiled by authors

Baltic Handysize Index (BHI) Route Definitions Baltic Handysize Index (BHI) TCE
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Appendix 3.4 Special Vessel Sizes 

 

Special Sizes 

While the main four sizes for dry bulk ships are split into Capesize, Panamax, Handymax/Supramax and 

Handysize there are several other different sizes with characteristics built for specific ports, regions, 

companies or as combination carriers: 

 A Kamsarmax is a large Panamax with a maximum length of 229 meters, making it able to call the Port 

of Kamsar in Guinea, one of the world’s most important ports for bauxite exports.  

A Newcastlemax is a large Capesize, with a maximum beam of 50 meters and maximum length of 300 

meters, which are the largest size that the port of Newcastle in Australia can facilitate. The Port of 

Newcastle is the world’s largest export terminal for coal. 
3
 

A Valemax is not made for a specific region or port, but for a specific company. The Brazilian mining 

giant Vale have made several VLOCs of between 380.000-400.000 DWT. These ships were built for Vale 

as a response to try to minimize the competitive advantage Australian ore producers have of lower 

shipping costs to China. With the giant Valemax ships, Vale wanted to achieve greater economies of 

scale, reducing their shipping costs to Chinese ports.  

An OBO is an ore-bulk-oil carrier, able to haul both liquid bulk and dry bulk. The ship type gained large 

attention during the 1970s and 80s and became popular for many ship-owners. The main idea of the ship 

is that with the ability of carrying both wet and dry it will increase the utilization of the ship and reduce 

the time spent ballasting. More paydays for the ship would be much more profitable for the owners. The 

idea of OBOs turned out to be more complicated in practice since the ship type needed more maintenance 

compared to pure liquid and dry bulk carriers. The switching from dry to liquid cargo also proved to be 

more difficult than first anticipated, the cargo hauls needed cleaning going from crude oil to grain. Many 

OBO carriers ended up serving only as either a dry or liquid bulk carrier. There are still a significant 

amount of OBOs in the world fleet, but the last OBO newbuilding was the SKS Mersey, delivered in 2003 

to the Norwegian Shipping company SKS Tankers.
4
 

 

                                                           
3
 Shipping Statistics & Market Review 2009-14, Institute of Shipping & Logistics (2014) 

4
 http://skstankers.com/sks-mersey 
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Appendix 3.5 Top 20 Dry Bulk Ownership Descriptions 

 

A large portion of the top 20 companies within the industry is from Asia, and in particular Japan. There 

are some characterizes the top 20 owners which are worth noticing: 

- The Japanese are significant shipowners, but their business model is often based on chartering 

ships out on long term charters for 5 years and longer, or at a bare boat charter.  With this model 

the shipowners will receive a daily fixed charter rate for the ship, but won’t usually have anything 

to do with the commercial, technical or operational management of the ship. A long term charter 

will also often have purchase option (POP) connected to it, where the charterer has the 

opportunity to purchase the ship for a predetermined price. So while the ownership of these 

vessels lies at the Japanese companies, the real exposure and control of the vessels will be at the 

chartering companies. Owners with this business model are for example Imabari Shipbuilding. 

Large dry bulk players such as Danish DS NORDEN and Norwegian Western Bulk have many 

vessels on long term charters from Japanese owners.
56

 

- Another characteristic of the Japanese and Korean owners are that they often build ships backed 

on long term charters from national industrial companies. Japan and Korea are countries with 

scarce natural resources and has to import a significant amount of raw materials to their 

automotive, machinery and production industries where they transform it through a value adding 

process before they export the finished products. To secure this continuous demand for raw 

materials such as iron ore and coal, Japanese and Korean industrial companies have shipping 

companies, often affiliated with themselves such as Mitsubishi and Nippon Yusen Kaisha, on 

long term charters
7
.  So while the Japanese and Korean owners are big, many of them do not have 

the same exposure to the spot market as for instance their Greek and Norwegians based 

independent competitors have. 

- The same point applies for a lot of the other Asian shipowners. They are usually part of a large 

industrial conglomerate or state-owned company and are considered as strategic important for the 

country to provide sufficient shipping capacity. 

- The Greeks are, and have for a long time been, major dry bulk players. As the country controls 

the world largest fleet measured by DWT, the Greeks are highly specialized in the dry bulk and 

tanker shipping. Running their fleet efficiently and cost-effective, the Greek shipping companies 

are some of the most experienced and long-term players in the industry.  

                                                           
5
 https://www.ds-norden.com/investor/financialnews/announcements/1424341327.html 

6
 http://www.westernbulk.com/who-we-are/history 

7
 http://www.nyk.com/english/news/2006/0901_01.htm 
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Appendix 3.6 Operational Costs (OPEX) Breakdown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annualy Pr. day Annualy Pr. day Annualy Pr. day

Crew wages 544.000,00         1.490,41       639.000,00         1.750,68       688.000,00         1.884,93       

Travel, insuranc etc. 73.000,00           200,00           82.000,00           224,66           85.000,00            232,88           

Victualling 46.000,00           126,03           54.000,00           147,95           64.000,00            175,34           

Crew Costs Total 663.000,00        1.816,44      775.000,00        2.123,29      837.000,00         2.293,15      

Lubricants 148.000,00         405,48           148.000,00         405,48           219.000,00         600,00           

Stores other 130.000,00         356,16           145.000,00         397,26           130.000,00         356,16           

Stores Total 278.000,00        761,64          293.000,00        802,74          349.000,00         956,16          

Spares 74.000,00           202,74           170.000,00         465,75           180.000,00         493,15           

Repairs & Maintainence 90.000,00           246,58           170.000,00         465,75           10.000,00            27,40             

Repairs & Maintainence Total 164.000,00        449,32          340.000,00        931,51          190.000,00         520,55          

Hull, Machinery & War 133.000,00         364,38           148.000,00         405,48           303.000,00         830,14           

P & I 63.000,00           172,60           94.000,00           257,53           120.000,00         328,77           

Insurance Total 196.000,00        536,99          242.000,00        663,01          423.000,00         1.158,90      

Registration costs 17.000,00           46,58             17.000,00           46,58             17.000,00            46,58             

Management fees 255.000,00         698,63           225.000,00         616,44           255.000,00         698,63           

Sundries 57.000,00           156,16           57.000,00           156,16           57.000,00            156,16           

Administration Total 329.000,00        901,37          299.000,00        819,18          329.000,00         901,37          

Total Operating Costs 1.630.000,00     4.465,75       1.949.000,00     5.339,73       2.128.000,00      5.830,14       

Source: Stopford, Maritime Economics (2009)/Compiled by authors

Capesize Operational Costs (OPEX) Breakdown - Maritime Economics
Newbuilding 10 Year 20 Year

Type of Costs
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Chapter 4 Supply & Demand Analysis 

Appendix 4.1 Port Congestion 

Another factor that affects the supply of ships is port congestion.  Due to limitations on the shoreside 

facilities, weather and sea conditions or other factors, many ships are being held up at ports waiting for 

either loading or discharging. 
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Chapter 5 Porters Five Forces 

Appendix 5.1 Shipyard Country Overview 
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Chapter 6 VRIO 

Appendix 6.1 Golden Ocean Group/Knightsbridge Shipping Merger 

On October 7
th
 2014 Golden Ocean Group Limited (OSE: GOGL) agreed to merge with Knightsbridge 

Limited (NASDAQ: VLCCF)
8
. Through the merger agreement Knightsbridge would be the surviving 

legal entity, but to be renamed Golden Ocean Group. Further, the company would seek a secondary 

listing at Oslo Stock Exchange in addition to its existing listing at NASDAQ in New York. Each issued 

and outstanding share of Golden Ocean Group would be converted into 0.13749 shares in the merged 

company
9
.  

The merge was proposed on the following basis: 

“To create a company with a unique fleet and strong balance sheet and thereby build one of the worlds 

leading dry bulk shipping companies. The Combined Company’s ambition is to be a clear market leader 

both from a financial and operational perspective. “ 

Golden Ocean was a company spun off from Frontline Ltd. in 2004 with their entire fleet on water and 

with its primary exposure to the Capesize and Panamax (Kamsarmax) sizes.  

Knightsbridge were a NASDAQ-listed company former operating in the tanker-segment. However, the 

last tankers were sold off in 2013 and the company was almost entirely without a fleet on water. In 2013 

Frontline 2012 (another Fredriksen-affiliated company) ordered several newbuilding Capesizes which 

they subsequently sold off to Knightsbridge and received shares in Knightsbridge in return.  

Prior to the merger Golden Ocean Group were already responsible for the commercial management for 

Knightsbridge fleet so the merger would lead to small organization changes. 

The merge were subject of approval from both companies special general meetings, held at March 26
th
 

2015. Largest shareholder in both companies was Hemen Holding, a company indirectly controlled by 

trusts established for the benefit of John Fredriksen. Mr. Fredriksen had prior to the merger a 62 % 

ownership of Knightsbridge Shipping and 41 % of Golden Ocean, giving a ownership in the merged 

company of 53 %. Both special general meetings approved the merger proposal. 

 

 

                                                           
8
 VLCCF  Announcement – “Knightsbridge Shipping and Golden Ocean Group agree to merge” (07.10.2014) 

9
 GOGL-VLCCF Merger Prospectus p.1 
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Appendix 6.2 Combined Fleet 

The merger led to the following combined fleet on water and newbuildings ordered: 

 

 

 

 

Vessel Type Vessel Name Built DWT Company

Capesize Channel Alliance 1996 172000 Golden Ocean

Capesize Channel Navigator 1997 172000 Golden Ocean

Capesize Battersea 2009 170500 Knightsbridge

Capesize Belgravia 2009 170500 Knightsbridge

Capesize Golden Feng 2009 169200 Golden Ocean

Capesize Golden Magnum 2009 180000 Golden Ocean

Capesize Golden Shui 2009 170500 Golden Ocean

Capesize Golden Beijing 2010 176000 Golden Ocean

Capesize Golden Future 2010 176000 Knightsbridge

Capesize Golden Zhejiang 2010 176000 Golden Ocean

Capesize Golden Zhoushan 2011 175800 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL China 2013 176000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Salvador 2014 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL San Francisco 2014 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Santiago 2014 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Santos 2014 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Sapporo 2014 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Seattle 2014 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Singapore 2014 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Sydney 2014 180000 Knightsbridge

Panamax Golden Ice 2008 75500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Opportunity 2008 75500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Saguenay 2008 75500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Strength 2009 75500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Suek 2011 74500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Bull 2012 74500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Brilliant 2013 74500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Diamond 2013 74200 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Pearl 2013 74200 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Ruby 2014 74500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Eminence 2010 79500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Empress 2010 79500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Endavour 2010 79600 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Endurer 2011 79600 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Enterprise 2011 79500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Daisy 2012 81500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Ginger 2012 81500 Golden Ocean

Panamax Golden Rose 2012 81500 Golden Ocean

Fleet on Water
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Vessel Type Vessel Name Built DWT Company

Capesize KSL Sakura 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize Golden Kathrine 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Aso 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Atlantic 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Baltic 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Barnet 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Bexley 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Caribbean 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Cirrus 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Finsbury 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Fulham 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Scape 2015 210000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Seoul 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Seville 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Shanghai 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Stockholm 2015 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Swift 2015 210000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Arcus 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Calvus 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Cumulus 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Fractus 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Incus 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Mediterranean 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Nimbus 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Radiatus 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Capesize KSL Savannah 2016 180000 Knightsbridge

Supramax Golden Aries 2015 63800 Knightsbridge

Supramax Golden Cecilie 2015 60000 Knightsbridge

Supramax Golden Cathrine 2015 60000 Knightsbridge

Supramax Golden Gemini 2015 63800 Knightsbridge

Supramax Golden Taurus 2015 63800 Knightsbridge

Supramax Golden Leo 2016 63800 Knightsbridge

Supramax Golden Libra 2016 63800 Knightsbridge

Supramax Golden Virgo 2016 63800 Knightsbridge

Newbuildings

Golden Ocean Knightsbridge

Capesize

  - On Water 7 13

  - Newbuildings 0 22

Panamax

  - On Water 18 0

  - Newbuildings 0 0

Supramax

  - On Water 0 0

  - Newbuildings 0 8

Total 25 43

8

68

Combined Company

20

22

18

0

0

Merged Company Fleet Summary
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Chapter 8 Financial Statement Analysis 

Appendix 8.1 Reformulated Financial Statements of Golden Ocean and Peers 

 

As there are no income taxes the EBIT is equal to NPATBUI. We have classified the items below 

NPATBUI as unusual item due to their occasional presence. There will be a further tax elaboration in the 

following appendix. The items below NPATBUI are given a brief explanation as they have not been 

elaborated in detail in the thesis: 

- Gain on sale of assets/impairment loss on vessels: when vessels are sold at higher priced than 

accounted for in the books, the company realize a gain on sale of assert and as an impairment loss 

if the vessel is sold at a lower price. 

- Loss on sale of newbuilds: related to the sale of the two Capesize vessels to Frontline.  

- Provision for uncollectible receivables: Recorded following an impairment review that was 

triggered by a significant fall in the Baltic Dry Index.  

- Equity result of associated companies: related to the 50% ownership in “Golden Opus” and an 

impairment made due to the significant fall in the Baltic Dry Index.  

The reclassification has been straightforward and there are not any items that we find very arguably in 

between the operational or financial aspect of the reclassification.  

Golden Ocean

Analytical income statement 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Operational Items

Time charter revenues -            -            -              -               -               -               -               -               -              -               -                85.960          

Voyage charter revenues 4.851        95.716      265.703     704.000      877.278      350.235      378.629      316.294      227.137     276.457      246.005       102.972        

Other operating income 2                95              4.624          4.035          70.225        -646             6.250           822              2.703          32.444        7.453           1.306            

Total operating revenues 4.853        95.811      270.327     708.035      947.503      349.589      384.879      317.116      229.840     308.901      253.458       190.238        

Voyage expenses and comission 60              762            47.575        97.537        136.805      77.084        65.878        70.798        37.054        70.448        75.971         78.099          

Ship/vessel operating expenses 245            3.509        11.374        25.102        16.687        21.936        30.723        36.333        41.468        46.012        56.404         83.022          

Charter hire expense 2.267        50.510      144.152     393.141      544.166      123.008      139.384      72.627        29.747        57.723        43.268         30.719          

Administrative expenses 115            3.535        7.259          9.420          14.662        10.374        10.074        10.732        13.207        12.233        11.864         12.469          

OPEX 2.687        58.316      210.360     525.200      712.320      232.402      246.059      190.490      121.476     186.416      187.507       204.309        

EBITDA 2.166        37.495      59.967        182.835      235.183      117.187      138.820      126.626      108.364     122.485      65.951         -14.071        

Depreciation 212            5.022        10.145        15.468        11.435        17.038        30.717        33.824        35.792        38.664        47.475         52.728          

EBIT (NPATBUI) 1.954        32.473      49.822        167.367      223.748      100.149      108.103      92.802        72.572        83.821        18.476         -66.799        

Gain on sale of assets -            -            4.108          74.639        209.119      51.279        3.166           -               -              -               -                -                 

Loss on sale of newbuilds -            -            -              -               -               -               -               -               -              -               -                -10.788        

Bargain purchase gain -            -            -              -               -               -               -               -               -              -               -                78.876          

Provision for uncollectible receivables -            -            -              -               -               -               -               -               -              -               -                -4.729           

Tax -            -            -51              -92               -59               -108             -89               -86               -67              -174             -197             -189              

Vessel impairment loss -            -1.802      -9.983        -               -               -               16.800        -38.700       -30.288      -               -183.300     -152.597      

Impairment of trade receivables -            -            -              -               -               -               -               -               -6.199        -               -                -                 

Equity results of ass.companies incl. imp. -5.033           

Other gains/losses -            -            -              -               -36.025       -14.525       -632             6.644           -1.720        11.440        62.868         -                 

NOPAT 1.954        30.671      43.896        241.914      396.783      136.795      127.348      60.660        34.298        95.087        -102.153     -161.259      

Financial Items

Interest income 15              20.109      8.730          5.393          3.939           620              827              1.195           1.372          1.096           1.134           849                

Interest expense -138          -9.325      -16.847      -45.974      -20.163       -15.730       -20.350       -23.087       -21.356      -19.115       -31.394       -28.270        

Core NFE -123          10.784      -8.117        -40.581      -16.224       -15.110       -19.523       -21.892       -19.984      -18.019       -30.260       -27.421        

Impairment loss on securities -            -            -              -               -               -               -               -14.099       -              -               -                -23.323        

Other financial items -1               -510          -127            -363            657              96.317        209              -10.474       -2.717        7.423           -3.188          -1.897           

Loss on derivatives -6.939           

NFE -124          10.274      -8.244        -40.944      -15.567       81.207        -19.314       -46.465       -22.701      -10.596       -33.448       -59.580        

Net income 1.830        40.945      35.652        200.970      381.216      218.002      108.034      14.195        11.597        84.491        -135.601     -220.839      
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- Voyage in progress: voyages that are not ended when the fiscal year ended and are recognized as 

a current asset in the balance sheet.  

- Favorable charter party contracts: related to vessels chartered out on higher daily freight rates 

than spot rates in the market. These are accounted for as an asset after the mergerwhen Golden 

Ocean acquired several such contracts from Knightsbridge. We have estimated the value of these 

in appendix 11. 

Golden Ocean

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Trade accounts receivable, net 3.594        7.938          27.412        72.459     74.761        32.725        18.161        22.789            14.677        25.495        21.554        9.631              

Related party receivables -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              8.451              

Other receivables -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              14.992            

Inventories 126            370              6.530          10.260     3.482          4.388          6.207          4.590              5.750          10.775        8.513          15.156            

Voyage in progress -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              1.690              

Amount due from related parties 1.846        2.218          -              76             -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              -                   

Prepaid expenses and accrued income -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              5.687              

Favorable charter party contracts 28.829            

Total current operating assets 5.566        10.526        33.942        82.795     78.243        37.113        24.368        27.379            20.427        36.270        30.067        84.436            

Related party receivables -            -              4.365          4.503       3.690          2.040          871              655                  1.328          1.216          1.180          4.101              

Trade accounts payable 1.189        8.616          31.001        72.127     33.097        20.003        26.766        23.672            42.710        37.183        20.591        2.533              

Accrued expenses -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              17.878            

Provisions -            -              -              -            21.986        -              -              -                   -              -              -              -                   

Total current operating liabilities 1.189        8.616          35.366        76.630     58.773        22.043        27.637        24.327            44.038        38.399        21.771        24.512            

NWC 4.377        1.910          -1.424        6.165       19.470        15.070        -3.269        3.052              -23.611      -2.129        8.296          59.924            

Vessels, net 48.706      165.752     155.047     71.399     174.513     355.279     533.308     637.441          611.517     667.788     698.258     1.488.205      

Vessel held for sale -            -              -              47.375     40.084        -              -              -                   -              -              -              -                   

Vessels under capital lease -            124.022     223.382     172.851   127.269     103.194     155.187     147.991          140.217     130.795     56.535        8.354              

Newbuildings/vessels under constr. -            -              14.355        428.259   496.425     480.454     262.337     216.965          116.082     16.144        42.398        338.614          

Deferred charges -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              5.797              

Intangible assets -            -              -              -            17.587        11.267        5.594          1.605              -              -              -              -                   

Amount due from joint venture -            -              -              -            -              -              905              -                   -              -              -              -                   

Investment in associated companies -            -              -              -            -              150              558              1.575              1.248          17.419        10.481        6.225              

Favorable charter party contracts 74.547            

Other long term assets 220            1.109          1.011          -            5.000          6.552          7.010          7.501              8.026          8.588          9.189          4.744              

Total non-current operating assets 48.926      290.883     393.795     719.884   860.878     956.896     964.899     1.013.078      877.090     840.734     816.861     1.926.486      

Other long term liabilities -            -              -              -            -              -              2.808          2.508              2.206          1.903          1.601          8.540              

Provisions -            -              -              -            5.450          -              -              -                   -              -              -              -                   

Deferred income -            -              -              71.280     71.280        -              -              -                   -              -              -              -                   

Total non-current operating liabilities -            -              -              71.280     76.730        -              2.808          2.508              2.206          1.903          1.601          8.540              

Net operating assets 53.303      292.793     392.371     654.769   803.618     971.966     958.822     1.013.622      851.273     836.702     823.556     1.977.870      

Current port. Obl. Under finance lease -            5.783          13.976        13.657     10.181        6.333          6.112          6.426              6.837          7.370          4.290          15.749            

Derivative financial liabilities -            -              -              -            -              -              -              5.719              7.782          -              -              5.400              

Other financial liabilities -            1.544          25.352        60.795     -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              13.993            

Current portion of long-term debt 4.200        60.154        50.473        227.137   592.501     57.729        35.993        62.962            68.733        84.414        128.435     20.380            

Total current financial liabilities 4.200        67.481        89.801        301.589   602.682     64.062        42.105        75.107            83.352        91.784        132.725     55.522            

Cash and cash equivalents 19.939      16.484        40.771        306.233   50.868        92.728        180.041     138.284          112.537     98.840        106.147     102.617          

Derivative financial assets -            711              1.519          -            -              -              3.612          -                   -              2.735          -              1.641              

Refundable installments due to cancel -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   100.325     192.976     111.561     -                   

Financial assets available for sale -            -              -              -            16.669        -              54.299        33.330            -              16.916        -              14.615            

Restricted cash -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              3.531          351                  

Total current financial assets 19.939      17.195        42.290        306.233   67.537        92.728        237.952     171.614          212.862     311.467     221.239     119.224          

Obligations under finance lease -            61.145        130.460     127.335   90.803        58.340        129.218     124.859          118.055     110.416     55.288        17.531            

Long-term debt 44.750      175.985     159.462     425.456   -              414.856     450.988     455.386          324.432     319.605     396.957     913.913          

Derivative financial instruments 2.106          

Total non-current financial liabilities 44.750      237.130     289.922     552.791   90.803        473.196     580.206     580.245          442.487     430.021     454.351     931.444          

Other financial assets -            514              22.561        51.001     -              -              -              -                   -              -              9.164          -                   

Investments in options -            28.832        28.832        -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              2.093          -                   

Investment in future revenues -            45.011        30.795        23.907     -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              -                   

Restricted cash -            -              -              -            -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              48.521            

Total non-current fin.assets -            74.357        82.188        74.908     -              -              -              -                   -              -              11.257        48.521            

NIBD 29.011      213.059     255.245     473.239   625.948     444.530     384.359     483.738          312.977     210.338     354.580     819.221          

Share capital 22.448      24.688        27.138        27.177     27.699        45.699        45.699        45.699            44.726        44.726        44.731        1.727              

Additional paid in capital -            -              -              -            14.798        104.801     104.801     104.801          99.156        99.156        99.187        -                   

Contributed capital surplus 14              12.458        30.940        31.704     -              -              -              -                   -              -              -              1.378.766      

Other reserves -            -187            621              16.662     -6.258        16.635        23.506        14.110            16.635        23.551        42.999        -                   

Non-controlling interest -            -              -              -            2.427          4.038          644              496                  491              1.108          -              -                   

Retained deficit/earnings 1.830        42.775        78.427        105.987   139.004     356.263     399.813     364.778          377.288     457.823     282.059     -221.844        

Total equity 24.292      79.734        137.126     181.530   177.670     527.436     574.463     529.884          538.296     626.364     468.976     1.158.649      

Invested capital 53.303      292.793     392.371     654.769   803.618     971.966     958.822     1.013.622      851.273     836.702     823.556     1.977.870      

Analytical Balance Sheet
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The only difference in the income statement for Diana is the management fees and investment in Diana 

Containerships.  

Diana Shipping

Analytical Income Statement 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Core operations

Time charter revenues 337.391  239.342  275.448  255.669  220.785  164.005  175.576  157.712  

Voyage charter revenues -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           

Bareboat charter revenues -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           

Other operating income -           -           -           1.117       2.447       447           -           -           

Total operating revenues 337.391  239.342  275.448  256.786  223.232  164.452  175.576  157.712  

Voyage expenses and comission 15.003     11.965     12.392     10.597     8.274       8.119       10.665     15.528     

Vessel operating expenses 39.899     41.369     52.585     55.375     66.293     77.211     86.923     88.272     

General and adm. Expenses 13.831     17.464     25.347     25.123     24.913     23.724     26.217     25.335     

OPEX 68.733     70.798     90.324     91.095     99.480     109.054  123.805  129.135  

EBITDA 268.658  168.544  185.124  165.691  123.752  55.398     51.771     28.577     

Depreciation 43.259     44.686     53.083     55.278     62.010     64.741     70.503     76.333     

(Core) EBIT = NPATBUI 225.399  123.858  132.041  110.413  61.742     -9.343     -18.732   -47.756   

Income loss from invest. Diana Container -           -           -           1.207       -1.773     -6.094     12.668     -5.133     

Management fees to related party -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -405         

EBIT = NOPAT 225.399  123.858  132.041  111.620  59.969     -15.437   -6.064     -53.294   

Financial items

Interest and finance cost -5.851     -3.284     -5.213     -4.924     -7.618     -8.140     -8.427     -15.555   

Interest and other income 768           951           920           1.033       1.432       1.800       3.627       3.152       

Core NFE -5.083     -2.333     -4.293     -3.891     -6.186     -6.340     -4.800     -12.403   

Insurance settlement 945           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           

Income/loss from derivatives -           -505         -1.477     -737         -518         -118         68             -           

Foreign currency gain 438           478           1.598       503           1.374       690           528           984           

NFE -3.700     -2.360     -4.172     -4.125     -5.330     -5.768     -4.204     -11.419   

Net income 221.699  121.498  127.869  107.495  54.639     -21.205   -10.268   -64.713   
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- Prepaid charter revenue: when the present value of the time charter assumed is greater than the 

current fair market value of such charter, the difference is recorded as prepaid charter revenue. 

When the opposite situation occurs, any difference, capped to the vessel’s fair value on a charter 

free basis is recorded as deferred revenue.
10
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Diana Shipping

Analytical Balance Sheet 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Accounts receivables, trade 1.646       183               467               5.568            6.590            701               6.383            4.512            

Due from related parties -           -                -                263               613               86                  57                  5.103            

Inventories 3.146       2.831            4.068            4.808            5.275            5.959            7.313            6.251            

Prepaid expense and other assets 1.729       964               1.650            2.320            4.834            4.489            5.580            5.929            

Prepaid charter revenue -           3.050            3.050            3.058            3.050            -                -                -                

Other current assets -           -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Tot. Current operating assets 6.521       7.028            9.235            16.017         20.362         11.235         19.333         21.795         

Accounts payable, trade and other 4.225       4.528            5.759            7.127            6.993            7.409            9.702            8.963            

Due to related parties 177           209               279               226               264               221               281               64                  

Accrued liabilities 3.631       3.974            5.329            4.751            5.284            4.805            6.012            6.449            

Deferred revenue 11.802     18.119         13.662         8.136            2.827            3.278            3.279            2.414            

Other current liabilities 177           156               161               155               83                  129               84                  15                  

Total current operating liabilities 20.012     26.986         25.190         20.395         15.451         15.842         19.358         17.905         

NWC -13.491   -19.958        -15.955        -4.378          4.911            -4.607          -25                3.890            

Advances for vessels under construction and acquisition and other vessel costs27.199     29.630         35.280         63.440         11.502         38.862         29.500         44.514         

Vessels net book value 960.431  979.343       1.160.850   1.046.719   1.211.138   1.320.375   1.373.133   1.440.803   

Property and equipment 136           200               21.842         21.659         22.774         22.826         23.887         23.489         

Due from related parties, non-current -           -                -                -                -                50.233         50.866         43.750         

Other non-current assets -           -                -                -                -                793               -                -                

Deferred charges, net 886           2.639            4.359            4.769            3.365            1.384            3.956            6.909            

Prepaid charter revenue, non-current -           11.457         8.409            5.351            2.303            -                -                -                

Investments in Diana Containerships Inc. -           -                -                29.842         24.734         15.640         67.546         62.487         

Other fixed assets -           -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Tot. Non-curr operating assets 988.652  1.023.269   1.230.740   1.171.780   1.275.816   1.450.113   1.548.888   1.621.952   

Other non-current liabilities 1.122       1.202            1.428            830               821               812               1.282            623               

Deferred revenue. Non-current portion 22.502     11.244         4.227            -                -                -                -                -                

Commitments and contingencies -           -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Total non-current operating liabilities 23.624     12.446         5.655            830               821               812               1.282            623               

Net operating assets 951.537  990.865       1.209.130   1.166.572   1.279.906   1.444.694   1.547.581   1.625.219   

Current portion of long term debt -           5.400            7.320            27.700         45.032         46.077         78.734         40.984         

Fair value of derivative instruments -           -                -                -                994               378               -                -                

Total current fin. Liabilities -           5.400            7.320            27.700         46.026         46.455         78.734         40.984         

Cash and cash equivalents 62.033     282.438       345.414       416.674       446.624       240.633       218.901       193.218       

Investments in time deposits -           7.690            -                -                -                -                -                -                

Total current financial assets 62.033     290.128       345.414       416.674       446.624       240.633       218.901       193.218       

Long-term debt, net of current portion 238.094  276.081       376.303       345.638       414.080       385.480       405.522       559.087       

Fair value of deriv. Non-current portion -           187               991               1.030            -                -                -                -                

Total non-current financial liabilities 238.094  276.268       377.294       346.668       414.080       385.480       405.522       559.087       

Total non-current financial assets -           -                -                -                -                -                -                -                

Net interest bearing debt 176.061  -8.460          39.200         -42.306        13.482         191.302       265.355       406.853       

Stockholders equity of Diana Shipping 775.476  999.325       1.131.517   1.208.878   1.266.424   1.253.392   1.282.226   1.218.366   

Non-controlling interest -           -                38.413         -                -                -                -                -                

Total equity 775.476  999.325       1.169.930   1.208.878   1.266.424   1.253.392   1.282.226   1.218.366   

Invested capital 951.537  990.865       1.209.130   1.166.572   1.279.906   1.444.694   1.547.581   1.625.219   
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- Early redelivery income/cost: is related to the chartering of ships. If the shipowner manages to 

charter the ship immediately the company could exploit this to create more revenues. If the ship is 

delivered earlier there is a risk that it will be docked at an expense that the charterer does not 

cover.
11

  

- Gain/loss on asset purchase cancellation: this amount represents the interest net of capitalized 

expenses received due to cancellation of a newbuild.
12
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Safe Bulkers

Analytical income statement 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Core operations

Revenues 208.411   168.400   159.698   172.036   187.557   191.520   159.900   132.375   

Comissions -7.639      -3.794      -2.678      -3.128      -3.261      -4.799      -5.806      -5.058      

Net revenues 200.772   164.606   157.020   168.908   184.296   186.721   154.094   127.317   

Voyage expenses 273           577           610           1.987        7.286        10.207     19.429     17.856     

Vessel operating expenses 17.615     19.628     23.128     26.066     34.540     41.964     50.634     55.469     

G&A expenses 8.045        7.046        7.018        8.489        9.946        11.360     13.331     14.617     

Early redelivery income/cost, net 565           -74.951    -132          -207          -11.677    -7.050      532           -            

OPEX 26.498     -47.700    30.624     36.335     40.095     56.481     83.926     87.942     

EBITDA 174.274   212.306   126.396   132.573   144.201   130.240   70.168     39.375     

Depreciation 10.614     13.893     19.673     23.637     32.250     37.394     43.084     47.133     

EBIT = NPATBUI 163.660   198.413   106.723   108.936   111.951   92.846     27.084     -7.758      

Loss from inventory valuation -            -            -            -            -            -            -4.001      -1.432      

Gain on sale of assets -            -            15.199     -            -            -            -            -            

Gain/loss on asset purchase cancellation -            -20.699    -            -            -            -            3.633        -            

Impairment loss -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -22.826    

Total non-core income/expenses -            -20.699    15.199     -            -            -            -368          -24.258    

NOPAT 163.660   177.714   121.922   108.936   111.951   92.846     26.716     -32.016    

Financial items

Interest expense -16.392    -10.342    -6.423      -5.250      -9.072      -9.086      -8.335      -11.650    

Interest income 1.492        2.164        2.627        1.046        1.122        1.008        821           86              

Core NFE -14.900    -8.178      -3.796      -4.204      -7.950      -8.078      -7.514      -11.564    

Other finance cost -408          -442          -330          -1.055      -1.268      -1.032      -1.132      -242          

Loss/gain on derivatives -19.509    -4.416      -8.164      -12.491    -5.384      813           -1.977      -1.676      

Foreign currency loss/gain -9.501      838           281           -799          -3              -40            13              347           

Amort. And writeoff deferred financial cost -131          -106          -266          -653          -1.226      -1.252      -1.472      -2.793      

NFE -44.449    -12.304    -12.275    -19.202    -15.831    -9.589      -12.082    -15.928    

Net income 119.211   165.410   109.647   89.734     96.120     83.257     14.634     -47.944    
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- Time deposits: Deposits held with the banks related to loans. 

 

Safe Bulkers

Analytical Balance Sheet 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Accounts receivable 528            1.905        1.285        5.550        37.047      36.372      4.530            6.540            

Assets held for sale -            16.969      -            -            -            -            -                31.995         

Due from managers 112            -            -            24              -            -            -                946               

Inventories 1.189        1.245        1.417        2.653        5.900        12.600      11.185         5.167            

Accrued revenue 3.938        1.693        -            -            554            -            212               87                  

Prepaid expenses and other current assets 714            1.122        1.159        1.611        2.804        2.792        1.715            1.679            

Other current assets -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -                

Total current operating assets 6.481        22.934      3.861        9.838        46.305      51.764      17.642         46.414         

Liability directly related to asset held for sale8.451        34.500      -            -            -            -            -                16.724         

Unearned revenue 1.575        3.973        10.685      23.211      18.205      13.106      3.599            1.956            

Trade accounts payable 6.030        2.668        1.470        1.183        3.061        4.109        3.014            5.277            

Accrued liabilities -            7.426        5.903        6.556        6.364        3.865        4.467            3.984            

Due to manager -            19              449            -            73              307            24                  -                

Other current liabilities -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -                

Total current operating liabilities 16.056      48.586      18.507      30.950      27.703      21.387      11.104         27.941         

NWC -9.575      -25.652    -14.646    -21.112    18.602      30.377      6.538            18.473         

Vessels, net 286.955   373.924   541.244   655.356   810.001   855.200   960.423       988.161       

Advances for vessels acquisitions/under constr.100.194   93.520      99.014      122.307   39.902      76.299      74.243         68.356         

Other fixed assets, net 147            69              -            -            -            -            -                -                

Accrued revenue -            -            -            -            92              -            452               918               

Assets held for sale -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -                

Total non-current operating assets 387.296   467.513   640.258   777.663   849.995   931.499   1.035.118   1.057.435   

Unearned revenue 11.765      29.450      31.399      17.821      3.419        196            -                -                

Other non-current liabilities -            -            -            -            -            -            -                -                

Total non-current op. Liabilities 11.765      29.450      31.399      17.821      3.419        196            -                -                

Net Operating Assets 365.956   412.411   594.213   738.730   865.178   961.680   1.041.656   1.075.908   

Current portion of long term debt 54.807      15.742      27.674      18.486      19.199      35.185      17.121         77.467         

Derivative liabilities -            1.223        6.802        2.237        591            732            493               318               

Total current financial liabilities 54.807      16.965      34.476      20.723      19.790      35.917      17.614         77.785         

Cash and cash equivalents 27.702      18.435      65.335      28.121      102.724   64.671      107.311       130.743       

Time deposits, short term 21.274      57.887      35.080      -            -            -            -                1.500            

Restricted cash 32.629      6.392        -            -            22.800      6.750        10.939         64.505         

Investment -            -            -            -            -            50.000      -                -                

Total current financial assets 81.605      82.714      100.415   28.121      125.524   121.421   118.250       196.748       

Derivative liabilities, long term 21.716      15.510      9.787        10.130      8.978        3.270        1.065            360               

Long term debt 413.483   420.994   467.070   465.805   596.468   473.110   452.447       569.399       

Total non-current financial liabilities 435.199   436.504   476.857   475.935   605.446   476.380   453.512       569.759       

Deferred finance charges, net 773            677            930            6.226        6.467        5.347        6.601            1.016            

Restricted cash 4.750        4.763        5.423        5.423        3.923        1.423        4.263            7.837            

Derivative assets 1.377        123            4.485        -            -            762            455               181               

Long term investment -            50.000      50.000      50.000      50.000      -            -                -                

Total non-current financial assets 6.900        55.563      60.838      61.649      60.390      7.532        11.319         9.034            

Net Interest Bearing Debt 401.501   315.192   350.080   406.888   439.322   383.344   341.557       441.762       

Common stock 55              55              66              71              77              83              83                  83                  

Preferred stock -            -            -            -            -            16              71                  71                  

Additional paid in capital 30              90              75.166      114.918   150.269   237.212   370.201       369.731       

Retained earnings -35.630    97.074      168.901   216.853   275.510   341.025   329.744       264.261       

Total equity -35.545    97.219      244.133   331.842   425.856   578.336   700.099       634.146       

Invested Capital 365.956   412.411   594.213   738.730   865.178   961.680   1.041.656   1.075.908   
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Scorpio Bulkers           
Analytical income statement   2013 2014 2015 
Operations           

Vessel revenue                   -           3.774         5.457  
Vessel revenue-related party pools               -         45.213       57.064  
Total operating income                 -         48.987       62.521  
Voyage expenses                   -           3.579             123  
Voyage expenses related party                664  
Vessel operating costs                 -           1.478       26.607  
Vessel operating costs related party               -               122         2.765  
Charter hire expense                 -         73.214       51.389  
G&A expenses            5.505       30.937       33.373  
G&A expenses-related party                 -               972         2.009  
Total OPEX            5.505    110.302    116.930  
EBITDA            -5.505     -61.315     -54.409  
Vessel depreciation                 -               686       14.263  
Write down on asset held for sale               -         55.487    422.937  
EBIT = NOPAT          -5.505   -117.488   -491.609  
Financing           

Interest income                341         1.052             356  
Financial expense, net                 -8           -172     -19.524  
Core NFE                  333             880     -19.168  
Foreign exchange gain/loss        -1.135               43             -12  
NFE                -802             923     -19.180  
Net income/loss          -6.307   -116.565   -510.789  

 

Scorpio Bulkers - Analytical balance sheet   2013 2014 2015 
Due from related parties                      -             42.373              8.197  
Prepaid expenses and other current assets                   61              3.872           11.247  
Assets held for sale                      -             43.781         172.888  
Total current operating assets                   61           90.026         192.332  
Accounts payable and accrued expenses             1.472           15.811           16.214  
Due to related parties                      -                1.231                 624  
Total current operating liabilities             1.472           17.042           16.838  

NWC                 -1.411           72.984         175.494  

Vessels, net                        -             66.633         764.454  
Vessels under construction          371.692         866.844         288.282  
Other assets                       35           19.543           14.736  
Due from related parties                      -                5.305           12.525  
Total non-current operating assets        371.727         958.325     1.079.997  
Total non-current operating liabilities                    -                       -      

Net Operating Assets          370.316     1.031.309     1.255.491  

Bank loans                        -                3.300         110.226  
Total current interest bearing liabilities                    -                3.300         110.226  
Cash and cash equivalents          733.896         272.673         200.300  
Total current interest-bearing assets        733.896         272.673         200.300  
Bank loans                        -             30.250         350.216  
Senior notes                        -             73.625           73.625  
Total non-current interest-bearing liabilities                    -           103.875         423.841  
Deferred financing cost                      -                3.181           12.807  
Total non-current interest-bearing assets                    -                3.181           12.807  

Net Interest Bearing Debt        -733.896       -168.679         320.960  

Common stock                 1.334              1.803                 287  
Paid-in capital        1.109.185     1.321.057     1.567.905  
Accumulated profit/deficit             -6.307       -122.872       -633.661  
Total equity        1.104.212     1.199.988         934.531  

Invested capital            370.316     1.031.309     1.255.491  
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- Gain/loss on time charter termination: the same as early redelivery cost or income as mentioned 

for Safe Bulkers.
13

 

- Gain from bargain purchase: this item represent the excess of fair value of assets acquired from 

Oceanbulk and the Pappas Companies (not of any relevance for this thesis) over the aggregate 

purchase considerations.  

- Bad debt expense: this item represents a write off related to unpaid hires from charterers, since 

the company has considered that such amounts were not recoverable.  

                                                           
13

 Star Bulkers Annual Report 2009 p.49 

Star Bulkers

Analytical Income Statement 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Core operations

Voyage revenues 238.883   142.351   121.042   106.912   85.684       68.296   145.041   234.035     

Management fee income -            -            -            153            478             1.598     2.346        251             

Total revenues 238.883   142.351   121.042   107.065   86.162       69.894   147.387   234.286     

Voyage expenses 3.504        15.374      16.839      22.429      19.598       7.549     42.341      72.877       

Charter hire expense -            -            -            -            -              -          -            1.025          

Vessel operating expenses 26.198      30.168      22.349      25.247      27.832       27.087   53.096      112.796     

Dry docking expenses 7.881        6.122        6.576        3.096        5.663          3.519     5.363        14.950       

Management fees 975            771            164            54              -              -          158            8.436          

G&A expenses 12.424      8.742        15.404      12.455      9.320          9.910     32.723      23.621       

Other operational loss -            -            -            4.050        1.226          1.125     94              -              

Other operational gain -            -            -26.648    -9.260      -3.507        -3.787    -10.003    -592            

Total OPEX 50.982      61.177      34.684      58.071      60.132       45.403   123.772   233.113     

EBITDA 187.901   81.174      86.358      48.994      26.030       24.491   23.615      1.173          

Depreciation 51.050      58.298      46.937      50.224      33.045       16.061   37.150      82.070       

(CORE) EBIT = NPATBUI 136.851   22.876      39.421      -1.230      -7.015        8.430     -13.535    -80.897      

Management fees related party -392          -            -            -            -              -          -            -              

Gain on time charter termination 9.711        16.219      -            2.010        6.454          -          -            -              

Loss on time charter termination -            -11.040    -            -            -              -          -            -2.114        

Loss on sale of vessel -            -            -            -            -3.190        -87          -            -20.585      

Gain from bargain purchase -            -            -            -            -              -          12.318      -              

Vessels impairment loss -3.646      -75.208    -34.947    -62.020    -303.219   -          -            -321.978   

Total other income/expense 5.673        -70.029    -34.947    -60.010    -299.955   -87          12.318      -344.677   

NOPAT 142.524   -47.153    4.474        -61.240    -306.970   8.343     -1.217      -425.574   

Financial and non-core operating items

Interest and finance cost -10.238    -9.914      -5.916      -5.227      -7.838        -6.814    -9.575      -29.661      

Interest and other income 1.201        806            525            744            246             230         629            1.090          

Core NFE -9.037      -9.108      -5.391      -4.483      -7.592        -6.584    -8.946      -28.571      

Gain/loss on derivatives 251            -2.154      -2.083      -390          41                91           -799          -3.268        

Loss on debt extinguishment -            -            -            -307          -              -          -652          -974            

Bad debt expense -            -            -2.131      -3.139      -              -          -215          -              

NFE -8.786      -11.262    -9.605      -8.319      -7.551        -6.493    -10.612    -32.813      

Net income 133.738   -58.415    -5.131      -69.559    -314.521   1.850     -11.829    -458.387   

Eqt in income of investee -            -            -            -            -              -          106            210             

Net income after eqt investee 133.738   -58.415    -5.131      -69.559    -314.521   1.850     -11.723    -458.177   
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- Excel Vessel Bridge Facility: related to a third-party loan for the purpose of funding cash 

considerations for Excel vessels. The amount was repaid in January the year after. 

Star Bulkers

Analytical balance sheet 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Trade accounts receivable, net 3.379        5.449        4.652        4.762        5.969          3.203          24.765         10.889         

Inventories 1.276        982            1.094        3.867        3.613          1.726          14.368         14.247         

Due from managers 1.747        147            75              70              81                81                81                  -                

Due from related parties 465            2.507        -            -            147             486             245               1.209            

Other current assets -            -            -            -            -              1.561          1.269            5.284            

Accrued income -            -            397            -            -              -              -                -                

Prepaid expenses and other receivables 680            3.120        3.326        3.467        5.877          1.212          4.350            8.604            

Total current operating assets 7.547        12.205      9.544        12.166      15.687       8.269          45.078         40.233         

Excel vessel bridge facility from related parties -            -            -            -            -              -              8.168            -                

Accounts payable 1.031        3.977        3.233        8.501        8.264          6.638          18.487         9.436            

Advances from sale of vessel -            -            -            -            -              -              1.100            -                

Due to related parties 156            336            603            436            262             559             2.166            422               

Due to managers -            -            55              48              -              -              -                2.291            

Accrued liabilities 3.296        2.293        1.865        3.870        3.422          3.501          13.738         14.773         

Deferred revenue 3.554        4.811        3.694        4.543        1.736          750             2.500            2.465            

Lease commitments short term 4.490            

Total current operating liabilities 8.037        11.417      9.450        17.398      13.684       11.448       46.159         33.877         

NWC -490          788            94              -5.232      2.003          -3.179        -1.081          6.356            

Advances for vessels under construction -            -            43.473      -            -              67.932       454.612       127.910       

Vessels and other fixed assets, net 821.284   668.698   610.817   638.532   291.207     326.674     1.441.851   1.757.552   

Long term investments -            -            -            -            -              -              634               844               

Due from managers 270            -            -            -            -              -              -                -                

Fair value of above market acquired time charter 14.148      -            -            20.699      14.330       7.978          11.908         254               

Other non-current assets -            -            -            -            -              -              -                -                

Total non-current operating assets 835.702   668.698   654.290   659.231   305.537     402.584     1.909.005   1.886.560   

Excel vessel bridge facility from related parties -            -            -            -            -              -              47.993         -                

Deferred revenue 5.072        847            203            -            -              -              -                -                

Fair value of below market acquired time charter 21.574      1.812        452            -            -              -              -                -                

Other non-current liabilities 53              58              64              95              162             200             266               431               

Total non-current operating liabilities 26.699      2.717        719            95              162             200             48.259         431               

Net Operating Assets 808.513   666.769   653.665   653.904   307.378     399.205     1.859.665   1.892.485   

Current portion of long term debt 49.250      59.675      33.785      34.674      28.766       18.286       88.317         127.141       

Derivative liability, current -            -            -            82              -              -              5.722            5.931            

Total current financial liabilities 49.250      59.675      33.785      34.756      28.766       18.286       94.039         133.072       

Cash and cash equivalents 29.475      40.142      12.824      15.072      12.950       53.548       86.000         208.056       

Restricted cash, current 2.486        8.353        1.550        4.159        9.326          1.862          3.352            3.769            

Derivative instrument 251            128            -            -            -              -              -                -                

Deposit on FFA 2.514        -            -            -            -              -              -                -                

Total current financial assets 34.726      48.623      14.374      19.231      22.276       55.410       89.352         211.825       

8% 2019 notes -            -            -            -            -              -              50.000         50.000         

Long term debt 247.250   187.575   171.044   231.466   195.348     172.048     667.315       734.597       

Derivative liability, non current -            -            -            -            -              -              2.010            2.518            

Lease commitments -            -            -            -            -              -              -                75.030         

Total non-current financial liabilities 247.250   187.575   171.044   231.466   195.348     172.048     719.325       862.145       

Deferred finance charges 1.391        1.041        1.022        1.776        1.636          1.114          8.029            16.037         

Derivative asset -            154            -            -            -              620             -                -                

Restricted cash, non-current 12.010      29.920      24.020      25.524      9.570          91                10.620         10.228         

Total non-current financial assets 13.401      31.115      25.042      27.300      11.206       1.825          18.649         26.265         

Net Interest Bearing Debt 248.373   167.512   165.413   219.691   190.632     133.099     705.363       757.127       

Preferred stock -            -            -            -            -              -              -                -                

Common stock 584            611            634            54              54                291             1.094            2.191            

Additional paid in capital 479.592   483.282   489.770   520.261   520.946     668.219     1.567.713   2.006.687   

Accumulated other comprehensive loss -            -            -            -            -              -              -378              -1.216          

Retained earnings/Accumulated deficit 79.964      15.364      -2.152      -86.102    -404.254   -402.404   -414.127     -872.304     

Total equity 560.140   499.257   488.252   434.213   116.746     266.106     1.154.302   1.135.358   

Invested Capital 808.513   666.769   653.665   653.904   307.378     399.205     1.859.665   1.892.485   
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Appendix 8.2 Taxation in Golden Ocean and Peers 

Golden Ocean:
14

 

The company is incorporated in Bermuda. Under current Bermuda law, the company is not required to 

pay taxes in Bermuda on either income or capital gains. The company has received written assurance 

from the Minister of Finance in Bermuda that, in the event of any such taxes being imposed, the company 

will be exempted from taxation until March 31, 2035. Based upon review of applicable laws and 

regulations, and after consultation with counsel, the company does not believe it is subject to material 

income taxes in any jurisdiction.  

Diana:
15

 

Under the laws of the countries of the companies’ incorporation and/or vessels’ registration, the 

companies are not subject to tax on international shipping income; however, they are subject to 

registration and tonnage taxes, which are included in vessel operating expenses.  

Pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code of the United States, US source income from the international 

operations of ships is generally exempt from US tax if the company operating the ships meets both of the 

following requirements, a) the company is organized in a foreign country that grants an equivalent 

exception to corporations organized in the US and b) either i) more than 50% of the value of the 

Company’s stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by individuals who are “residents” of the Company’s 

country of organization or of another foreign country that grants an “equivalent exemption” to 

corporations organized in the US (50% ownership test) or ii) the company’s stock is “primarily and 

regularly traded on an established securities market” ion its country of organization, in another country 

that grants an “equivalent exemption” to US corporations, or in the US (publicly traded test). The 

company and each of its subsidiaries expects to qualify for this statutory tax exemption for the 2014, 2013 

and 2012 taxable years, and the company takes this position for US federal income tax return reporting 

purposes.  

Safe Bulkers
16

: 

Entities within the group that are incorporated under the laws of either the Republic of Liberia or the 

Republic of the Marshall Islands are not subject to Liberian or Marshall Islands income taxes. However, 

each vessel-owning Subsidiary is subject to registration and tonnage taxes under the laws of the Republic 

of Cyprus or the Republic of the Marshall Islands depending on where each Company’s vessel is 

registered.  

Scorpio Bulkers
17

: 

Scorpio Bulkers are incorporated in the Marshall Islands. Under current Marshall Islands law, we are not 

subject to tax on income or capital gains, and no Marshall Islands withholding tax will be imposed upon 

payments of dividends by us to our shareholders. The company anticipate that that they will earn 

substantially all income from the hiring or leasing of vessels for use on a spot or time charter basis, from 

participation in a pool or from the performance of services directly related to those uses, all of which they 

refer to as “shipping income”. Regardless of whether the company qualify for exemption under the 

Section 883, they will not be subject to US federal income tax with respect to gain realized on a sale of a 

vessel, provided the sale is considered to occur outside of the Unites States under US federal income tax 

                                                           
14

 Golden Ocean Group Ltd. Annual report 2014 p.93 F-12 note 4. 
15

 Diana annual report 2014 p.114 
16

 Safe Bulkers Annual Report 2014 note F-11  
17

 Scorpio Bulkers Annual Report 2014 p.81 
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principles. In general, a sale of a vessel will be considered to occur outside of the US for this purpose if 

title to the vessel, and risk of loss with respect to the vessel, pass to the buyer outside of the United States. 

It is expected that any sale of a vessel by the company will be considered to occur outside of the United 

States.  

Star Bulkers
18

: 

Star Bulkers are incorporated in the Marshall Islands. Under current Marshall Islands law, they are not 

subject to tax on income or capital gains, and no Marshall Islands withholding tax will be imposed upon 

payments of dividends by them to their shareholders.  

 

Appendix 8.3 Key Financials – DuPont Structure and Formulas
19

 

 

ROE =
Net Income

Total Equity
= ROIC + (ROIC − NBC) ∗

D

E
 

ROIC =
NOPAT

Invested Capital
= Asset turnover rate ∗ profit margin 

Profit margin =
NOPAT

Total Operating Revenues
 

NBC =
Net Financial Expenses

Net Interest Bearing Debt
∗ 100  

Asset Turnover Rate =
Total Operating Revenues

Invested Capital
∗ 100 

FGEAR =
NIBD

Equity
 

                                                           
18

 Star Bulkers Annual Report 2014 p.94-95 
19

 Petersen & Plenborg (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis p.120 

ROE 

ROIC 

Profit margin 

- Revenue 

- Opex 

- Depreciation 

Asset Turnover 
Rate 

- NWC 

- Non-current assets & 
liabilities - Financial leverage 

- NBC 
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Appendix 8.4 Common Size and Trend Analysis Golden  
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Golden Ocean

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Voyage expenses and comission 1% 1% 18% 14% 14% 22% 17% 22% 16% 23% 30% 41%

Ship/vessel operating expenses 5% 4% 4% 4% 2% 6% 8% 11% 18% 15% 22% 44%

Charter hire expense 47% 53% 53% 56% 57% 35% 36% 23% 13% 19% 17% 16%

Administrative expenses 2% 4% 3% 1% 2% 3% 3% 3% 6% 4% 5% 7%

Depreciation 4% 5% 4% 2% 1% 5% 8% 11% 16% 13% 19% 28%

Unusual items 0% -2% -2% 11% 18% 10% 5% -10% -17% 4% -48% -50%

Net Financial Expenses -3% 11% -3% -6% -2% 23% -5% -15% -10% -3% -13% -31%

Total OPEX 55% 61% 78% 74% 75% 66% 64% 60% 53% 60% 74% 107%

EBITDA 45% 39% 22% 26% 25% 34% 36% 40% 47% 40% 26% -7%

EBIT 40% 34% 18% 24% 24% 29% 28% 29% 32% 27% 7% -35%

NOPAT 40% 32% 16% 34% 42% 39% 33% 19% 15% 31% -40% -85%

Golden Ocean

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Voyage expenses and comission 100% 205% 288% 162% 138% 149% 78% 148% 160% 164%

Ship/vessel operating expenses 100% 221% 147% 193% 270% 319% 365% 405% 496% 730%

Charter hire expense 100% 285% 778% 1077% 244% 276% 144% 59% 114% 86% 61%

Administrative expenses 100% 205% 266% 415% 293% 285% 304% 374% 346% 336% 353%

Depreciation 100% 152% 113% 168% 303% 333% 353% 381% 468% 520%

Unusual items 100% -1258% -2920% -618% -325% 542% 646% -190% 2036% 1594%

Net Financial Expenses 100% -80% -399% -152% 790% -188% -452% -221% -103% -326% -580%

Total OPEX 100% 361% 901% 1221% 399% 422% 327% 208% 320% 322% 350%

EBITDA 100% 160% 488% 627% 313% 370% 338% 289% 327% 176% -38%

EBIT 100% 153% 515% 689% 308% 333% 286% 223% 258% 57% -206%

NOPAT 100% 143% 789% 1294% 446% 415% 198% 112% 310% -333% -526%

Trend Analysis Income Statement

Common-Size Income Statement
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Appendix 8.5 Index of Invested Capital Golden Ocean and Peers 

 

 

 

 

Golden Ocean

Common Size Balance Sheet 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Current Operating Assets 115% 11% 13% 12% 8% 11% 6% 9% 9% 12% 12% 44%

Current Operating Liabilities 25% 9% 13% 11% 6% 6% 7% 8% 19% 12% 9% 13%

Non-Current Operating Assets 1008% 304% 146% 102% 91% 274% 251% 319% 382% 272% 322% 1013%

Non-Current Operating Liabilities 0% 0% 0% 10% 8% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 4%

Current Financial Liabilities 87% 70% 33% 43% 64% 18% 11% 24% 36% 30% 52% 29%

Current Financial Assets 411% 18% 16% 43% 7% 27% 62% 54% 93% 101% 87% 63%

Non-Current Financial Liabilities 922% 247% 107% 78% 10% 135% 151% 183% 193% 139% 179% 490%

Non-Current Financial Assets 0% 78% 30% 11% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 26%

Net Working Capital 90% 2% -1% 1% 2% 4% -1% 1% -10% -1% 3% 31%

Net Operating Assets 1098% 306% 145% 92% 85% 278% 249% 320% 370% 271% 325% 1040%

Net Interest Bearing Debt 598% 222% 94% 67% 66% 127% 100% 153% 136% 68% 140% 431%

Total Equity 501% 83% 51% 26% 19% 151% 149% 167% 234% 203% 185% 609%

Golden Ocean

Trend-Analysis Balance Sheet 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Current Operating Assets 100% 189% 610% 1488% 1406% 667% 438% 492% 367% 652% 540% 1517%

Current Operating Liabilities 100% 725% 2974% 6445% 4943% 1854% 2324% 2046% 3704% 3230% 1831% 2062%

Non-Current Operating Assets 100% 595% 805% 1471% 1760% 1956% 1972% 2071% 1793% 1718% 1670% 3938%

Non-Current Operating Liabilities 100% 108% 0% 4% 4% 3% 3% 2% 12%

Current Financial Liabilities 100% 1607% 2138% 7181% 14350% 1525% 1003% 1788% 1985% 2185% 3160% 1322%

Current Financial Assets 100% 86% 212% 1536% 339% 465% 1193% 861% 1068% 1562% 1110% 598%

Non-Current Financial Liabilities 100% 530% 648% 1235% 203% 1057% 1297% 1297% 989% 961% 1015% 2081%

Non-Current Financial Assets 100% 111% 101% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 15% 65%

Net Working Capital 100% 44% -33% 141% 445% 344% -75% 70% -539% -49% 190% 1369%

Net Operating Assets 100% 549% 736% 1228% 1508% 1823% 1799% 1902% 1597% 1570% 1545% 3711%

Net Interest Bearing Debt 100% 734% 880% 1631% 2158% 1532% 1325% 1667% 1079% 725% 1222% 2824%

Total Equity 100% 328% 564% 747% 731% 2171% 2365% 2181% 2216% 2578% 1931% 4770%

Golden Ocean

Index Of Invested Capital 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Net Working Capital 100% 77% -17% 16% -121% -11% 43% 308%

Vessels & Equipment 100% 111% 112% 118% 102% 98% 95% 224%

Invested Capital 100% 121% 119% 126% 106% 104% 102% 246%

Diana Shipping

Index Of Invested Capital 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Net Working Capital 100% 148% 118% 32% -36% 34% 0% -29%

Vessels & Equipment 100% 104% 124% 119% 129% 147% 157% 164%

Invested Capital 100% 104% 127% 123% 135% 152% 163% 171%

Safe Bulkers

Index Of Invested Capital 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Net Working Capital 100% 268% 153% 220% -194% -317% -68% -193%

Vessels & Equipment 100% 121% 165% 201% 219% 241% 267% 273%

Invested Capital 100% 113% 162% 202% 236% 263% 285% 294%

Scorpio Bulkers

Index Of Invested Capital 2013 2014 2015

Net Working Capital 100% -5173% -12438%

Vessels & Equipment 100% 258% 291%

Invested Capital 100% 278% 339%
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Appendix 8.6 Liquidity risk formulas and graphic illustrations 

 

Liquidity Cycle =
365

Total revenues
NWC

 

Current Ratio =
Current Assets

Current Liabilities
 

Solvency Ratio =
Equity

Equity + NIBD
 

Interest Coverage Ratio =
EBIT

Net Financial Expenses
 

 

Star Bulkers

Index Of Invested Capital 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Net Working Capital 100% -161% -19% 1068% -409% 649% 221% -1297%

Vessels & Equipment 100% 80% 78% 79% 37% 48% 228% 226%

Invested Capital 100% 82% 81% 81% 38% 49% 230% 234%
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Chapter 9 Forecasting 

Appendix 9.1 Forecasting Freight Rates 

Source: ©Clarksons Research Data/Compiled by authors 

 

Freight rates BDI avg. Supramax Capesize Panamax Handy

Low point 4.763     

High point 8.625     

CAGR 20,64%

Freight rates BDI avg. Supramax Capesize Panamax Handy

Low point 7.998     

High point 12.537  

CAGR 22,15%

Freight rates BDI avg. Supramax Capesize Panamax Handy

Low point 7.714     

High point 32.294  

CAGR 42,01%

Freight rates BDI avg. Supramax Capesize Panamax Handy

Low point 15.089  20.256       28.708         17.947       14.850          

High point 62.559  63.763       172.075       76.800       44.168          

CAGR 135% 99% 192% 139% 141%

CYCLE 1: 1985 - 1992 (Freight rate per day)

CYCLE 2: 1993 - 2000 (Freight rate per day)

CYCLE 3: 2000 - 2006 (Freight rate per day)

CYCLE 4: 2007 - Present (freight rate per day)

--------> mar-04
Period length:

4,08

Recovery period: apr-06 --------> dec-07
Period length:

1,67

Recovery period: jan-85 --------> mar-88
Period length:

3,16

Recovery period: dec-92 --------> mar-95
Period length:

2,25

Recovery period: feb-00
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Appendix 9.2 Historical Development in Value Drivers and Balance Sheet 

 

Appendix 9.3 Pro Forma Income Statement Golden Ocean 

 

 

Appendix 9.4 Pro Forma Balance Sheet Golden Ocean 

 

 

Golden Ocean

Income statement 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Growth operating revenues 1874% 182% 162% 34% -63% 10% -18% -28% 34% -18% -25%

Voyage expenses 1% 1% 18% 14% 14% 22% 17% 22% 16% 23% 30% 41%

Ship opex 5% 4% 4% 4% 2% 6% 8% 11% 18% 15% 22% 44%

Charter hire expense 47% 53% 53% 56% 57% 35% 36% 23% 13% 19% 17% 16%

Administrative expenses 3074% 205% 130% 156% 71% 97% 107% 123% 93% 97% 105%

Depreciations 0,4% 1,7% 2,6% 2,1% 1,3% 1,8% 3,2% 3,3% 4,1% 4,6% 5,8% 2,7%

Adj. Unusual items 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% -3,8% -4,2% -0,2% 2,1% -3,5% 3,6% 24,7% 35,7%

NFE/NIBD -0,4% 4,8% -3,2% -8,7% -2,5% 18,3% -5,0% -9,6% -7,3% -5,0% -9,4% -7,3%

Gain on sale of assets 0% 0% 2% 11% 22% 15% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Balance sheet 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Current operating assets 115% 11% 13% 12% 8% 11% 6% 9% 9% 12% 12% 44%

Current liabilities 25% 9% 13% 11% 6% 6% 7% 8% 19% 12% 9% 13%

Vessels, net 340% 94% 46% 244% 204% 150% 120% 96% 109% 105% 213%

Vessels under construction 116% 97% 55% 83% 54% 14% 263% 799%

Other non-current operating assets 5% 131% 83% 31% 20% 35% 44% 50% 65% 51% 30% 13%

Non-current operating liabilities 0% 0% 0% 10% 8% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 4%

Total equity 46% 27% 35% 28% 22% 54% 60% 52% 63% 75% 57% 59%

NIBD 54% 73% 65% 72% 78% 46% 40% 48% 37% 25% 43% 41%

% of previous year

% of PP&E

% of total revenues

NFE/NIBD ratio

% of total revenues

Forecast function

Per-vessel basis

% of total revenues

% of total revenues

Per-vessel basis

Forecast function

Individual

Individual

% of revenues

% of revenues

% of revenues

% of revenues

% of invested capital

% of invested capital

Golden Ocean

Core operations 2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Total operating revenues 158.062      208.509      290.152      411.624      433.034      450.489      461.752      

Voyage expenses and comission 64.890        45.301        63.038        89.429        94.081        97.873        100.320      

Ship/vessel operating expenses 68.980        27.953        38.898        55.183        58.053        60.393        61.903        

Charter hire expense 65.846        65.846        65.846        65.846        65.846        65.846        67.492        

Administrative expenses 12.469        12.469        12.469        12.469        12.469        12.469        12.781        

OPEX 234.626      177.845      206.528      249.204      256.725      262.858      269.429      

EBITDA -76.564      30.664        83.624        162.420      176.308      187.632      192.322      

Depreciation 59.805        60.477        61.565        63.184        66.153        69.136        70.864        

(CORE) EBIT = NPATBUI -136.369    -29.813      22.059        99.236        110.156      118.496      121.458      

SUM Unusual items 7.171          9.460          13.164        18.676        19.647        20.439        20.950        

Vessel impairment loss -             -             -             -             -             -             -             

Gain on sale of assets 3.161          4.170          5.803          8.232          8.661          9.010          9.235          

NOPAT -126.037    -16.183      41.026        126.145      138.464      147.945      151.643      

NFE -46.677      -47.207      -48.064      -49.340      -51.658      -53.987      -55.337      

Net Income -172.714    -63.390      -7.038        76.805        86.805        93.957        96.306        

Balance Sheet 2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Total current operating assets 21.333        28.141        39.160        55.555        58.444        60.800        62.320        

Total current operating liabilities 16.491        21.754        30.272        42.945        45.179        47.000        48.175        

NWC 4.842          6.387          8.888          12.609        13.265        13.800        14.145        

Other non-current operating assets 66.687        87.971        122.416      173.665      182.698      190.062      194.814      

Total non-current operating assets 1.893.506   1.914.790   1.949.235   2.000.484   2.094.475   2.188.922   2.243.645   

Total non-current operating liabilities 4.170          5.501          7.655          10.860        11.425        11.885        12.182        

Net operating assets 1.894.177   1.915.676   1.950.468   2.002.234   2.096.316   2.190.837   2.245.608   

NIBD 835.010      844.487      859.824      882.644      924.118      965.786      989.931      

Total equity 1.059.168   1.071.189   1.090.644   1.119.589   1.172.197   1.225.051   1.255.677   

Invested Capital 1.894.177   1.915.676   1.950.468   2.002.234   2.096.316   2.190.837   2.245.608   
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Appendix 9.5 Estimated CAPEX, EVA and Cash Flow Statement Golden Ocean 

 

 

 

 

 

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Total non-current assets ultimo 1.893.506  1.914.790  1.949.235    2.000.484   2.094.475   2.188.922   2.243.645   

Depreciation 59.805       60.477       61.565         63.184        66.153        69.136        70.864        

Total non-current assets primo 1.926.486  1.893.506  1.914.790    1.949.235   2.000.484   2.094.475   2.188.922   

CAPEX 26.825       81.761       96.010         114.433      160.144      163.583      125.587      

CAPEX ('000 USD)

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

NOPAT -126.037    -16.183      41.026         126.145      138.464      147.945      151.643      

Addback depreciations 59.805       60.477       61.565         63.184        66.153        69.136        70.864        

Change in NWC 55.082       -1.545        -2.501         -3.721        -656           -535           -345           

CAPEX -26.825      -81.761      -96.010       -114.433    -160.144    -163.583    -125.587    

Change in non-current liabilities -4.370        1.331         2.154           3.205          565             461             297             

FCFF -42.344      -37.681      6.234           74.379        44.381        53.424        96.872        

Change in NIBD 15.789       9.477         15.337         22.820        41.474        41.668        24.145        

NFE -46.677      -47.207      -48.064       -49.340      -51.658      -53.987      -55.337      

FCFE -73.232      -75.411      -26.493       47.859        34.197        41.104        65.680        

Dividends -73.232      -75.411      -26.493       47.859        34.197        41.104        65.680        

Cash surplus -             -             -              -             -             -             -             

Cash-flow Statement ('000 USD)

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Equity primo 1.158.649    1.059.168   1.071.189   1.090.644   1.119.589   1.172.197   1.225.051    

Net income -172.714     -63.390      -7.038        76.805        86.805        93.957        96.306         

Dividends (negative = payout to investors) 73.232         75.411        26.493        -47.859      -34.197      -41.104      -65.680        

Equity ultimo 1.059.168    1.071.189   1.090.644   1.119.589   1.172.197   1.225.051   1.255.677    

NIBD 835.010       844.487      859.824      882.644      924.118      965.786      989.931       

Invested capital ultimo 1.894.177    1.915.676   1.950.468   2.002.234   2.096.316   2.190.837   2.245.608    

Equity forecast (USD '000)

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

NOPAT -126.037     -16.183        41.026          126.145         138.464       147.945      151.643       

Invested Capital Primo 1.977.870   1.894.177   1.915.676    1.950.468      2.002.234   2.096.316   2.190.837   

Cost of Capital 172.707      165.399       167.277       170.315         174.835       183.050      191.304       

EVA -298.744     -181.582     -126.251      -44.170          -36.371       -35.105       -39.660        

EVA
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Appendix 9.6 Forecasted Revenue and Charter Hire Expense (Per-vessel Basis) 

 

No Vessel type Built Ownership Name Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

1 Newcastlemax 2016 Own Golden Scape 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

2 Newcastlemax 2016 Own Golden Swift 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

3 Capesize 2016 Own Golden Fullham 9.505     9.505     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

4 Capesize 2016 Own KSL Mediterranian 9.505     9.505     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

5 Capesize 2016 TC KSL Baltic 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     --> out of fleet

6 Capesize 2016 Own Golden Circus 5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

7 Capesize 2016 Own Front Cumulus 5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

8 Capesize 2016 Own KSL Shanghai 5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

9 Capesize 2016 Own KSL Savannah 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

10 Capesize 2016 Own KSL Caribbean 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

11 Capesize 2016 Own Golden Barnet 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

12 Capesize 2016 Own Golden Bexley 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

13 Capesize 2015 Own Golden Finsbury 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

14 Capesize 2015 Own Golden Aso 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

15 Capesize 2015 Own KSL Stockholm 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

16 Capesize 2015 Own Golden Kathrine 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

17 Capesize 2015 Own KSL Sakura 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

18 Capesize 2015 Own KSL Seville 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

19 Capesize 2015 Own KSL Seoul 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

20 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Santos 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

21 Capesize 2014 Own KSL San Francisco 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

22 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Salvador 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

23 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Santiago 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

24 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Sydney 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

25 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Sapporo 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

26 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Singapore 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

27 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Seattle 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

28 Capesize 2013 TC w/POP KSL China 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     9.896     11.690   11.690   11.690   

29 Capesize 2011 TC w/POP Golden Zhoushan 5.124       5.124       4.338      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

30 Capesize 2010 TC w/POP Golden Zhejiang 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

31 Capesize 2010 Own Golden Opus 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

32 Capesize 2010 TC w/POP Golden Future 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     11.406   11.406  11.406   11.406   16.503   16.503   16.503   16.503   

33 Capesize 2010 TC w/POP Golden Beijing 7.883       7.883       7.883      7.883     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

34 Capesize 2009 TC w/POP Golden Magnum 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

35 Capesize 2009 TC w/POP Belgravia 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

36 Capesize 2009 TC w/POP Battersea 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

37 Capesize 2009 Own Golden Shui 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

38 Capesize 2009 Own Golden Feng 5.124       5.124       5.124      5.124     7.699     7.699     7.699     7.699     11.690   11.690   11.690   11.690   

39 Kamsarmax 2012 Own Golden Ginger 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     5.385     6.361     6.361     6.361     9.184     9.184     9.184     9.184     

40 Kamsarmax 2012 Own Golden Daisy 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     5.385     6.361     6.361     6.361     9.184     9.184     9.184     9.184     

41 Kamsarmax 2012 Own Golden Rose 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     5.385     6.361     6.361     6.361     9.184     9.184     9.184     9.184     

42 Kamsarmax 2011 Own Golden Enterprise 3.725       4.400       4.400      4.400     6.361     6.361     6.361     6.361     9.184     9.184     9.184     9.184     

43 Kamsarmax 2011 Own Golden Endurer 22.800     22.800    22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800  22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   

44 Kamsarmax 2010 Own Golden Empress 22.800     22.800    22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800  22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   

45 Kamsarmax 2010 Own Golden Endeavour 18.525     18.525    18.525   18.525   18.525   18.525  18.525   18.525   18.525   18.525   18.525   18.525   

46 Kamsarmax 2010 Own Golden Eminence 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     6.361     6.361     6.361     6.361     9.184     9.184     9.184     9.184     

47 Kamsarmax 2010 BB w/POP Golden Eclipse 28.025     28.025    28.025   28.025   28.025   28.025  28.025   28.025   28.025   28.025   28.025   28.025   

48 Panamax 2014 Own Golden Ruby 4.840       4.840       4.840      4.840     6.997     6.997     6.997     6.997     10.102   10.102   10.102   10.102   

49 Panamax 2013 Own Golden Diamond 4.840       4.840       4.840      4.840     6.997     6.997     6.997     6.997     10.102   8.552     10.102   10.102   

50 Panamax 2013 Own Golden Pearl 4.840       4.840       4.840      4.840     6.997     6.997     6.997     6.997     10.102   8.552     10.102   10.102   

51 Panamax 2013 Own Golden Brilliant 4.840       4.840       4.840      4.840     6.997     6.997     6.997     6.997     10.102   8.552     10.102   10.102   

52 Panamax 2012 Own Golden Bull 16.788     16.788    16.788   16.788   16.788   14.212  16.788   6.997     10.102   10.102   10.102   10.102   

53 Panamax 2011 Own Golden Suek 17.000     17.000    17.000   4.840     6.997     5.924     6.997     6.997     10.102   10.102   10.102   10.102   

54 Panamax 2009 Own Golden Strength 4.840       4.840       4.840      4.840     6.997     6.997     6.997     6.997     10.102   10.102   10.102   10.102   

55 Panamax 2008 Own Golden Ice 4.840       4.840       4.840      4.840     6.997     6.997     6.997     6.997     10.102   8.552     10.102   10.102   

56 Panamax 2008 Own Golden Opportunity 4.840       4.840       4.840      4.840     6.997     6.997     6.997     6.997     10.102   8.552     10.102   10.102   

57 Panamax 2008 Own Golden Saguenay 4.840       4.840       4.840      4.840     6.997     6.997     6.997     6.997     10.102   8.552     10.102   10.102   

58 Panamax 1999 BB w/POP Golden Lyderhorn 4.840       4.840       4.840      --> out of fleet

59 Supramax 2016 Own Golden Libra 4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

60 Supramax 2016 Own Golden Virgo 4.400       4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

61 Supramax 2016 Own Golden Leo 4.400       4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

62 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Taurus 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

63 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Gemini 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

64 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Aries 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

65 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Cecilie 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

66 Supramax 2015 TC w/POP Golden Hawk 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

67 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Cathrine 4.400       4.400       4.400      4.400     6.178     6.178     6.178     6.178     8.662     8.662     8.662     8.662     

Total revenues (USD)

2016 2017 2018

158.061.840                                                     208.509.458                                                290.151.803                                                 
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No Vessel type Built Ownership Name Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

1 Newcastlemax 2016 Own Golden Scape 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   17.224   20.346   20.346   20.346   

2 Newcastlemax 2016 Own Golden Swift 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   17.224   20.346   20.346   20.346   

3 Capesize 2016 Own Golden Fullham 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

4 Capesize 2016 Own KSL Mediterranian 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

5 Capesize 2016 TC KSL Baltic

6 Capesize 2016 Own Golden Circus 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   17.224   20.346   20.346   20.346   

7 Capesize 2016 Own Front Cumulus 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   17.224   20.346   20.346   20.346   

8 Capesize 2016 Own KSL Shanghai 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   17.224   20.346   20.346   20.346   

9 Capesize 2016 Own KSL Savannah 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   17.224   20.346   

10 Capesize 2016 Own KSL Caribbean 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   17.224   

11 Capesize 2016 Own Golden Barnet 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   17.224   

12 Capesize 2016 Own Golden Bexley 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   17.224   

13 Capesize 2015 Own Golden Finsbury 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   16.273   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

14 Capesize 2015 Own Golden Aso 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   16.273   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

15 Capesize 2015 Own KSL Stockholm 23.879   23.879   23.879   23.879   25.073   21.226   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

16 Capesize 2015 Own Golden Kathrine 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   16.273   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

17 Capesize 2015 Own KSL Sakura 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   16.273   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

18 Capesize 2015 Own KSL Seville 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   16.273   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

19 Capesize 2015 Own KSL Seoul 23.879   23.879   23.879   23.879   25.073   25.073   25.073   21.226   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

20 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Santos 15.161   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

21 Capesize 2014 Own KSL San Francisco 20.215   23.879   23.879   23.879   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

22 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Salvador 23.879   20.215   23.879   23.879   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

23 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Santiago 23.879   20.215   23.879   23.879   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

24 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Sydney 23.879   23.879   20.215   23.879   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

25 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Sapporo 17.909   17.909   15.161   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

26 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Singapore 23.879   23.879   23.879   20.215   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

27 Capesize 2014 Own KSL Seattle 23.879   23.879   23.879   20.215   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

28 Capesize 2013 TC w/POP KSL China 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

29 Capesize 2011 TC w/POP Golden Zhoushan 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   17.224   20.346   

30 Capesize 2010 TC w/POP Golden Zhejiang 23.879   23.879   23.879   23.879   25.073   21.226   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

31 Capesize 2010 Own Golden Opus 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   16.273   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

32 Capesize 2010 TC w/POP Golden Future 23.879   23.879   23.879   23.879   25.073   21.226   25.073   25.073   25.700   25.700   25.700   25.700   

33 Capesize 2010 TC w/POP Golden Beijing 17.909   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   16.273   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

34 Capesize 2009 TC w/POP Golden Magnum 17.909   15.161   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

35 Capesize 2009 TC w/POP Belgravia 17.909   15.161   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

36 Capesize 2009 TC w/POP Battersea 17.909   15.161   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

37 Capesize 2009 Own Golden Shui 15.161   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

38 Capesize 2009 Own Golden Feng 15.161   17.909   17.909   17.909   19.223   19.223   19.223   19.223   20.346   20.346   20.346   20.346   

39 Kamsarmax 2012 Own Golden Ginger 13.392   13.392   13.392   13.392   14.375   14.375   14.375   14.375   15.214   15.214   15.214   15.214   

40 Kamsarmax 2012 Own Golden Daisy 13.392   13.392   13.392   13.392   14.375   14.375   14.375   14.375   15.214   15.214   15.214   15.214   

41 Kamsarmax 2012 Own Golden Rose 13.392   13.392   13.392   13.392   14.375   14.375   14.375   14.375   15.214   15.214   15.214   15.214   

42 Kamsarmax 2011 Own Golden Enterprise 13.392   13.392   13.392   13.392   14.375   14.375   14.375   14.375   15.214   15.214   15.214   15.214   

43 Kamsarmax 2011 Own Golden Endurer 22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   19.302   22.800   22.800   22.800   15.214   15.214   15.214   15.214   

44 Kamsarmax 2010 Own Golden Empress 22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   19.302   22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   22.800   

45 Kamsarmax 2010 Own Golden Endeavour 18.525   18.525   18.525   18.525   15.683   18.525   18.525   14.375   15.214   15.214   15.214   15.214   

46 Kamsarmax 2010 Own Golden Eminence 13.392   13.392   13.392   13.392   12.169   14.375   14.375   14.375   15.214   15.214   15.214   15.214   

47 Kamsarmax 2010 BB w/POP Golden Eclipse 28.025   28.025   28.025   28.025   23.725   28.025   14.375   14.375   15.214   15.214   15.214   15.214   

48 Panamax 2014 Own Golden Ruby 14.732   12.472   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

49 Panamax 2013 Own Golden Diamond 14.732   14.732   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

50 Panamax 2013 Own Golden Pearl 14.732   14.732   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

51 Panamax 2013 Own Golden Brilliant 14.732   14.732   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

52 Panamax 2012 Own Golden Bull 14.732   14.732   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

53 Panamax 2011 Own Golden Suek 14.732   14.732   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

54 Panamax 2009 Own Golden Strength 14.732   12.472   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

55 Panamax 2008 Own Golden Ice 14.732   14.732   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

56 Panamax 2008 Own Golden Opportunity 14.732   14.732   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

57 Panamax 2008 Own Golden Saguenay 14.732   14.732   14.732   14.732   15.812   15.812   15.812   15.812   16.736   16.736   16.736   16.736   

58 Panamax 1999 BB w/POP Golden Lyderhorn

59 Supramax 2016 Own Golden Libra 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   13.167   13.167   13.167   11.798   13.936   13.936   13.936   

60 Supramax 2016 Own Golden Virgo 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   13.167   13.167   13.167   11.798   13.936   13.936   13.936   

61 Supramax 2016 Own Golden Leo 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   13.167   13.167   13.167   11.798   13.936   13.936   13.936   

62 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Taurus 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   11.147   13.167   13.167   13.936   13.936   13.936   13.936   

63 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Gemini 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   11.147   13.167   13.167   13.936   13.936   13.936   13.936   

64 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Aries 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   11.147   13.167   13.167   13.936   13.936   13.936   13.936   

65 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Cecilie 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   13.167   11.147   13.167   13.936   13.936   13.936   13.936   

66 Supramax 2015 TC w/POP Golden Hawk 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   13.167   11.147   13.167   13.936   13.936   13.936   13.936   

67 Supramax 2015 Own Golden Cathrine 12.267   12.267   12.267   12.267   13.167   13.167   11.147   13.167   13.936   13.936   13.936   13.936   

2021

411.623.954                                                 433.033.780                                                 450.489.432                                                 Total revenues (USD)

2019 2020
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Each quarterly quoted number quoted in the per-vessel revenue forecast indicates the estimated daily 

freight rate times the estimated utilization. The summarized revenues on the lower row is multiplied with 

the all the days the vessel operate at this rate during the year.   

Appendix 9.7 Added OPEX from new deliveries in 2016 for Golden Ocean 

 

 

 

 

Charter-hire expense (USD) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

KSL Baltic TC-In 6.424.000      -                  -                   -                   -                   -                   

KSL China TC-In 6.424.000      6.424.000     6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      

Golden Zhoushan TC-In 6.424.000      6.424.000     6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      

Golden Zhejiang TC-In 6.424.000      6.424.000     6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      

Golden Future TC-In 6.424.000      6.424.000     6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      

Golden Beijing TC-In -                   6.424.000     6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      

Golden Magnum TC-In 6.424.000      6.424.000     6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      

Belgravia TC-In 6.424.000      6.424.000     6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      

Battersea TC-In 6.424.000      6.424.000     6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      6.424.000      

Golden Hawk TC-In 4.818.000      4.818.000     4.818.000      4.818.000      4.818.000      4.818.000      

Golden Lyderhorn BB 4.818.000      4.818.000     4.818.000      4.818.000      4.818.000      4.818.000      

Golden Eclipse BB 4.818.000      4.818.000     4.818.000      4.818.000      4.818.000      4.818.000      

Sum Charter Expense 65.846.000    65.846.000   65.846.000    65.846.000    65.846.000    65.846.000    

Capesize budget 5.400            --> ref. CFO Birgitte Vartdal (internal budget)

Supramax budget 4.600            --> Q4'15 presentation

Days per month 30,42            

Type Name Delivery'16 2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e

Capesize Gloden Barnet 1-Mar 1.642              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize Golden Bexley 1-Mar 1.642              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize Golden Scape 1-Mar 1.642              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize Golden Swift 1-Mar 1.642              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize Golden Fullham 1-Jan 1.966              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize KSL Mediterranian 1-Jan 1.966              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize Golden Circus 1-Jan 1.966              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize Front Cumulus 1-Feb 1.798              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize KSL Shanghai 1-Apr 1.474              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize KSL Savannah 1-Jun 1.145              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Capesize KSL Caribbean 1-Feb 1.798              1.971                  1.971              1.971           1.971              1.971              

Supramax Golden Leo 1-Feb 1.532              1.532                  1.532              1.532           1.532              1.532              

Supramax Golden Virgo 1-Apr 1.256              1.532                  1.532              1.532           1.532              1.532              

Supramax Golden Libra 1-Jun 975                 1.532                  1.532              1.532           1.532              1.532              

Total 22.441           26.276                26.276           26.276        26.276           26.276           

Additional OPEX due to deliveries
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Chapter 10: WACC 

Appendix 10.1 Raw Beta of Golden Ocean 

Beta Values Based on 5-year regression 

  

 

 

Appendix 10.2 Raw Beta from Comparable Firms 

 

We have applied the same regression procedure for the peers as for Golden Ocean whereas these have 

been regressed on MSCI World, MSCI Europe, New York Stock Exchange (if listed there) and NASDAQ 

(if listed there). As Scorpio have not been listed for five years we have chosen to exclude the company 

from the average peer-beta estimate as we believe a regression on 2 years would be misleading.  

y = 1,3651x - 0,0452 
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Golden Ocean on NASDAQ 

Raw beta, past 5 years Levered D/E ratio Unlevered

Diana 1,02707 0,26 0,82

Safe 1,28969 1,04 0,63

Scorpio

Star 1,66141 1,49 0,67

Average 0,71

Source: Datastream/Compiled by authors
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Appendix 10.3 Fundamental Beta Analysis 

 

 

Appendix 10.4 Golden Ocean Capital Structure, Beta Calculation and CAPM 

('000 USD)             

Cap.structure 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Average 

MV Equity.   333.900      128.290      280.040    362.950    184.760     257.988  

NIBD   483.738      312.977      210.338    354.580    819.221     436.171  

D/E 1,45 2,44 0,75 0,98 4,43 2,01 

D/EV 0,59 0,71 0,43 0,49 0,82 0,61 

E/EV 0,41 0,29 0,57 0,51 0,18 0,39 

Source: Datastream/Annual reports/Compiled by authors     

 

 

 

 

Risk level GOGL's ability to manage operating risk

External risk Not sufficient

- Demand for commodities High Changing demand for commodities have a severe impact on freight rates

- Orderbook for new vessels High Few possibilities to affect global orderbook

- Bunker prices High Do not hedge any bunker price exposure

Strategic risk Not sufficient

- Rivalry among competitors High Very diversified market, many operators

- Suppliers power Medium Weak during strong markets and vica verca

- Customers power High Customers can choose among many operators

- Substitutes Low Ship by air, rail or road are not substantial substitutes

- Threat of entry Medium Usually high, although very volatile as ship values are very volatile.

- Market growth Medium Weak market. We expect improvements.

- Cost inflation Medium Small margins, however not expected any regulations.

- Ability to adjust freight rates High Price takers. Freight rates are highly given by the market.

Operating risk Reasonable

- Fleet utilization Medium Average with the rest of the industry

- Management quality Medium Highly experienced management and board

- Choice of cost structure Medium OPEX at a minimum level 

- Product quality (ships) Medium Considered one of the leading service providers 

- Quality of the fleet Medium Built at leading shipyards, but mostly Chinese

- Efficiency Medium At a industry average

- Newbuilding risk High The company have a large newbuilding program

Total assessment of operating risk: High

Risk level GOGL's ability to manage financial risk

- Financial leverage High Relatively high

- Access to financial markets Low Good access to debt facilities with good terms

Loan characteristics

- Variable interest rate Medium Varies with market tendencies, medium on average

- Time to maturity Medium Good terms with long time to maturity. Although significant current portions.

- Foreign currency Low Nearly all of the revenues are billed in USD

Total assessment of financial risk: Neutral

Source: Petersen & Plenborg (2012) - Table 10.6 p.262/Compiled by authors

Types of financial risk

Types of operating risk
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Beta calculation 
Regressed            0,386  

Industry average          0,690  
Comparable firms          0,705  

Fundamental beta          0,415  

Average            0,549  
Relevered            1,653  

Adjusted            1,435  
 

Appendix 10.5 Implied Credit Rating and Cost of Debt – Golden Ocean  

 

 

 

 

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC

EBIT interest coverage 4

EBITDA interest coverage 4

Total debt/capital % 6

ROIC 6

Operating income/Revenue % 1

Implied rating BB 21 4,2

2010

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC

EBIT interest coverage 4

EBITDA interest coverage 6

Total debt/capital % 6

ROIC 6

Operating income/Revenue % 1

Implied rating BB 23 4,6

2011

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC

EBIT interest coverage 5

EBITDA interest coverage 5

Total debt/capital % 5

ROIC 6

Operating income/Revenue % 1

Implied rating BB 22 4,4

2012

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC

EBIT interest coverage 4

EBITDA interest coverage 3

Total debt/capital % 5

ROIC 6

Operating income/Revenue % 1

Implied rating BBB 19 3,8

2013
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Return on debt   

Risk free rate 2,24%   

Credit spread 3,35%   

Return on debt 5,59%   

Tax shield   100%   

Return on debt 5,59%   

http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/ 

 

Appendix 10.6 Altman’s Z-Score formula with calculations for Golden Ocean
20

 

Z-Score = 1,2X1 + 1,4X2 + 3,3X3 + 0,6X4 + 0,999X5 

X1 = Working capital / Total assets 

X2 = Retained earnings / Total assets 

X3 = EBIT / Total assets 

X4 = Mkt val. equity / Book value of total liabilities 
X5 = Sales / total assets 

 

 
                                                           
20

 Amir, Alizadeh & Nikos Nomikos (2009) – “Shipping Derivatives and Risk Management” 

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC

EBIT interest coverage 7

EBITDA interest coverage 6

Total debt/capital % 6

ROIC 7

Operating income/Revenue % 7

Implied rating CCC 33 6,6

2014

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC

EBIT interest coverage 7

EBITDA interest coverage 7

Total debt/capital % 6

ROIC 7

Operating income/Revenue % 7

Implied rating CCC 34 6,8

2015

Golden Ocean 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Working capital 19.470         15.070              -3.269           3.052            -23.611         -2.129           8.296             59.924          

Total assets 1.006.658   1.086.737        1.227.219    1.212.071   1.110.379    1.188.471    1.079.424    2.178.667    

EBIT 223.748       100.149           108.103        92.802         72.572          83.821          18.476          -66.799         

Retained earnings 139.004       356.263           399.813        364.778       377.288        457.823        282.059        -221.844      

Mkt.val equity 250.510       226.750           543.960        333.900       128.290        280.040        362.950        184.760        

Total liabilities 828.988       559.301           652.756        682.187       572.083        562.107        610.448        1.020.018    

Sales 947.503       349.589           384.879        317.116       229.840        308.901        253.458        190.238        

1,2 X1 0,0193 0,0139 -0,0027 0,0025 -0,0213 -0,0018 0,0077 0,0275

1,4 X2 0,1381 0,3278 0,3258 0,3010 0,3398 0,3852 0,2613 -0,1018

3,3 X3 0,2223 0,0922 0,0881 0,0766 0,0654 0,0705 0,0171 -0,0307

0,6 X4 0,3022 0,4054 0,8333 0,4895 0,2243 0,4982 0,5946 0,1811

0,999 X5 0,9412 0,3217 0,3136 0,2616 0,2070 0,2599 0,2348 0,0873

Altman's Z = 2,07              1,34                  1,56               1,23              1,01               1,33               1,02               -0,01             
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Appendix 10.7 Damodaran’s Interest Coverage Ratio Rating 

 

The Z-score credit rating implies a CC credit rating, whereas Damodaran’s interest coverage ratio implies 

BBB credit rating. This rating is based on core net interest expenses, and not core financial expenses. The 

median of these two and our synthetic credit rating is thus BB, the same as found when using the 

synthetic rating only.  

 

Appendix 10.5 CAPM, WACC Estimation and Iteration Process 

 

CAPM 
Risk Free Rate   2,24% 
Beta              1,44  
Mkt Risk Premium 6,25% 
LP   0% 
Return on Equity   11,21% 
Return on Debt   5,59% 
Tax Rate   0% 

WACC   7,79% 

 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Z-score 1,23         1,01         1,33         1,02         -0,01        

Implied rating CC CC CCC CC D

Median CC

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Interest coverage 4,24         3,63         4,65         0,61         -2,44        

Implied rating BBB BBB A- C D

Median BBB
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Terminal

FCFF -42.344         -37.681        6.234           74.379           44.381       53.424        96.872      

Iteration WACC Beg. Equity FCFF EV FCFF Eqt. Diff

Attempt 1 7,79% 257.988       1.219.687   817.420        559.432     

Attempt 2 9,36% 817.420       872.373       453.784        -363.636    

Attempt 3 8,51% 453.784       1.036.529   613.364        159.580     

Attempt 4 8,92% 613.364       952.635       524.556        -88.807      

Attempt 5 8,68% 524.556       999.442       568.780        44.223        

Attempt 6 8,79% 568.780       977.984       545.388        -23.392      

Attempt 7 8,72% 545.388       991.185       557.389        12.001        

Attempt 8 8,75% 557.389       985.746       551.132        -6.257        

Attempt 9 8,73% 551.132       989.511       554.367        3.235          

Attempt 10 8,74% 554.367       988.183       552.688        -1.680        

Attempt 11 8,73% 552.688       989.284       553.558        870              

Attempt 12 8,73% 553.558       988.985       553.106        -452            

Attempt 13 8,73% 553.106       989.319       553.340        234              

Attempt 14 8,73% 553.340       989.263       553.219        -121            

Attempt 15 8,73% 553.219       989.370       553.282        63                

Attempt 16 8,73% 553.282       989.365       553.249        -33              

Attempt 17 8,73% 553.249       989.401       553.266        17                

Attempt 18 8,73% 553.266       989.405       553.258        -9                 

Attempt 19 8,73% 553.258       989.417       553.262        5                  

Attempt 20 8,73% 553.262       989.420       553.260        -2                 

Attempt 21 8,73% 553.260       989.425       553.261        1                  

Attempt 22 8,73% 553.261       989.427       553.260        -1                 

Attempt 23 8,73% 553.260       989.429       553.261        0                  

Attempt 24 8,73% 553.261       989.429       553.260        -0                 

Attempt 25 8,73% 553.260       989.430       553.261        0                  

Attempt 26 8,73% 553.261       989.431       553.261        -0                 

Attempt 27 8,73% 553.261       989.431       553.261        0                  
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Chapter 11 Valuation of Golden Ocean Group Ltd 

Appendix 11.1 Discounted Cash Flow Model 

The discounted cash flow model is one of the most accurate and flexible models for valuing companies or 

projects. We have estimated the enterprise value of Golden Ocean and subtracted NIBD to find equity 

value and thus the share price. The value is determined by a forecast of free cash flow (FCFF) in the 

forecast horizon and terminal period, which again is discounted by the WACC. The FCFF is discounted 

using the following formula; 

𝐹𝐶𝐹𝐹 = 𝑁𝑂𝑃𝐴𝑇 + 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ± ∆𝑁𝑊𝐶 ± ∆𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 ± 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 

Change in non-current liabilities is not considered to be a part of NWC or the CAPEX and is thus 

included as a separate element. When we have calculated the FCFF, we discount these to find enterprise 

value by using the following formula
21

; 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒0 = ∑
𝐹𝐶𝐹𝐹𝑡

(1 + 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶)𝑡
+

𝐹𝐶𝐹𝐹𝑛+𝑡

(𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 − 𝑔)
∗

1

(1 + 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶)𝑛

𝑛

𝑡=1

 

 

Appendix 11.2 Economic Value Added Model 

The EVA model suggests that the value of the company is its initial investment plus all future EVA’s. 

The value is thus calculated as the invested capital at the beginning of the forecast period plus the present 

value of all future EVA’s. The economic value added is calculated as; 

𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑡 = 𝑁𝑂𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑡 − 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑡−1 

We apply the same approach as in the DCF model and calculate the enterprise value as follows;
22

 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒0 = 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙0 + ∑
𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑡

(1 + 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶)𝑡
+

𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑛+𝑡

(𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 − 𝑔)
∗

1

(1 + 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶)𝑛

𝑛

𝑡=1

 

We find the equity value by subtracting the calculated NIBD and divide equity on all shares to find the 

share price.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
21

 Petersen & Plenborg (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis p.216 
22

 Petersen & Plenborg (2012) – Financial Statement Analysis p.217 
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Appendix 11.3 NAV Model, Clarksons Second-hand Vessel Prices and China Discount 

 

31.12.2015         

Observed Second Hand Ship Prices December 2016 (USDm) 

Ship Type Resale 5YR 10YR 15YR 

Capesize 39 25 13,5 8,5 

Kamsarmax 25 14 8,5 
 Panamax 22 14 8,5 5 

Supramax 22,5 13,5 8 4,5 

Source: ©Clarkson Research Data/Compiled By Authors 

          

Related Standard Design - DWT 

Ship Type Resale 5YR 10YR 15YR 

Capesize 180.000 180.000 180.000 170.000 

Kamsarmax 82.000 76.000 75.000 
 Panamax 76.000 76.000 75.000 73.000 

Supramax 61.000 56.000 52.000 52.000 

Source: ©Clarkson Research Data/Compiled By Authors 

          

USDm per DWT (Standardized) 

Ship Type Resale 5YR 10YR 15YR 

Capesize 0,0002167 0,0001389 0,0000750 0,0000500 

Kamsarmax 0,0003049 0,0001842 0,0001133 
 Panamax 0,0002895 0,0001842 0,0001133 0,0000685 

Supramax 0,0003689 0,0002411 0,0001538 0,0000865 

Source: Compiled By Authors     
 

Price Impairment Interval (USDm per year) 

  Resale - 5 YR 5 - 10 YR 

Capesize 14 11,5 
per year 2,8 2,3 

Kamsarmax 11 5,5 

per year 2,2 1,1 

Panamax 8 5,5 
per year 1,6 1,1 

Supramax 9 5,5 
per year 1,8 1,1 

Source: Compiled By Authors   
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Source: ©Clarksons Research Data/Compiled by Nordea Markets 
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Appendix 11.4 Market Value of Golden Ocean Fleet 

 

Basis time 31-12-2015

Ship type Name Age Age fact. Price Ann. Imp. Imp. Factor DWT Market Val. China disc.

Capesize Golden Feng mar-09 6,84 5 YR 2,30 1,84 169.232       19,28          

Capesize Golden Shui maj-09 6,67 5 YR 2,30 1,67 169.333       19,67          

Capesize Golden Opus (50 % owned)apr-10 5,75 5 YR 2,30 0,75 180.715       23,37          

Capesize KSL Seattle maj-14 1,67 Resale 2,80 1,67 181.015       34,55          

Capesize KSL Sapporo jun-14 1,58 Resale 2,80 1,58 180.960       34,77          -3,48                 

Capesize KSL Singapore maj-14 1,67 Resale 2,80 1,67 181.062       34,56          -3,46                 

Capesize KSL Sydney aug-14 1,42 Resale 2,80 1,42 181.000       35,25          -3,53                 

Capesize KSL Santiago sep-14 1,33 Resale 2,80 1,33 181.020       35,49          -3,55                 

Capesize KSL Salvador sep-14 1,33 Resale 2,80 1,33 180.958       35,48          -3,55                 

Capesize KSL San Francisco okt-14 1,25 Resale 2,80 1,25 181.066       35,73          -3,57                 

Capesize KSL Santos okt-14 1,25 Resale 2,80 1,25 181.055       35,73          -3,57                 

Capesize KSL Sakura jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 181.062       36,44          -3,64                 

Capesize KSL Seville jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 181.062       36,44          -3,64                 

Capesize KSL Seoul jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 181.010       36,43          -3,64                 

Capesize Golden Kathrine jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 182.486       36,75          

Capesize KSL Stockholm apr-15 0,75 Resale 2,80 0,75 181.055       37,13          -3,71                 

Capesize Golden Aso jun-15 0,58 Resale 2,80 0,58 182.472       37,90          

Capesize Golden Finsbury sep-15 0,33 Resale 2,80 0,33 182.418       38,60          

Capesize Gloden Barnet mar-16 NB. Resale 180.355       39,08          

Capesize Golden Bexley mar-16 NB. Resale 180.209       39,05          

Newcastlemax Golden Scape mar-16 NB. Resale 211.112       45,74          -4,57                 

Newcastlemax Golden Swift mar-16 NB. Resale 211.112       45,74          -4,57                 

Capesize Golden Fullham jan-16 NB. Resale 182.000       39,43          

Capesize KSL Mediterranian jan-16 NB. Resale 180.000       39,00          

Capesize Golden Circus jan-16 NB. Resale 180.000       39,00          -3,90                 

Capesize Front Cumulus feb-16 NB. Resale 180.000       39,00          -3,90                 

Capesize KSL Shanghai apr-16 NB. Resale 180.000       39,00          -3,90                 

Capesize KSL Savannah jun-16 NB. Resale 180.000       39,00          -3,90                 

Capesize KSL Caribbean feb-16 NB. Resale 180.000       39,00          

Kamsarmax Golden Empress dec-10 5,08 5 YR 1,10 0,08 79.463          14,54          

Kamsarmax Golden Endeavour nov-10 5,17 5 YR 1,10 0,17 79.454          14,45          

Kamsarmax Golden Eminence aug-10 5,42 5 YR 1,10 0,42 79.463          14,18          

Kamsarmax Golden Endurer jan-11 5,00 5 YR 1,10 0,00 79.474          14,64          

Kamsarmax Golden Enterprise sep-11 4,33 5 YR 2,20 -0,67 79.463          16,10          

Kamsarmax Golden Rose feb-12 3,92 5 YR 2,20 -1,08 81.585          17,42          

Kamsarmax Golden Ginger jun-12 3,58 5 YR 2,20 -1,42 81.487          18,13          

Kamsarmax Golden Daisy jun-12 3,58 5 YR 2,20 -1,42 81.507          18,13          

Panamax Golden Ruby maj-14 1,67 Resale 1,60 1,67 74.052          18,77          

Panamax Golden Diamond okt-13 2,25 Resale 1,60 2,25 75.500          18,26          

Panamax Golden Saguenay mar-08 7,84 5 YR 1,10 2,84 75.500          10,79          -1,08                 

Panamax Golden Opportunity aug-08 7,42 5 YR 1,10 2,42 75.500          11,25          -1,12                 

Panamax Golden Ice dec-08 7,08 5 YR 1,10 2,08 75.500          11,61          -1,16                 

Panamax Golden Strength apr-09 6,75 5 YR 1,10 1,75 74.186          11,74          -1,17                 

Panamax Golden Suek nov-11 4,17 5 YR 1,60 -0,83 74.849          15,12          

Panamax Golden Bull mar-12 3,84 5 YR 1,60 -1,16 75.000          15,68          

Panamax Golden Brilliant jan-13 3,00 5 YR 1,60 -2,00 74.500          16,93          

Panamax Golden Pearl jun-13 2,58 5 YR 1,60 -2,42 74.186          17,53          

Supramax Golden Cecilie feb-15 0,91 Resale 0,91 1,80 60.263          20,59          

Supramax Golden Cathrine jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,00 1,80 60.263          20,43          

Supramax Golden Aries feb-15 0,91 Resale 0,91 1,80 63.605          21,82          -2,18                 

Supramax Golden Gemini mar-15 0,84 Resale 0,84 1,80 63.605          21,96          -2,20                 

Supramax Golden Taurus maj-15 0,67 Resale 0,67 1,80 64.000          22,40          -2,24                 

Supramax Golden Leo feb-16 NB. Resale 64.000          23,61          -2,36                 

Supramax Golden Virgo apr-16 NB. Resale 64.000          23,61          -2,36                 

Supramax Golden Libra jun-16 NB. Resale 64.000          23,61          -2,36                 

Market Value of Capesize Fleet 1.047          -64                    

Market Value of Kamsarmax Fleet 128             -                    

Market Value of Panamax Fleet 148             -5                       

Market Value of Supramax Fleet 178             -14                    

Total Market Value of Fleet (USDm) okt-13 2,20 1.499,87    -82                    

USD millionMarket Value Golden Ocean Vessels - Fleet List
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Appendix 11.5 Value of Golden Ocean Contract Portfolio and Other Adjustments to NAV 

 

The following table summarizes the acquired portfolio value from the merge with Knightsbridge in March 

2015, with the amortizations made and reported value of these as of 31.12.2015. 

 

The reported value of these contracts is based on Golden Ocean’s own outlooks for future daily freight 

rate levels. As we operate with our own estimate for these we needed to recalculate the value of the 

contract portfolio based on our estimated future daily freight rates. In the current market, all of the 

charter-out contracts are in favor of Golden Ocean whereas all the charter-in contracts are not in favor of 

the company. We have estimated the contract portfolio value as the total present value of all charter-out 

contracts less all charter-in contracts. The following table summarizes the daily profit/loss per vessel until 

the contract expires. These daily profit/losses are summarized and multiplied with days in use per year 

(reflected in the Total Value row) and discounted with our estimated WACC to find the present value as 

of 31.12.2015.  

 

 

Charter-out contracts '000 USD

Acquired value as of 31.03.2015 127.100          

Amortization as of 31.12.2015 -23.700          

Value 103.400          

Charter-in contracts '000 USD

Acquired value as of 31.03.2015 7.600              

Amortization as of 31.12.2015 -1.400             

Value 6.200              

Reported net value contracts 97.200            

Our estimated net value 56.472            

Our adjustment for overvalue of portfolio -40.728          

Source: GOGL Q4'2015 report. Note 5.

P/L Chartered OUT Expiry Rate (USD/day) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Golden Endurer Nov.20 22.800                  17.300            15.136           12.121            7.919              7.175              

Golden Empress Dec.21 22.800                  17.300            15.136           12.121            7.919              7.175              6.785              

Golden Endeavour Oct.20 18.525                  13.025            10.861           7.846              3.644              2.900              

Golden Eclipse Feb.20 28.025                  13.650            13.650           13.650            13.650            13.650            

Golden Bull sep.17 16.788                  10.738            8.358             

Golden Suek sep.16 17.000                  10.950            

KSL Stockholm Jun.22 Spot + 20% 1.314              1.901             2.751              3.980              4.179              4.283              4.390     

KSL Seoul Jun.22 Spot + 20% 1.100              1.489             2.014              2.726              2.862              2.934              3.007     

KSL San Francisco Jun.22 Spot + 20% -                   -                  -                   -                   -                   -                   -          

KSL Salvador Jun.22 Spot + 20% 403                  403                 404                  404                  404                  404                  404         

KSL Santiago Jun.22 Spot + 20% 3.460              3.027             2.424              1.584              1.435              -                   -          

KSL Sydney Jun.22 Spot + 20% 3.460              3.027             2.424              1.584              1.435              1.357              -          

KSL Singapore Jun.22 Spot + 20% 2.605              2.172             1.569              729                  580                  -                   -          

KSL Seattle Jun.22 Spot + 20% 2.730              2.730             2.730              2.730              2.730              -                   -          

Total value ('000 USD) 34.784            27.668           21.920            17.108            11.706            5.754              1.424     

Discount factor 0,92                 0,85                0,78                 0,72                 0,66                 0,61                 0,56        

SUM PV 96.660      

Source: Golden Ocean Annual Reports/Compiled By Authors
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Appendix 11.6 Net Asset Valuation Peers 

 

Diana Shipping 
Diana Shipping Net Asset Value ('000 USD) 

Ship Class On water Newbuilds Total Current -5% 5% 
Capesize 16 2 18           446.406  424.085 468.726 
Kamsarmax 4 1 5             75.649  71.867 79.432 
Panamax 26 0 26           266.770  253.432 280.109 

Fleet value 46 3 49           788.825  749.384 828.266 

Discount on China-built vessels             -51.444  -51.444 -51.444 
NIBD               -406.853  -406.853 -406.853 
Remaining CAPEX             -132.000  -132.000 -132.000 
Working capital                   3.890  3.890 3.890 
Other adjustments*               136.012  136.012 136.012 

NAV                 338.430  298.988 377.871 

NAV/share (USD)                      4,10  3,62 4,58 
P/NAV                        1,06  1,20 0,95 

Source: Clarksons. Analytical income statements. Compiled by authors. 

*other assets less other liabilities         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P/L Chartered IN Expiry Rate 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

KSL Baltic nov.16 17.600       11.031     

KSL China sep.25 17.600       11.031     8.095      3.847     -2.299   -3.294   -3.816   -4.352    -4.901  -5.463  -6.040  

Golden Zhoushan jul.25 17.600       11.031     8.095      3.847     -2.299   -3.294   -3.816   -4.352    -4.901  -5.463  -6.040  

Golden Zhejiang Jun.22 17.600       11.031     8.095      3.847     -2.299   -3.294   -3.816   -4.352    

Golden Future Jun.22 17.600       11.031     8.095      3.847     -2.299   -3.294   -3.816   -4.352    

Golden Beijing Oct.16 17.600       11.031     8.095      3.847     -2.299   -3.294   -3.816   -4.352    

Golden Magnum aug.25 17.600       11.031     8.095      3.847     -2.299   -3.294   -3.816   -4.352    -4.901  -5.463  -6.040  

Belgravia aug.25 17.600       11.031     8.095      3.847     -2.299   -3.294   -3.816   -4.352    -4.901  -5.463  -6.040  

Battersea jul.25 17.600       11.031     8.095      3.847     -2.299   -3.294   -3.816   -4.352    -4.901  -5.463  -6.040  

Golden Hawk Feb.22 13.200       7.700       5.757      3.128     -430       -1.112   -1.469   

Golden Lyderhorn aug.16 13.200       7.150       

Golden Eclipse feb.20 13.200       7.700       7.700      7.700     7.700     7.700     

Total value ('000 USD) 42.591     25.595   13.782   -3.221   -8.354   -9.840   -9.530    -8.944  -9.970  -6.981  

Discount factor 0,92          0,85        0,78       0,72       0,66       0,61       0,56        0,51      0,47      0,43      

SUM PV 40.188      

Source: Golden Ocean Annual Reports/Compiled By Authors

Estimated Net Value 56.472      
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Safe Bulkers 

Safe Bulkers - Valuation Summary Net Asset Value (USDk) 

Ship Class On water Newbuilds Total Current -5% 5% 

Capesize 3 0 3            80.592             76.562             84.621  

Kamsarmax 4 3 7         115.512          109.736           121.288  

Panamax 25 5 30         459.164          436.206           482.122  

Fleet value 32 8 40         655.267          622.504           688.031  

Discount on China-built vessels              -7.188             -7.188              -7.188  

NIBD              -441.762         -441.762         -441.762  

Remaining CAPEX            -197.000         -197.000         -197.000  

Working capital                18.473             18.473             18.473  

Other adjustments            -177.082         -177.082         -177.082  

Net adjustment to charter portfolio            -53.000           -53.000           -53.000  

NAV              -202.292         -235.055         -169.528  

NAV/share (USD)                   -2,42                -2,82                -2,03  

P/NAV                     -0,33                -0,29                -0,40  

Source: Clarksons. Analytical income statements. Compiled by authors.   

              

Other adjustments - Safe Bulkers NAV       

Preferred equity            -178.000      

Other assets minus liabilities*                    918      

Sum              -177.082      

*Operating assets less all vessel items and operating liabilities     

Source: Analytical income statement 2015. Compiled by authors     

 

Scorpio Bulkers 
Scorpio Bulkers - Valuation Summary Net Asset Value (USDk) 

Ship Class On water Newbuilds Total Current -5% 5% 
Kamsarmax 4 18 22        516.283         490.469         542.098  
Supramax 25 2 27        592.344         562.727         621.962  

Fleet value 29 20 49     1.108.628      1.053.196     1.164.059  

Discount on China-built vessels         -86.917          -86.917         -86.917  
NIBD       -320.960        -320.960       -320.960  
Working capital        175.494         175.494         175.494  
Other adjustments*           27.261            27.261           27.261  

NAV              903.506         848.075         958.938  

NAV/share (USD) 31,50 29,56 33,43 
Share price 31.12.2015 9,89 

  P/NAV 0,31 0,33 0,30 
* other assets less other liabilities       

Source: ©Clarksons Research Data/Analytical Balance Sheet/Compiled by Authors 
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Star Bulkers 
Star Bulkers - Valuation Summary Net Asset Value (USDk) 

Ship Class On water Newbuilds Total Current -5% 5% 
Capesize 20 14 34          955.264           907.501       1.003.028  
Kamsarmax 24 0 24          298.092           283.187           312.997  
Panamax 4 0 4            25.337             24.070             26.604  
Supramax 21 5 26          511.995           486.395           537.595  

Fleet value 69 19 88      1.790.688       1.701.154       1.880.222  

Discount on China-built vessels            -76.274           -76.274           -76.274  
NIBD              -757.127         -757.127         -757.127  
Remaining CAPEX            -508.600         -508.600         -508.600  
Working capital                  6.356               6.356               6.356  
Other adjustments                      667                   667                   667  

NAV                455.710           366.175           545.244  

NAV/share (USD)                     2,08                  1,67                  2,49  
Share price 31.12.2015                     0,61      
P/NAV                       0,29                  0,36                  0,24  

Source: ©Clarksons Research Data/Analytical Balance Sheet/Compiled by Authors 
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Appendix 11.7 Market Value of Peer Companies’ Fleet 

 

Basis time 31-12-2015

Ship type Name Age Age fact. Price Ann. Imp. Imp. Factor DWT MV China disc.

Capesize Norfolk jan-02 14,01 15 YR 1,00 -0,99 164.218         9,21             

Capesize Aliki jan-05 11,00 10 YR 1,00 1,00 180.235         12,51           

Capesize Baltimore jan-05 11,00 10 YR 1,00 1,00 171.810         11,88           

Capesize Salt Lake City jan-05 11,00 10 YR 1,00 1,00 171.810         11,88           

Capesize Sideris GS jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,00 0,00 174.186         13,06           -1,31           

Capesize Semirio jan-07 9,00 10 YR 2,30 -1,00 174.261         15,36           -1,54           

Capesize Boston jan-07 9,00 10 YR 2,30 -1,00 177.828         15,63           -1,56           

Capesize Houston jan-09 7,00 5 YR 2,30 2,00 177.729         20,08           -2,01           

Capesize New York jan-10 6,00 5 YR 2,30 1,00 177.773         22,39           -2,24           

Capesize Seattle jan-11 5,00 5 YR 2,30 0,00 179.362         24,91           

Capesize P. S. Palios jan-13 3,00 5 YR 2,80 -2,00 179.134         30,49           

Capesize G. P. Zafirakis jan-14 2,00 Resale 2,80 2,00 179.426         33,28           -3,33           

Capesize Santa Barbara jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 179.426         36,08           -3,61           

Capesize New orleans jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 180.960         36,42           -3,64           

Capesize Los Angeles jan-12 4,00 5 YR 2,80 -1,00 206.104         31,43           -3,14           

Capesize Philadelphia jan-12 4,00 5 YR 2,80 -1,00 206.040         31,42           -3,14           

Capesize San Fransisco jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 208.500         45,18           -4,52           

Capesize Newport news jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 208.500         45,18           -4,52           

Kamsarmax Maia jan-09 7,00 5 YR 1,10 2,00 82.193           12,94           

Kamsarmax Myrsini jan-10 6,00 5 YR 1,10 1,00 82.117           14,03           

Kamsarmax Medusa jan-10 6,00 5 YR 1,10 1,00 82.194           14,04           

Kamsarmax Myrito jan-13 3,00 5 YR 2,20 -2,00 82.131           19,54           

Kamsarmax Phaidra jan-16 0,00 5 YR 2,20 0,00 82.000           15,11           -1,51           

Panamax Danae jan-01 15,01 15 YR 1,60 0,01 75.106           5,14             

Panamax Dione jan-01 15,01 15 YR 1,60 0,01 75.172           5,14             

Panamax Nirefs jan-01 15,01 15 YR 1,10 0,01 75.311           5,15             

Panamax Alcyon jan-01 15,01 15 YR 1,10 0,01 75.247           5,15             

Panamax Triton jan-01 15,01 15 YR 1,10 0,01 75.336           5,15             

Panamax Oceanis jan-01 15,01 15 YR 1,10 0,01 75.211           5,15             

Panamax Thetis jan-04 12,01 10 YR 1,10 2,01 73.583           6,13             -0,61           

Panamax Protefs jan-04 12,01 10 YR 1,10 2,01 73.630           6,14             -0,61           

Panamax Calipso jan-05 11,00 10 YR 1,10 1,00 73.691           7,25             -0,72           

Panamax Clio jan-05 11,00 10 YR 1,10 1,00 73.691           7,25             -0,72           

Panamax Naias jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 73.546           8,33             -0,83           

Panamax Arethusa jan-07 9,00 10 YR 1,10 -1,00 73.593           9,44             -0,94           

Panamax Erato jan-04 12,01 10 YR 1,10 2,01 74.444           6,23             -0,62           

Panamax Coronis jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 74.381           8,43             -0,84           

Panamax Melite jan-04 12,01 10 YR 1,10 2,01 76.436           6,46             

Panamax Melia jan-05 11,00 10 YR 1,10 1,00 76.225           7,54             

Panamax Artemis jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 76.942           8,72             

Panamax Leto jan-10 6,00 5 YR 1,10 1,00 81.297           13,88           

Panamax Sunshine jan-10 6,00 5 YR 1,10 1,00 75.700           12,84           

Panamax Manzoni jan-13 3,00 5 YR 1,10 -2,00 75.403           16,09           

Panamax Infitinity 9 jan-13 3,00 5 YR 1,10 -2,00 77.901           16,55           

Panamax Crystalia jan-14 2,00 Resale 1,10 2,00 77.525           20,24           -2,02           

Panamax Atlandi jan-14 2,00 Resale 1,60 2,00 77.529           19,25           -1,92           

Panamax Alcemene jan-10 6,00 5 YR 1,60 1,00 93.193           15,57           -1,56           

Panamax Amphitrite jan-12 4,00 5 YR 1,60 -1,00 98.697           19,78           -1,98           

Panamax Polymnia jan-12 4,00 5 YR 1,60 -1,00 98.704           19,78           -1,98           

Market Value Capesize Fleet 446               -35               

Market Value Kamsarmax Fleet 76                 -2                 

Market Value Panamax Fleet 267               -15               

Total Market Value of Fleet (USDm) 789               -51               

USD millionsMarket Value of Vessels - Diana Shipping Fleet List
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Basis time 31-12-2015

Ship type Name Age Age fact. Price Ann. Imp. Imp. Factor DWT MV China disc.

Capesize Kanaris Jan-10 6,00 5YR 2,30 1,00 178.100   22,44           -2,24            

Pelopidas Jan-11 5,00 5YR 2,30 0,00 176.000   24,44           -2,44            

Lake Despina Jan-14 2,00 Resale 2,80 2,00 181.400   33,71           

Kamsarmax Pedhoulas Merchant Jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.300     9,32             

Pedhoulas Trader Jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.300     9,32             

Pedhoulas Leader Jan-07 9,00 10 YR 1,10 -1,00 82.300     10,42           

Pedhoulas Commander Jan-08 8,00 10 YR 1,10 -2,00 83.700     11,68           

Hull 1146 jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000     25,00           -2,50            

Hull 1551 jan-17 -1,01 Resale 0,00 0,00 81.600     24,88           

Hull 15528 jan-18 -2,01 Resale 0,00 0,00 81.600     24,88           

Panamax Maria Jan-03 13,01 15 YR 0,70 -1,99 76.000     6,60             

Koulitsa Jan-03 13,01 15 YR 0,70 -1,99 76.900     6,66             

Paraskevi Jan-03 13,01 15 YR 0,70 -1,99 74.300     6,49             

Vassos Jan-04 12,01 15 YR 0,70 -2,99 76.000     7,30             

Katerina Jan-04 12,01 15 YR 0,70 -2,99 76.000     7,30             

Maritsa Jan-05 11,00 15 YR 0,70 -4,00 76.000     8,00             

Efrossini Jan-12 4,00 5 YR 1,60 -6,00 75.000     23,42           

Zoe Jan-13 3,00 5 YR 1,60 -7,00 75.000     25,02           

Kypros Land Jan-14 2,00 Resale 1,60 2,00 77.100     19,12           

Kypros Sea Jan-14 2,00 Resale 1,60 2,00 77.100     19,12           

Kypros Unity 7 Jan-14 2,00 Resale 1,60 2,00 78.000     19,38           

Kypros Bravery Jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 78.000     20,98           

Kypros Sky Jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 77.100     20,72           

Kypros Loyalty Jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 78.000     20,98           

Stalo 7 Jan-06 10,00 10 YR 0,70 0,00 87.000     9,86             

Marina Jan-06 10,00 10 YR 0,70 0,00 87.000     9,86             

Xenia Jan-06 10,00 10 YR 0,70 0,00 87.000     9,86             

Sophia Jan-07 9,00 5 YR 1,10 4,00 87.000     11,62           

Eleni Jan-08 8,00 5 YR 1,10 3,00 87.000     12,72           

Martine Jan-09 7,00 5 YR 1,10 2,00 87.000     13,83           

Andreas K Jan-09 7,00 5 YR 1,10 2,00 92.000     14,75           

Panayiota K Jan-10 6,00 Resale 1,60 6,00 92.000     17,03           

Venus Heritage Jan-10 6,00 Resale 1,60 6,00 95.800     18,13           

Venus History Jan-11 5,00 5 YR 1,60 0,00 95.800     17,65           

Venus Horizon Jan-12 4,00 5 YR 1,60 -1,00 95.800     19,25           

Troodos Sun Jan-16 nb Resale 1,60 0,00 85.000     24,61           

Hull 828 Jan-16 nb Resale 1,60 0,00 77.000     22,29           

Hull 835 Jan-17 nb Resale 1,60 0,00 77.000     22,29           

Hull 1685 Jan-16 nb Resale 1,60 0,00 84.000     24,32           

Hull 1718 9 Jan-16 nb Resale 1,60 0,00 84.000     24,32           

Market Value Capesize Fleet 81                 -5                  

Market Value Kamsarmax Fleet 116               -3                  

Market Value Panamax Fleet 459               -               

Total Market Value of Fleet (USDm) 655               -7                  

Market Value of Vessels - Safe Bulkers Fleet List USD millions
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Basis time 31-12-2015

Ship type Name Age Age fact. Price Ann. Imp. Imp. Factor DWT MV China disc.

Kamsarmax SBI Bolero jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 82.000   22,81           -2,28            

SBI Cakewalk jan-14 2,00 Resale 2,20 2,00 82.000   20,61           -2,06            

SBI Charleston jan-14 2,00 Resale 2,20 2,00 82.000   20,61           -2,06            

SBI Conga jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 82.000   22,81           -2,28            

SBI Samba jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 84.000   23,42           

SBI Rumba jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 84.000   23,42           

SBI Capoeira jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 82.000   22,81           -2,28            

SBI Electra jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 82.000   22,81           -2,28            

SBI Flamenco jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 82.000   22,81           -2,28            

SBI Carioca jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 82.000   22,81           -2,28            

SBI Sousta jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,20 1,00 82.000   22,81           -2,28            

SBI Rock jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Achilles jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 61.000   18,60           

SBI Lambada jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Reggae jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Parapara jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Zumba jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Macarena jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Mazurka jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Twist jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Jive jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

SBI Swing jan-16 0,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 82.000   25,00           -2,50            

Supramax SBI Bravo jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           -2,09            

SBI Athena jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 64.000   22,01           -2,20            

SBI Antares jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           -2,09            

SBI Cronos jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           

SBI Leo jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           -2,09            

SBI Echo jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           

SBI Lyra jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           -2,09            

SBI Subaru jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           -2,09            

SBI Thalia jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 64.000   22,01           -2,20            

SBI Tango jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           

SBI Maia jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           -2,09            

SBI Orion jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 64.000   22,01           -2,20            

SBI Hydra jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           -2,09            

SBI Pegasus jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 64.000   22,01           -2,20            

SBI Ursa jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,60 1,00 61.000   20,90           -2,09            

SBI Hercules jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 64.000   23,61           -2,36            

SBI Hermes jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 61.000   22,50           

SBI Perseus jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 64.000   23,61           -2,36            

SBI Apollo jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 60.200   22,20           

SBI Hera jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 60.200   22,20           

SBI Hyperion jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 61.000   22,50           -2,25            

SBI Poseidon jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 60.200   22,20           

SBI Samson jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 64.000   23,61           -2,36            

SBI Tethys jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 61.000   22,50           -2,25            

SBI Zeus jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,60 0,00 60.200   22,20           

SBI Phoebe jan-16 nb Resale 1,60 0,00 64.000   23,61           -2,36            

SBI Phoenix jan-16 nb Resale 1,60 0,00 64.000   23,61           -2,36            

Market Value Kamsarmax Fleet 516               -45               

Market Value Panamax Fleet 592               -42               

Total Market Value of Fleet (USDm) 1.109           -87               

Market Value of Vessels - Scorpio Bulkers Fleet List USD millions
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Basis time 31-12-2015

Ship type Name Age Age fact. Price Ann. Imp. Imp. Factor DWT MV China disc.

Capesize Goliath jul-15 0,50 Resale 2,80 0,50 209.537   44,00           -4,40            

Gargantua apr-15 0,75 Resale 2,80 0,75 209.529   43,30           -4,33            

Maharaj jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 209.472   42,59           -4,26            

Deep Blue jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 182.608   36,77           

Leviathan jan-14 2,00 Resale 2,80 2,00 182.511   33,95           

Peloreus jan-14 2,00 Resale 2,80 2,00 182.496   33,95           

Indomitable jan-15 1,00 Resale 2,80 1,00 182.476   36,74           

Christine jan-10 6,00 5 YR 2,30 1,00 180.274   22,74           

Star Pauline jan-08 8,00 5 YR 2,30 3,00 180.274   18,13           

Pantagruel jan-04 12,01 10 YR 1,00 2,01 180.181   11,51           

Star Borealis jan-11 5,00 5 YR 2,30 0,00 179.678   24,96           

Star Polaris jan-11 5,00 5 YR 2,30 0,00 179.600   24,94           

Star Angie jan-07 9,00 10 YR 1,00 -1,00 177.931   14,34           -1,43            

Big Fish jan-04 12,01 10 YR 1,00 2,01 177.643   11,32           

Kymopolia jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,00 0,00 176.990   13,27           

Big Bang(2) jan-07 9,00 10 YR 1,00 -1,00 174.109   14,06           -1,41            

Star Aurora jan-00 16,01 15 YR 1,00 1,01 171.199   7,55             

Star Despoina jan-99 17,01 15 YR 1,00 2,01 170.162   6,50             

Star Monisha jan-01 15,01 15 YR 1,00 0,01 164.218   8,21             

Star Eleonora jan-01 15,01 15 YR 1,00 0,01 164.218   8,21             

Star Poseidon jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           -3,56            

Star Marisa jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Star Libra jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Star Ariande jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Star Gemini jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Star Virgo jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Star Magnanimus jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Star Leo jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Behemoth jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Megalodon jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Bruno Marks jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Jenmark jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Star Aries jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Star Taurus jan-16 0,00 Resale 2,80 0,00 164.218   35,59           

Market Value of Vessels - Star Bulkers Fleet List USD millions
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Kamsarmax Star Sirius jan-11 5,00 5 YR 1,10 0,00 98.681      18,18           -1,82            

Star Vega jan-11 5,00 5 YR 1,10 0,00 98.681      18,18           -1,82            

Amami jan-11 5,00 5 YR 1,10 0,00 98.681      18,18           -1,82            

Madredeus jan-11 5,00 5 YR 1,10 0,00 98.681      18,18           -1,82            

Star Angelina jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.981      9,40             

Star Gwyneth jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.790      9,38             

Star Kamila jan-05 11,00 10 YR 1,10 1,00 82.769      8,28             

Pendulum jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.619      9,36             

Star Maria jan-07 9,00 10 YR 1,10 -1,00 82.598      10,46           

Star Markella jan-07 9,00 10 YR 1,10 -1,00 82.594      10,46           

Star Danai jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.574      9,36             

Star Georgia jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.298      9,32             

Star Sophia jan-07 9,00 10 YR 1,10 -1,00 82.269      10,42           

Star Mariella jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.266      9,32             

Star Moira jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.257      9,32             

Star Nina jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.224      9,32             

Star Renee jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.221      9,32             

Star Nasia jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.220      9,32             

Star Laura jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.209      9,31             

Star Jennifer jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.209      9,31             

Star Helena jan-06 10,00 10 YR 1,10 0,00 82.187      9,31             

Mercurial Virgo jan-13 3,00 5 YR 0,00 -2,00 81.545      15,02           -1,50            

Magnum Opus jan-14 2,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 81.022      24,70           

Tsu Ebisu jan-14 2,00 Resale 0,00 0,00 81.001      24,70           

Panamax Star Iris jan-04 12,01 10 YR 0,70 2,01 76.466      7,26             

Star Aline jan-04 12,01 10 YR 0,70 2,01 76.429      7,26             

Star Emily jan-04 12,01 10 YR 0,70 2,01 76.417      7,26             

Star Vanessa jan-99 17,01 15 YR 0,70 2,01 72.493      3,56             

Supramax Idee Fixe jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 63.458      21,61           -2,16            

Roberta jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 63.426      21,60           -2,16            

Laura jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 63.399      21,59           -2,16            

Kaley jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 63.283      21,55           -2,15            

Star Challenger jan-12 4,00 5 YR 1,10 -1,00 61.462      15,92           

Star Fighter jan-13 3,00 5 YR 1,10 -2,00 61.455      17,02           

Honey Badger jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 61.297      20,81           -2,08            

Wolverine jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 61.297      20,81           -2,08            

Star Antares jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 61.258      20,80           -2,08            

Star Aquarius jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 60.916      20,67           

Star Pisces jan-15 1,00 Resale 1,80 1,00 60.916      20,67           

Strange Attractor jan-06 10,00 10 YR 0,70 0,00 55.742      8,57             

Star Omicron jan-05 11,00 10 YR 0,70 1,00 53.489      7,53             

Star Gamma jan-02 14,01 15 YR 0,70 -0,99 53.098      20,28           

Star Zeta jan-03 13,01 15 YR 0,70 -1,99 52.994      20,94           

Star Delta jan-00 16,01 15 YR 0,70 1,01 52.434      18,63           

Star Theta jan-03 13,01 15 YR 0,70 -1,99 52.425      20,73           

Star Epsilon jan-01 15,01 15 YR 0,70 0,01 52.402      19,32           

Star Cosmo jan-05 11,00 15 YR 0,70 -4,00 52.246      22,07           -2,21            

Star Kappa jan-01 15,01 15 YR 0,70 0,01 52.055      19,20           

Star Michele jan-98 18,01 15 YR 0,70 3,01 45.588      14,71           

Kennadi jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,10 0,00 64.000      23,61           -2,36            

Mackenzie jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,10 0,00 64.000      23,61           -2,36            

Night Owl jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,10 0,00 64.000      23,61           

Early Bird jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,10 0,00 64.000      23,61           

Star Lutas jan-16 0,00 Resale 1,10 0,00 61.000      22,50           -2,25            

Market Value Capesize Fleet 955               -19               

Market Value Kamsarmax Fleet 298               -9                  

Market Value Panamax Fleet 25                 -24               

Market Value Supramax Fleet 512               -24               

Total Market Value of Fleet (USDm) 1.791           -76               
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Appendix 11.8 Relative Valuation 

Estimation of forward EV and multiples 

 
Multiple Valuation of Golden Ocean 

 
 

Bloomberg Consensus 

 

Enterprise value 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Terminal

FCFF -37.681        6.234            74.379         44.381         53.424         96.872     

PV FCFF -34.655        5.273            57.860         31.752         35.152         

Terminal 1.554.439   

Sum PV 95.382         

PV Term. 1.022.791   

EV 2016 1.118.173   

1 2 3 4

Enterprise value 2018 2019 2020 2021 Terminal

FCFF 6.234            74.379         44.381         53.424         96.872         

PV FCFF 5.733            62.912         34.525         38.221         

Terminal 1.554.439   

Sum PV 141.391       

PV Term. 1.112.101   

EV 2017 1.253.492   

Multiples 2015 2016 2017

EV 989.431       1.118.173   1.253.492   

Sales 190.238       158.062       208.509       

EBITDA -14.071        -76.564        30.664         

EV/Sales 5,20 7,07 6,01

EV/EBITDA -70,32 -14,60 40,88

Year EV Equity val Share price

2015 1.065.421       246.200           1,43            

2016 1.000.336       559.358           3,24            

2017 950.123           531.280           3,08            

Year EV Equity val Share price

2015 -230.965         

2016 -1.590.708     

2017 602.711           -216.510         

Value of Golden Ocean using EV/Sales

Value of Golden Ocean using EV/EBITDA

Bloomberg 2015 2016 2017

EV 1.276.644   1.275.308   

Sales 167.100       230.200       

EBITDA -38.400        13.700         

EV/Sales 7,64 5,54

EV/EBITDA -33,25 93,09
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Chapter 12 Sensitivity Analysis 

Appendix 12.1 Sensitivity Tables 

    WACC 

               0,99  7,5% 8% 8,73% 9% 9,5% 

  1,5% 1,27 0,83 0,29 0,12 -0,16 
  2,0% 1,75 1,23 0,61 0,42 0,09 

Growth 2,5% 2,33 1,71 0,99 0,76 0,39 
  3,0% 3,03 2,28 1,42 1,16 0,73 
  3,5% 3,92 2,99 1,94 1,63 1,12 

              
    Terminal ship OPEX (% revenue) 

               0,99  11% 12% 13,41% 15% 17% 

V
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  15% 2,53 2,36 2,13 1,86 1,52 
18% 2,03 1,86 1,62 1,35 1,01 
22% 1,40 1,23 0,99 0,71 0,37 
26% 0,67 0,49 0,25 -0,03 -0,38 
30% -0,03 -0,20 -0,45 -0,74 -1,11 

              
    Risk free rate 

  #REF! 1,80% 2,00% 2,24% 2,50% 2,70% 

  1,00 3,52 3,18 2,80 2,43 2,16 
  1,20 2,29 2,05 1,78 1,51 1,31 

Beta 1,44 1,35 1,18 0,99 0,79 0,64 
  1,60 0,89 0,74 0,58 0,42 0,30 
  1,80 0,45 0,34 0,21 0,07 -0,03 

  Source: Compiled By Authors       
 

Appendix 12.2 NAV per Share Sensitivity Golden Ocean and peers 
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Peer Comparison: NAV/Share sensitivity on change in market value of fleet 

GOGL Diana Safe Scorpio Star
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Chapter 13 Scenario Analysis 

Appendix 13.1 Bull Scenario 

 

 

 

 

Bull Case

Cycle Weight Length Handy Supramax Panamax Capesize BDI avg.

1 25% 3,16 21% 21% 21% 21% 21%

2 25% 2,25 22% 22% 22% 22% 22%

3 30% 4,08 42% 42% 42% 42% 42%

4 20% 1,67 141% 99% 139% 192% 135%

Weighted average 2,91 52% 43% 51% 62%

Source: Clarkson. Compiled by authors.

CAGR - Recovery

2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Capesize 10.000          16.180          26.180    28.798    31.678    32.470    

Kamsarmax 8.500            12.844          19.408    22.319    24.550    25.164    

Panamax 7.500            11.333          17.124    19.693    21.662    22.204    

Supramax 7.000            10.015          14.328    16.477    18.125    18.578    

Average 8.250            12.593          19.260    21.822    24.004    24.604    

Estimated freight rates (USD per day)
Segment

Recovery Stabilize

BULL Case

Summary - Operations 2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Total operating revenues 211.671       314.516       490.747             559.317           619.716           654.241      670.597     

Total OPEX 248.926       215.088       277.001             301.091           322.311           334.440      413.860     

EBITDA -37.255        99.429         213.746             258.226           297.405           319.801      256.737     

EBIT/NPATBUI -98.672        33.693         142.553             183.382           221.745           243.606      178.637     

NOPAT -89.068        47.963         164.819             208.759           249.863           273.290      209.063     

NFE -59.977        -64.206        -69.557              -73.129           -73.934            -74.461       -76.323      

Net Income -149.046      -16.243        95.262               135.630           175.928           198.829      132.741     

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

NOPAT -89.068      47.963        164.819      208.759       249.863       273.290       209.063       

Addback depreciations 61.417       65.735        71.193        74.843         75.660         76.195         78.100         

Change in NWC 53.440       -3.150        -5.399         -2.101          -1.850          -1.058          -501             

CAPEX -51.054      -200.467    -241.453     -188.731      -101.142      -92.885        -137.529      

Change in non-current liabilities -2.956        2.713          4.649          1.809           1.593           911              432              

FCFF -28.221      -87.206      -6.190         94.580         224.123       256.453       149.564       

Change in NIBD 253.719     75.653        95.712        63.905         14.406         9.424           33.301         

NFE -59.977      -64.206      -69.557       -73.129        -73.934        -74.461        -76.323        

FCFE 165.520     -75.759      19.965        85.356         164.595       191.415       106.543       

Dividends 165.520     -75.759      19.965        85.356         164.595       191.415       106.543       

Cash surplus -             -             -              -               -               -               -               

Cash-flow statement Bull Case

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Discount factor 0,91           0,83            0,76            0,69             0,63             0,58             

FCFF -28.221      -87.206      -6.190         94.580         224.123       256.453       149.564       

PV FCFF -25.746      -72.578      -4.700         65.511         141.623       147.837       

Sum PV FCFF 251.947          

Terminal period 2.102.035       

PV terminal period 1.211.756       

Estimated EV 1.463.703       

NIBD 819.221          

Estimated equity value 644.482          

Estimated share price USD 3,73                

Share price 31.12.2015 1,07                
248,8%

DCF Bull Case
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Appendix 13.2 Bear Case 

 

 

 

 

The funding gap above is for an illustrative purpose only. In the event of a financial restructuring a much 

more detailed calculation would have been necessary. This is beyond the scope of this thesis.  

 

 

 

Bear Case

Cycle Weight Length Handy Supramax Panamax Capesize BDI avg.

1 30% 3,16 21% 21% 21% 21% 21%

2 30% 2,25 22% 22% 22% 22% 22%

3 35% 4,08 42% 42% 42% 42% 42%

4 5% 1,67 141% 99% 139% 192% 135%

Weighted average 3,14 35% 32% 34% 37%

Source: Clarkson. Compiled by authors.

CAGR - Recovery

2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Capesize 6.569            6.897            9.461      12.978    17.779    19.557    

Kamsarmax 5.500            5.775            7.767      10.446    13.998    15.398    

Panamax 6.050            6.353            8.544      11.491    15.398    16.937    

Supramax 5.500            5.775            7.651      10.136    13.380    14.718    

Average 5.905            6.200            8.356      11.263    15.139    16.653    

Segment
Estimated freight rates

Recovery Stabilize

BEAR Case Summary

Summary - Operations 2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e 2020e 2021e Terminal

Total operating revenues 158.062       161.576      214.222      287.712     379.769       421.268    431.800     

Total OPEX 234.626       161.357      179.852      205.671     238.012       252.592    258.907     

EBITDA -76.564        220             34.370        82.041       141.756       168.676    172.893     

EBIT/NPATBUI -136.369      -59.632       -26.184       20.508       78.997         105.364    107.998     

NOPAT -129.198      -52.301       -16.465       33.562       96.227         124.477    127.589     

NFE -55.903        -55.948       -56.610       -57.534      -58.692        -59.214    -60.694      

Net Income -185.101      -108.249     -73.074       -23.972      37.535         65.263      66.895       

Operational loss 2016-18 -197.964      

Net fin. exp.2016 - 18 -168.461      

Cash ultimo 2015* 117.232       

Restr. Cash Ultimo 2015 48.872         

Cash funding gap -200.321      

Cash funding gap** -249.193      

* included financial assets held for sale

** excluded restricted cash

Source: Compiled by Authors
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Shipping Glossary 

Appendix Shipping Glossary 

Ballast: Sea water pumped into carefully located ballast tanks, or cargo spaces, when the ship is not 

carrying cargo, to lower the ship in the water so that the propeller is sufficiently submerged to perform 

efficiently. 

Bulk Vessel: Vessels which are specially designed and built to carry large volumes of cargo in bulk 

cargo form 

Bunkers: Fuel oil burned in ships main engines 

Classifications Society: Organization which sets the standards for ship construction supervises standards 

during construction and inspects the hull and machinery of a ship classed with the society at regular 

intervals awarding the class certificate required to obtain hull insurance.  

Charter: The hire of a vessel for a specified period of time or to carry a cargo for a fixed fee from a 

loading port to a discharging is called a charterparty 

CoA: Contract between shipping company and charterer concerning the freight of a predetermined 

volume of goods within a given period of time and/or at given intervals.  

Draft: Vertical distance between the waterline and bottom of the vessel’s keel. 

DWT: Dead Weight Tons. International unit of measurement that indicates the loading capabilities in 

metric tons of the particular vessel, including the weight of the crew, passengers, stores, bunkers etc. 

Freight Rates: Amount of money paid to a shipowner for the carriage of each cargo unit between named 

ports 

FFA: Freight Forward Agreement 

Haul: A distance to be covered in a journey 

Kamsarmax: Sub-category of the Panamax. Largest allowed vessel in the Port of Kamsar. 

Knot: A nautical measurement of speed equal to 1,15 miles or 1,85 km per hour on land. The speed of 

ships is measured in knots.  

Lay-up: Describes a ship that has been taken out of service because freight rates are too low to cover its 

operating and maintenance costs.  

LWT: Measures the actual weight of the ship measures the actual weight of the ship with no fuel, 

passengers, cargo, water and the like on board. 

Mt: Metric tons 

Newbuilding: A newly constructed vessel 
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Off-hire: Time, usually measured in days, during which charter hire payments are suspended because the 

vessel is not available to trade, for example due to a breakdown or routine repair.  

Orderbook: A reference to currently placed orders for the construction of vessels 

Post-Panamax: Bulk carriers between DWT 80-100.000, largest to fit through the extended Panama 

Canal 

Scrapping: The demolition of ships turning them into steel scrap 

Special Survey: Mandatory examination of the ships hull and machinery carried out every five years, or 

on a rolling basis, by the classification society with which the vessel is classed. 

Ton-Mile: Unit of measurement indicating the volume of cargo and how far it has been transported 

Valemax: A very large ore carrier of around DWT 400.000 primary hauling iron ore from Brazil to China 

Vessel: Another word for a boat or ship.  

Voyage Costs: The cost of fuel, port expenses and canal costs which are specific to the voyage. On a 

voyage charter where the ports are specified they are generally included in the negotiated spot rate and 

paid by the shipowner. On a timecharter where the ports are not known in advance they are paid by the 

charterer. 

Source: 

Maritime Economics, Stopford (2009) 

Danske Skibskredit 

Diana Shipping 


